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Theses
• The rotor-side and grid-side inverter currents of a doubly-fed induction generator can be
controlled using different current control strategies.
• Field-oriented control is the most common means of controlling the inverter currents of
a doubly-fed induction generator but does not allow for a systematic manipulation of
negative-sequence currents during asymmetrical grid voltage dips.
• Contrarily to field-oriented control, which uses proportional-integral controllers in a rotat-
ing coordinate system, it is possible to control the inverter currents in a static coordinate
system using frequency-selective controllers (FSC).
• The control of positive-sequence and negative-sequence rotor current components enables
torque oscillations during asymmetrical grid faults with limited dip-depth to be reduced.
• The control of positive-sequence and negative-sequence grid-side inverter current compo-
nents enables DC-link voltage oscillations during asymmetrical grid faults with limited
dip-depth to be reduced. For this purpose a feed-forward algorithm using rotor voltages
and rotor currents is essential.
• The control of positive-sequence and negative-sequence current components can be re-
alised in two different coordinate systems which rotate in opposite directions, using pro-
portional-integral controllers (PNC); or in a static coordinate system, using frequency-se-
lective controllers (FSC(PN)).
• The improvements achieved by means of alternative control strategies (FSC, PNC,
FSC(PN)) are subject to the constraints of the hardware – such as current and voltage
limits, time delays in the control strategies deployed and the nonlinear behaviour of the
doubly-fed induction generator.
• The proposed control strategies can be applied to such systems as solar converters or the
active front-end of wind power plants which employ full-scale converters.
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Abstract
In the study presented here, four different control strategies for the control of the inverter currents
of a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) system are analysed and evaluated by means of
simulation using Matlab/Simulink®. Special attention is paid to the behaviour of the generator
during asymmetrical grid voltage dips. Different control schemes are employed to reduce torque
and DC-link voltage oscillations and the resulting additional loads on the system during such
dips.
The field-oriented control (FOC) scheme is the one usually deployed for the control of DFIGs
in wind power plants and is used as the reference system within this study. The inverter currents
(of the rotor-side inverter and the grid-side inverter) are regulated by proportional-integral con-
trollers (PI) in a rotating coordinate system in which they are represented by dq-components.
These components are direct quantities. A positive-negative-sequence current control (PNC)
strategy is used to control the positive-sequence currents and the negative-sequence currents
separately in two contra-rotating coordinate systems using PI-controllers. In contrast to the first
two control strategies, frequency-selective current controllers (FSC) serve to regulate the cur-
rents in a static coordinate system. In this case the currents are represented by αβ -components
which are alternating quantities. Combining the FSC and PNC strategies will produce frequency-
selective positive-negative-sequence current controllers (FSC(PN)). These control the currents
in a static coordinate system. The currents are represented by alternating αβ -components as in
frequency-selective control but separate reference values for the negative-sequence currents are
provided as in positive-negative-sequence control.
Theoretical reasoning suggests and simulations prove that the three proposed alternative control
strategies can improve the behaviour of DFIG-systems during slight asymmetries in the grid
voltage. During severe dips the effect is limited by several constraints, namely by the inverter
rating (limited inverter voltages and currents), by time delays introduced by the component cal-
culation for PNC and FSC(PN) and by the nonlinear behaviour of the DFIG-system (saturation
of mutual inductance). Nevertheless, the proposed novel control strategies could be applied ben-
eficially to other systems, such as photovoltaic inverters or full-scale inverters for wind power
plants.
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorgelegte Arbeit stellt vier Verfahren für die Regelung der Umrichterströme einer doppelt-
gespeisten Asynchronmaschine (DGASM) vor. Diese werden mit Hilfe von Simulationen mit
Matlab/Simulink®analysiert. Besondere Beachtung wird dabei dem Verhalten des Generators
während unsymmetrischer Spannungseinbrüche im elektrischen Netz geschenkt. Die vorgestell-
ten Regelungsverfahren haben zum Ziel, Drehmoment- und Zwischenkreisspannungsschwin-
gungen während solcher Fehlerfälle zu reduzieren und damit die zusätzlichen Belastungen des
Systems zu verringern.
Die feldorientierte Regelung (FOR) wird häufig zur Regelung von DGASMs in Windkraft-
anlagen eingesetzt und dient in dieser Arbeit als Vergleichsbasis. Die Umrichterströme von
maschinen- und netzseitigem Wechselrichter werden mittels Proportional-Integral-Reglern (PI)
in einem rotierenden Koordinatensystem geregelt, in welchem sie Gleichgrößen darstellen, die
in dq-Komponenten angegeben werden. Die getrennte Regelung von Mit- und Gegensystemströ-
men in zwei entgegengesetzt rotierenden Koordinatensystemen wird im Rahmen der vorgelegten
Arbeit als PN-Regelung (PNR) bezeichnet. Auch für diese Regelung werden PI-Regler verwen-
det. Im Gegensatz zur feldorientierten und zur PN-Regelung arbeitet die frequenzselektive Re-
gelung (FSR) in einem ruhenden Koordinatensystem. In diesem werden die Umrichterströme
als Wechselgrößen in αβ -Komponenten geregelt. Die Kombination von frequenzselektiver und
PN-Regelung ergibt die in dieser Arbeit als FS(PN)-Regelung bezeichnete Struktur, in der die
Ströme ebenfalls in einem ruhenden Koordinatensystem als Wechselgrößen geregelt werden,
wobei gezielt Sollwerte auch für die Gegensystemkomponenten vorgegeben werden.
Sowohl theoretische Überlegungen als auch die durchgeführten Simulationen zeigen, dass die
drei vorgeschlagenen alternativen Regelungsverfahren das Verhalten der DGASM während
leichter Unsymmetrien verbessern können. Die möglichen Verbesserungen sind allerdings so-
wohl durch die vorhandene Hardware (Auslegung der Umrichter: maximal zulässige Ströme und
Spannungen), durch die Regelungsverfahren selber (zeitliche Verzögerungen durch die Berech-
nung der Mit- und Gegensystemkomponenten bei PN- und FS(PN)-Regelung) als auch durch
Nichtlinearitäten des Systems (Sättigung der Hauptinduktivität der DGASM) begrenzt. Eine An-
wendung der vorgestellten neuen Regelungsverfahren auf andere Probleme wie z.B. Photovol-
taikwechselrichter oder Umrichter für Windkraftanlagen mit Vollumrichter erscheint dennoch
vielversprechend.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Reasons for study, structure
In recent years, the number of wind energy plants installed has grown rapidly not only in Ger-
many but all over the world. The total installed capacity in Germany was more than 27.000MW
in June 2011 (cf. [8]) and 197.000MW worldwide in 2010 (cf. [14, p. 11]). As the feeding
of wind-generated electricity to the grid has increased, the requirements of the network opera-
tors on the wind power plants have grown. These include fault-ride-through (FRT) capability
and support of the grid voltage. To transform wind power into electrical power, the generators
commonly used are firstly, synchronous generators, secondly asynchronous generators with a
squirrel-cage rotor and, thirdly, doubly-fed induction generators (cf. [4, p. 159]). The third type
will be analysed here. Four different control strategies for the converter currents are simulated
and compared. The aim is to evaluate the behaviour of the system during asymmetrical grid
conditions and its performance with regard to the grid connection requirements.
Chapter 1 introduces the technical system to be analysed. The grid code requirements for wind
turbines are also outlined, as well as the loads on the system that originate from asymmetrical
voltages in the electrical grid. In addition, Chapter 1 contains a review of the literature on
existing control schemes for DFIG-systems affected by grid faults. All results presented in this
study are based on simulations using Matlab/Simulink®. Chapter 2 presents the model of the
DFIG’s electrical system developed for the study and some of the results from the validation
of this model. The main part of the study is to be found in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, in which four
control strategies are described and analysed:
• field-oriented control (FOC, Chapter 3) which is generally used to control a doubly-fed
induction generator and which serves as basis of comparison within this study,
• control of positive-sequence and negative-sequence currents in two coordinate systems
(PNC, Chapter 4) and
• frequency-selective control (FSC, Chapter 5), also called "sine control" or "resonant con-
trol" in the literature, which is based on the "inner model principle"1.
• In Section 5.8 the two types of frequency-selective and positive-negative-sequence control
are combined into the FSC(PN)-control scheme.
1"Inneres-Modell Prinzip" described in [27].
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1 Introduction
In Chapter 6 the four control strategies analysed are compared and subjected to systematisa-
tion. Chapter 7 completes the dissertation, providing a summary and an indication of questions
remaining.
1.2 Doubly-fed induction generator system
The electrical system of Doubly-Fed Induction Generators (DFIG) is analysed within this study
and depicted in Fig. 1.1. The main parts of the system are
• the generator (DFIG),
• the main transformer, connecting the system to the grid,
• the back-to-back converter (consisting of the rotor-side inverter2, the DC-link capacitor
(CDC) and the grid-side inverter) and
• a transformer connecting the grid-side inverter to the stator (GSC transformer).
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Figure 1.1: Electrical system of a DFIG
In this study, only this electrical system is considered. No analysis is given of the conversion of
the wind energy into the rotational energy of the turbine and generator or of the superior turbine
control. An overview of the principles of wind energy conversion and of different types of wind
power plants is to be found at several points in the literature, among them [17]. Wind energy
2The rotor inductor, connecting the DFIG rotor and the rotor-side inverter, is always added to the rotor resistance
and rotor leakage inductance. For the sake of simplicity it has been omitted from this illustration.
2
1.2 Doubly-fed induction generator system
conversion systems, power electronic devices deployed for wind power applications and wind
farm topologies are described in general in [3] and in [19]. The main parameters of the system
simulated within this study are given in Appendix D in Table D.1.
There are two main parts to the control of the electrical system. The first part is the rotor-side
control, consisting of the rotor current controllers and active and reactive power controllers3. Its
structure is demonstrated in Fig. 1.24.
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Figure 1.2: Rotor-side inverter control structure
The second part is the grid-side control, consisting of grid-side inverter current controllers and
DC-link voltage control. Fig. 1.3 shows the structure of this part of the control system.
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Figure 1.3: Grid-side inverter control structure
3Note: it is possible to control electrical torque and reactive stator current rather than active and reactive power.
4Within this study the output of the current controllers is denominated vrsc,re f and vgsc,re f , although the subscript
re f is usually used for reference values of a controller. vrsc,re f and vgsc,re f are not reference values for a controller,
nor are they identical to the terminal voltages: they are the reference values for the calculation of control pulses
(PWM or SVM) for the voltage source inverter (VSI). The terminal voltages will be delayed by the pulse period
and in some cases limited by the DC-link voltage.
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1.3 Demands and strains on a doubly-fed induction generator system affected by
grid faults
The classification of different types of faults that can occur in electrical distribution networks
can follow various criteria5:
• transverse faults (short circuits between two or three phases and/or earth faults) as opposed
to longitudinal faults (e.g. disconnection of one or more phases),
• symmetrical or asymmetrical faults,
• faults with a certain origin6,
• faults defined according to the distance between fault and generator,
• faults defined by their duration – short-term or long-term faults,
• faults which occur in isolation or which cause consecutive faults.
Within this study special attention is paid to asymmetrical faults with a duration of several
100ms.
There are two main issues to consider in respect of a doubly-fed induction generator affected
by grid faults. On the one hand, voltage dips or asymmetries will cause additional strains on
the electrical and mechanical parts of the system. On the other hand, because of the increased
number of wind turbines connected to the grid, the operators have, in recent years, raised the
standards which wind turbines or wind farms connected to the grid have to meet.
Additional strains on DFIG-systems during grid faults The types of strain arising during
grid faults depend on the type of fault. Any fault in the mains will mean that the three-phase volt-
ages contain not only a positive-sequence component (xp) but also a transient direct component
(xDC) and, during asymmetrical faults, also a negative-sequence component (xn). Symmetrical –
three-phase – faults cause less stresses for the system than asymmetrical ones. All types of fault
cause the following types of stress.
• During fault start and fault clearance, current and torque peaks occur. The torque peaks
may excite oscillations with eigenfrequency of the rotating part of the system.
• Stator and rotor power contain transient oscillating elements.
5Information about classification of faults and calculation of short circuit currents can be found at several points in
the literature, among them [16, Chapter 15] and [42, Chapter 5].
6Causes for faults in the electrical grid may be overloads, insulation breakdown, generator tripping, interturn faults
of generator windings, etc.
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• Rotor currents and voltages contain not only slip frequency but also (transient) oscillations
with electrical rotor frequency ( fDC = pp ·n).
• The amplitudes of the induced rotor voltages and currents are higher than under normal
conditions because of the higher frequency fDC = pp ·n.
• High active rotor currents cause the DC-link voltage to rise.
• Feeding of power to the grid by the grid-side inverter is reduced because the terminal
voltages are reduced.
• To keep the DC-link voltage between prescriptive limits, the brake chopper will be acti-
vated. The power the brake chopper has to dissipate is a critical stress and determines the
depth of voltage dip that can be supported. The mechanical power provided by the turbine
is fed in part to the grid over the stator and some power can also be fed to the grid by the
grid-side inverter. The rest has to be dissipated by the brake chopper. If this dissipation
is not complete, the turbine speed will rise. In the simulations for the present study, no
crowbar was applied.
• Transient torque oscillations with grid frequency are a further stress.
During asymmetrical faults additional strains arise:
• The asymmetrical stator currents cause unbalanced heating of the stator windings.
• The rotor currents and voltages contain oscillations with fn = (2− s) · fgrid which do not
decay (not a transient phenomenon).
• The amplitude of the induced rotor voltage components with fn = (2− s) · fgrid and there-
fore of the corresponding rotor current components is higher than under normal conditions
because of the higher frequency.
• The stator and rotor power contain continuous oscillating parts with an oscillation fre-
quency of double the grid frequency.
• During asymmetrical faults the torque oscillates continuously at double the grid frequency.
A comprehensive analysis of the rotor voltages during grid faults can be found in [24] and in
[25] and was also conducted within this study. The results are given in Section 4.4.1.
Grid code demands The connection of wind turbines to the electrical grid is regulated by the
grid code of the respective transmission system operator. A variety of different grid codes ex-
ists, which contain varied requirements for different grid voltage levels and make allowance for
the different grid characteristics (e.g. for a "weak" transmission system the connection require-
ments will be more demanding than for a strongly interconnected grid). An extensive analysis
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and comparison of European and North American grid codes can be found in [20] and another
comprehensive comparison of the wind farm connection requirements in Europe, USA, Canada
and New Zealand is given in [44]. In Germany, the connection of wind power plants to the
medium voltage and high voltage grid is regulated by law [2]. In general, the main elements of
the grid codes are:
• Low voltage ride through – LVRT – or fault ride through – FRT – capability: the ability
to stay connected during voltage dips7 is defined by the voltage limiting curves, and it is
prescribed that short circuit current and/or reactive power has to be fed to the grid during
voltage dips.
• Disconnection and reconnection specifications define the ability of the plants to recognise
islanded operation. They also define ramp rates of power restoration after fault clearance.
• Reactive power control and voltage support: the power factor has to remain within pre-
scriptive limits, which vary with the current grid voltage and/or the active power fed to
the grid.
• Active power control capabilities for participation in frequency control: some grid codes
stipulate a reduction of active power output during over-frequency and/or an increase of
active power output during under-frequency. The latter requirement implies that the plant
must not feed the maximum possible power to the grid during nominal frequency opera-
tion, which will reduce the amount of energy generated and therefore also the operating
efficiency.
• Operation range for voltage and frequency: the ability of the power plants to operate under
conditions which deviate from the nominal voltage and frequency values is prescribed.
The example given in Fig. 1.4 shows the voltage limiting curve and the voltage support require-
ments of the German operator E.ON Netz GmbH for high voltage grids. For the voltage areas 1©,
2© and 3© indicated in Fig. 1.4 a), the following behaviour of the wind power plant is prescribed:
1©: Symmetrical dips must not cause instability or a disconnection of the plant. 2©: The plant
should ride through the dip without disconnection. Very brief disconnection is allowed under
certain conditions and only with agreement of the grid operator. 3©: Brief disconnection of the
plant is allowed. During voltage dips below 90% of the nominal voltage, the power plant has to
support the grid voltage by feeding reactive power to the grid according to Fig. 1.4 b).
7Different terms (voltage dip, voltage sag, undervoltage) are used in the literature to describe and differentiate
deviations from the nominal voltages (see also [20]). In this study the term "voltage dip" is used.
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Figure 1.4: E.ON Grid Code (cf. [9]): a) voltage limiting curve, b) voltage support requirements
1.4 State of the art
1.4.1 Grid code compliance of wind power plants which use doubly-fed induction
generators
Various possibilities are discussed in the literature and/or are employed in practice to protect the
wind power plants from over-currents and over-voltages during grid faults and to fulfil the grid
codes as described in [44, p. 324 et seqq.]. These are:
• Brake chopper – During voltage dips the DC-link voltage rises. To prevent damage to the
DC-link capacitor and reduce its charge, a chopper resistance is used.
• Crowbar – During dip start and dip clearance high transient over-voltages and over-
currents arise on the rotor terminals. A crowbar can be activated to short circuit the rotor
terminals during severe voltage dips. While the crowbar is active, the generator acts like
a squirrel-cage generator, consuming reactive power from the grid and this involves loss
of generator controllability. Therefore, fast reconnection of the rotor-side converter is
necessary as mentioned in [45] and described in [37].
• Converter oversizing – To avoid the necessity of a crowbar it is possible to oversize the
converters allowing for high short-term over-currents in the rotor-side converter.
• DC-link oversizing – The DC-link capacitor can accumulate a part of the energy surplus
provided by the turbine that cannot be fed to the grid during voltage dips because of the
reduced terminal voltages. Oversizing the DC-link capacitor may therefore reduce the
acceleration of the turbine and the time the brake chopper is active during dips.
• A stator switch may be employed to disconnect the stator for a short time during the initial
transient of a voltage dip. Within this disconnection time the mutual inductance will be
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demagnetised. The grid-side converter will stay connected and can feed reactive current
to the grid.
• Stator current feedback – In [22] and in [23] changing the rotor current control during
voltage dips is suggested: instead of using the output of the superior power controllers, the
stator currents are set as reference values for the rotor currents. The strategy is evaluated in
[45] and compared to the classical crowbar concept. As the author notes, its applicability
is limited by the DC-link voltage to less severe voltage dips.
• Pitch-control – The DFIG-system is a variable-speed system. Rapid control of the pitch
angle will enable less mechanical power to be obtained from the wind during grid faults
so that the increase of DC-link voltage and turbine speed is limited and brake chopper
action is kept short.
• STATCOM – It is possible to apply a STATCOM in parallel to the wind turbine or the wind
farm to supply additional reactive power during grid faults. Different control strategies for
the STATCOM are outlined and evaluated in [41]. The considerations are similar to those
in Section 4.3.3. In the literature, this possibility is suggested for wind power plants
using squirrel cage induction generators, as they consume reactive power during regular
operation. Alternatively, in [44, p. 329] there is the suggestion of using switched capacitor
banks to compensate the reactive power consumption of large wind farms.
• Active and reactive power control – As a matter of principle, DFIG systems will enable
the control of active and reactive power and therefore will meet the requirements of grid
codes regarding frequency and voltage support during normal operating conditions if these
are taken into account in the control strategy design.
1.4.2 Current control strategies for doubly-fed induction generators
The most common way of controlling a doubly-fed induction generator is field-oriented control
(FOC), a scheme described widely in the literature, e.g. in [34] and in [36]. Chapter 3 gives
the derivation of its function. FOC is the basis of comparison for the different control schemes
proposed within this study. The inner cascade current controllers of the rotor-side control are
designed as proportional-integral (PI) controllers in a coordinate system rotating synchronously
to the linked stator flux. This allows independent control of electrical torque and flux. The grid-
side inverter currents can be controlled in the same coordinate system or in one that is coupled
to the grid voltage vector.
Some authors propose the addition of two current controllers for the negative-sequence currents
to the field-oriented control scheme. This approach is described in [1] and in [39] and in this
study is called positive-negative-sequence control (PN-control or PNC). The additional current
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controllers can be used to control the negative-sequence current components which arise dur-
ing asymmetries in the grid, improving the behaviour of the system during such faults. This
control scheme is described in detail in Chapter 4, is evaluated on the basis of simulation with
Matlab/Simulink®and is compared to the field-oriented control scheme.
The third control strategy analysed in the present study (in Chapter 5) is frequency-selective
control (FSC). This control scheme is suggested in [12] for a three-phase converter and in [15]
for the control of a hybrid filter. It is based on the inner model principle described in [27].
Besides these three control strategies, the four following schemes are also described in the liter-
ature.
A modification of field-oriented control, PI-R control, is proposed in [18]. It adds to the PI
current controllers a frequency-selective component (named "resonant" controller, PI-R, by the
authors), to control the negative-sequence components in the rotating (positive-sequence) field-
oriented coordinate system.
[26] contains a proposal to control the rotor currents directly in the rotor coordinate system us-
ing frequency-selective controllers without an integrating element (PR-controller).This control
scheme is called VOC-RRF in the article (Voltage Oriented Control in a Rotating Reference
Frame). In this case, as the resonant frequency of the current controllers varies across a wide
range because it is identical to the slip frequency (≈ −0.3 . . .0.3 · fgrid), it has to be adapted
continuously. During synchronous operation the PR-controller reduces to a PI-controller as the
resonant frequency becomes 0. The superior active and reactive power control is realised by a
feed-forward algorithm supplemented by auxiliary PI-controllers.
All five control strategies mentioned above are based on the assumption of a linear system and
apply linear controllers. They are summarised and compared in Section 6.2. Some authors,
however, propose nonlinear control schemes for the control of DFIG systems. Two possibilities
are "passivity-based control" and "hysteresis current controllers".
Passivity-based control of the DFIG is suggested and analysed in [31]. An outline of the princi-
ple of this form of control can be found in [35] (amongst others). The control structure suggested
contains several feed-forward algorithms and a variable proportional gain. The reference values
are calculated on the basis of a nonlinear model of the generator and using the measured load
torque, which may be a drawback for the implementation of this control scheme.
Another approach, hysteresis control of the converter currents, is suggested in [30]. In the control
scheme there proposed, the active and reactive stator power are regulated by two rotor-side outer
control loop PI-controllers. The inner loop current controllers are implemented as vector-based
hysteresis controllers. An analogous strategy is used for the grid-side control of the back-to-back
converter. Here, one outer loop controller is used to control the DC-link voltage and another to
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control the grid-side inverter reactive power. Equidistant hysteresis bands are used to overcome
one main problem of hysteresis control, the varying switching frequency.
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doubly-fed induction generator
The four control schemes which are described in the following chapters (3 – 5) are tested by
means of simulation using Matlab/Simulink®. The model developed for the simulations is de-
scribed in this chapter. As it is important to recall the simplifications and assumptions on which
the model is based when evaluating the results, these simplifications are described in Section 2.1.
Section 2.2 gives the results of validation of the model. The simulation and measurements for the
validation were carried out in a cooperative project which determined the detailed specifications
and hardware used.
2.1 Matlab/Simulink®model: description and simplifications
The main elements of the system that have to be simulated are shown in Fig. 1.1. The mathe-
matical models are described in detail in Appendix B. The assumptions and simplifications upon
which they are based are as follows.
The DFIG is assumed to rotate with fixed speed; no model of the mechanical part of the sys-
tem, namely the turbine, the gear box and the shaft, is employed. This simplification is used
because the mechanical time constant of the power train is large in comparison with the time
constants of the electrical system. The mechanical speed can, therefore, be assumed to be con-
stant during short simulation periods. The DFIG is simulated in a static coordinate system using
αβ -components. The linked stator and rotor fluxes are taken to be state variables. The math-
ematical model corresponds to the T-equivalent circuit shown in Fig. B.4 and is described in
Appendix B.2.2. The resistance of the rotor and of the stator, also any leakage inductance, are
all assumed to be constant, whereas saturation effects are taken into account for the mutual in-
ductance (see Appendix B.2.3). The saturation is modelled using a look-up-table and the results
are compared to measurement and simulation results of the aforementioned cooperation project.
The resulting model is a time-invariant nonlinear model.
The main transformer connecting the DFIG to the grid is a ∆Y -connected transformer. It is
simulated using αβ0-components and the equivalent circuits which are given in Appendix B.3
in Figs. B.9 and B.10. As no saturation effects are taken into account, the resulting model is a
linear time-invariant (LTI) model.
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The autotransformer used as GSC-transformer is modelled by a simple LTI model, one PT1-
element for the α-component and one PT1-element for the β -component, both consisting of the
leakage inductance and the ohmic resistance of the windings. The main inductance, core losses
and possible asymmetries of the transformer are disregarded.
The mathematical model of the DC-link capacitor is given in Appendix B.4. As can be seen
from Eq. B.83, the model is time-invariant and nonlinear.
A simple average model is used for the grid-side and rotor-side inverters. They are represented
by ideal three-phase voltage sources. As no switches are simulated, the resulting model takes
into account neither switching and conducting losses nor any phenomena related to switching
operations. This simplification is used because the switching frequency (5kHz for the rotor-
side inverter and 10kHz for the grid-side inverter) is high compared to the time constants of the
electrical system and the controllers.
To connect the aforementioned elements in the model, additional coupling elements are essen-
tial. These are described in Appendix B.5.
For the control of a DFIG system it is necessary to detect the angle of the grid voltage. Usually,
this is realised by a phase-locked-loop (PLL). For the simulations on which the present study is
based, a frequency-locked-loop (FLL) is implemented in the models. It is described in detail in
Appendix B.6 and in the literature (cf. [40]).
2.2 Validation of the model
From the cooperation project mentioned, simulation (with PSCAD®) and measurement data
was available for steady state, step responses and transient behaviour of the system ([33]). For
validation purposes, the model developed is supplemented by a detailed model of the control
scheme employed in practice1. Furthermore, the model of the main transformer is replaced by a
model of the particular dip-generation-unit that had been used for the measurements. There are
three parts to the validation:
1. the comparison of several steady-state working points (steady-state validation) with
• generator speeds from n = 0.73 ·ns=0 to n = 1.2 ·ns=0,
• generator active power from PG = 0 to PG = PG,nom and
• generator reactive power from QG = 0 to QG = 0.33 · [Pnom]kVAr,
2. the comparison of the step responses of the current d-components, of the active power and
of the DC-link voltage (dynamic validation) and
1This control model is not used in the following chapters (3 – 7).
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3. the comparison of currents, voltages and power during voltage dips (dip validation).
By way of example, some of the dynamic validation results are given in Appendix E.2. The
simulations show good conformity to measurement and simulation results from PSCAD®. Dif-
ferences from the measurement results are mainly caused by the simplicity of the converter
model: the measurement results contain switching frequency components that are, of course,
absent from the simulation results. There are further noteworthy differences to be seen in the
grid-side inverter currents; these are probably caused by the simplicity of the autotransformer
model. Nevertheless, as the simulation results are satisfactory, it is feasible to use the model as
developed for the evaluation of the control schemes described in the following chapters.
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3 Field-oriented control of doubly-fed induction generators
It is usually by field-oriented control (FOC) that DFIGs in wind turbines are controlled. The
method is described widely in the literature, including [34], [36] and [39], and its aim is to
control the active and reactive power of the generator independently. This is equivalent to con-
trolling magnetising current and torque independently and will be possible if the rotor currents
are transferred from the ("natural") rotor-oriented to a flux- or field-oriented coordinate system.
The term "field-oriented control" commonly is used only for the rotor-side control of the DFIG.
In this chapter it is also used for the grid-side control as both control parts – rotor-side and
grid-side converter control – are implemented in the same coordinate system.
3.1 Field-oriented control – rotor-side control
The structure of the rotor-side field-oriented control of a DFIG is given in Fig. 3.1. To enable
the current and power controllers to be designed, it is necessary to analyse the control paths for
current and power.
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converter, DFIG
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Figure 3.1: Rotor-side control structure
3.1.1 Flux model
The creation of a flux-oriented control scheme requires calculation of the linked stator flux vector
using an observer structure. There are examples of different flux models in [10] and in [34]. For
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the simulations on which this study is based, a simple flux model has been used. The ohmic
resistance of the stator in Eq. B.30 is neglected and the linked stator flux is calculated from
~Ψss =
t∫
0
~vss dθ (3.1)
Then, the angle of the linked stator flux in stator-oriented coordinate system ϕsµ can be calculated
approximately from the stator voltages:
ϕsµ = ∠

t∫
0
(
~vss−Rs ·~iss
)
dθ
≈ ∠{~vss}−90◦ = ϕgrid−90◦ (3.2)
ϕrµ ≈ ϕgrid−90◦− γ (3.3)
These angles are used in the next section to convert the stator- and rotor quantities to the stator-
flux-oriented coordinate system (Fig. 3.2).
3.1.2 Rotor current controllers
The rotor current controllers are inner cascade controllers. The rotor voltages act as actuating
variables and the rotor currents as control variables. To design the current controllers, it is
necessary to analyse the transfer function of the control path Grsc,i (p) = irsc (p)/vrsc,re f (p).
This transfer function can be deduced from the DFIG-equations given in Appendix B.2.2. The
deduction – using space vector representation of currents and voltages – is given in this section
and can also be found in [34, p. 15 et seqq.] and in [39, p. 51 et seqq.].1
Three different coordinate systems (CS) – the rotor-, stator- and the stator-flux-oriented
coordinate systems – are necessary to describe the DFIG. A visualisation of these coordinate
systems is given in Fig. 3.2 and how they correlate is summarised in Table 3.1.
Stator-CS(β)
S-CS(α)
R-CS(α)
Rotor-CS(β)
µ-CS(d)
Flux-µ-CS(q)
φ
s
γ = 
Ψs
µ
φrµ
→
φsr
x→
Figure 3.2: Coordinate systems for DFIG-description
~xm =~xn · e jϕmn (3.4)
Table 3.1: Transformation between CSs
S-CS R-CS µ-CS
S-CS 0 ϕrs =−γ ϕµs
R-CS ϕsr = γ 0 ϕ
µ
r
µ-CS ϕsµ ϕrµ 0
1In the design of the rotor current controller, all (stator) quantities of the DFIG used are quantities related to the
rotor. The superscript x(r) indicates this relation. The subscript rsc is used for the rotor currents and voltages in
the following equations.
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The voltage equations B.30 and B.31 are now transferred to the stator-oriented coordinate sys-
tem:
~vs,(r)s = R
(r)
s ·~is,(r)s + ~˙Ψ s,(r)s (3.5)
~vsrsc = Rr ·~isrsc+
d
dt
(
~Ψ sr · e− jγ
)
= Rr ·~isrsc+ ~˙Ψ sr − j · γ˙ · ~Ψ sr (3.6)
γ˙ is the rotational speed of the generator, γ the angle between stator and rotor axis and thus the
angle between stator-oriented and rotor-oriented coordinate system.
The linked stator- and rotor fluxes can be described by Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8:
~Ψ s,(r)s = L
(r)
s ·~is,(r)s +L(r)m ·~isrsc (3.7)
~Ψ sr = Lr ·~isrsc+L(r)m ·~is,(r)s (3.8)
with L(r)s = L
(r)
sσ +L
(r)
m and Lr = Lrσ +L
(r)
m .
The purpose of the rearrangement is to establish the rotor currents in the stator-flux-oriented
coordinate system as a function of the rotor voltages. For this, the stator current~is,(r)s must be
eliminated.
~is,(r)s =
~Ψ s,(r)s
L(r)s
− L
(r)
m
L(r)s
·~isrsc (3.9)
Substituting Eq. 3.9 into the Eqs. 3.8 and 3.5 yields:
~Ψ sr = Lσ ·~isrsc+
L(r)m
L(r)s
· ~Ψ s,(r)s (3.10)
~vs,(r)s =
R(r)s
L(r)s
· ~Ψ s,(r)s −R(r)s · L
(r)
m
L(r)s
·~isrsc+ ~˙Ψ s,(r)s (3.11)
with the equivalent leakage inductance Lσ = Lr−L(r)m
2
/L(r)s . Then, if one inserts Eq. 3.10 into
Eq. 3.6, the rotor voltage~vsrsc will be obtained:
~vsrsc = Rr ·~isrsc+Lσ ·~˙isrsc− j · γ˙ ·Lσ ·~isrsc+
L(r)m
L(r)s
· ~˙Ψ s,(r)s − j · γ˙ · L
(r)
m
L(r)s
· ~Ψ s,(r)s (3.12)
Because the linked stator flux needs to be eliminated, an equivalent magnetising current is intro-
duced:
~isµ =
1
L(r)m
· ~Ψ s,(r)s (3.13)
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The derivative of this magnetising current can be calculated from Eq. 3.11:
~˙isµ =
1
L(r)m
·~vs,(r)s + R
(r)
s
L(r)s
·~isrsc−
R(r)s
L(r)s
·~isµ (3.14)
If one inserts Eq. 3.13 and Eq. 3.14 into the voltage equation 3.12, the rotor voltage will be
obtained independently of any flux:
~vsrsc =
L(r)m
L(r)s
·~vs,(r)s + R¯ ·~isrsc− j · γ˙ ·Lσ ·~isrsc−
L(r)m
2
L(r)s
·
(
j · γ˙+ R
(r)
s
L(r)s
)
·~isµ +Lσ ·~˙isrsc (3.15)
with R¯ = Rr +R
(r)
s ·
(
L(r)m
L(r)s
)2
.
The currents and voltages of Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 are alternating quantities. To get the direct quan-
tities which it is possible to control using proportional-integral controllers, the two equations are
transferred to the stator-flux-oriented coordinate system:
~˙iµµ =
1
L(r)m
·~vµ,(r)s + R
(r)
s
L(r)s
·~iµrsc−
R(r)s
L(r)s
·~iµµ − j · ϕ˙sµ ·~iµµ (3.16)
~vµrsc =
L(r)m
L(r)s
·~vµ,(r)s + R¯ ·~iµrsc− j · γ˙ ·Lσ ·~iµrsc−
L(r)m
2
L(r)s
·
(
j · γ˙+ R
(r)
s
L(r)s
)
·~iµµ +Lσ ·~˙iµrsc+ j · ϕ˙sµ ·Lσ ·~iµrsc
(3.17)
ϕsµ is the angle of the linked stator flux in the stator-oriented coordinate system, and thus the
angle between stator-oriented and stator-flux-oriented coordinate system. In the stationary state,
ϕ˙sµ is identical to the angular frequency of the grid voltages.
From Eq. 3.17 one obtains~˙iµrsc:
~˙iµrsc =
1
Lσ
·
[
~vµrsc−
L(r)m
L(r)s
·~vµ,(r)s − R¯ ·~iµrsc+ j · γ˙ ·Lσ ·~iµrsc+ · · ·
· · · L
(r)
m
2
L(r)s
·
(
j · γ˙+ R
(r)
s
L(r)s
)
·~iµµ − j · ϕ˙sµ ·Lσ ·~iµrsc
 (3.18)
Dividing Eq. 3.16 and Eq. 3.18 into d-components and q-components results in:
i˙µµ,d =
1
L(r)m
· vµ,(r)s,d +
R(r)s
L(r)s
· iµrsc,d−
R(r)s
L(r)s
· iµµ,d (3.19)
iµµ,q = 0 (3.20)
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and:
i˙µrsc,d =
1
Lσ
·
vµrsc,d− L(r)m
L(r)s
· vµ,(r)s,d − R¯ · iµrsc,d−
(
γ˙− ϕ˙sµ
) ·Lσ · iµrsc,q+
(
L(r)m
L(r)s
)2
·R(r)s · iµµ,d

(3.21)
i˙µrsc,q =
1
Lσ
·
vµrsc,q− L(r)m
L(r)s
· vµ,(r)s,q − R¯ · iµrsc,q+
(
γ˙− ϕ˙sµ
) ·Lσ · iµrsc,d + L(r)m 2
L(r)s
· γ˙ · iµµ,d
 (3.22)
The transfer functions Grsc,i,dq (p) = irsc,dq (p)/vrsc,dq (p) are obtained by applying the Laplace
transformation to Eqs. 3.21 and 3.22 and setting all input variables except vrsc,dq to zero2.
Grsc,i,dq (p) =
irsc,dq (p)
vrsc,dq (p)
=
1
R¯+ p ·Lσ (3.23)
The rotor voltages in Laplace domain are:
vrsc,d (p) = (R¯+ p ·Lσ ) · irsc,d (p)+
(
γ˙− ϕ˙sµ
) ·Lσ · irsc,q (p)+ LmLs · vs,d (p)− L
2
m
L2s
·Rs · iµ,d (p)
(3.24)
vrsc,q (p) = (R¯+ p ·Lσ ) · irsc,q (p)−
(
γ˙− ϕ˙sµ
) ·Lσ · irsc,d (p)+ LmLs · vs,q (p)− L
2
m
Ls
· γ˙ · iµ,d (p)
(3.25)
For present purposes the following simplifications have been made:
• L
2
m
L2s
·Rs · iµ,d (p) is small compared to the other components and is neglected,
• ϕ˙sµ = ωgrid during steady-state conditions,
• vs,d (p)≈ 0 neglecting the voltage drop over Rs,
• vs,q (p)≈ wG · vl,nom neglecting the voltage drop over Rs,
• (R¯+ p ·Lσ ) · irsc (p) is replaced by the output of the controller yC,rsc,i (p), where
• yC,rsc,i (p) = GC,rsc,i (p) · (irsc,re f (p)− irsc (p)).
Using these simplifications the following dependencies have to be taken into account by the
controller:
vrsc,d (p) = yC,rsc,i,d (p)+
(
γ˙−ωgrid
) ·Lσ · irsc,q (p) (3.26)
vrsc,q (p) = yC,rsc,i,q (p)−
(
γ˙−ωgrid
) ·Lσ · irsc,d (p)+ LmLs ·wG · vl,nom− L
2
m
Ls
· γ˙ · iµ,d (p) (3.27)
2From now on in this chapter, the superscripts indicating the coordinate system and the rotor relation are omitted.
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D-component and q-component are coupled by the term
(
γ˙−ωgrid
) ·Lσ · irsc,dq (p). To control
the two components independently, a decoupling algorithm is necessary. Furthermore, it is
possible to compensate the two remaining summands Lm ·wG · vl,nom/Ls−L2m · γ˙ · iµ,d (p)/Ls of
Eq. 3.27 by a feed-forward algorithm. These two summands can be reduced to Lm ·wG · s ·
vl,nom/Ls in the steady state (s = 1− γ˙/ωgrid =slip, ωgrid ·Lm · iµ,d = wG · vl,nom).
The control structure shown in Fig. 3.3 considers all the simplifying and decoupling techniques
mentioned so far in this section.
-
-
Lm
Ls
+ +
+
+
+
(   - ωgrid)γ
·
· Lσ
vl,nom
s
vrsc,d,ref
vrsc,q,ref
GC,rsc,i(p)
irsc,d – controller
irsc,d,ref
irsc,d
-
+
GC,rsc,i(p)
irsc,q – controller
irsc,q,ref
irsc,q
wG·
Figure 3.3: Rotor current control structure with de-
coupling and optional feed-forward
To define the parameters of the current controllers, all parts of the control path have to be con-
sidered. These parts are:
irsc (p)
vrsc (p)
=
1
R¯+ p ·Lσ DFIG + rotor inductor, (3.28)
vrsc (p)
vrsc,re f (p)
=
1
1+ p ·Trsc,p inverter (approximated) and (3.29)
irsc,dq (p)
irsc,123 (p)
· vrsc,re f ,123 (p)
vrsc,re f ,dq (p)
= knm = 1 modal transformations. (3.30)
The proportional gain of one modal transformation depends on which pair of components is
considered (n= d or q, m= 1,2,3). The respective value can be gathered from the transformation
matrix of Eq. A.25. The transformation is cancelled out by the back transformation, thus the
coefficient knm is always one.
The complete transfer function of the control path is:
Grsc,i (p) =
irsc (p)
vrsc,re f (p)
=
1
R¯+ p ·Lσ ·
1
1+ p ·Trsc,p (3.31)
The controller used is the proportional-integral type and the parameters are defined using the
amplitude optimum method described in [29, p. 440 et seqq.]. The controller is designed to
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compensate the major time constant Tσ = Lσ/R¯. The time constant of vrsc (p)/vrsc,re f (p) is
about ten times smaller than the time constant of irsc (p)/vrsc (p). The control parameters are,
therefore:
GC,rsc,i (p) = KIR ·
(
1+
1
p ·TIR
)
(3.32)
TIR = Tσ =
Lσ
R¯
(3.33)
KIR =
R¯ ·Tσ
2 ·Trsc,p (3.34)
The values of the control parameters are given in Table D.2.
If these definitions have been applied, the open loop transfer function of the inner control loop
will reduce to:
G0,rsc,i (p) = GC,rsc,i (p) · 1R¯+ p ·Lσ ·
1
1+ p ·Trsc,p
=
1
2 · p ·Trsc,p · (1+ p ·Trsc,p) (3.35)
3.1.3 Power controllers
The elements which constitute the control path of the superior power controllers are:
• the closed current control loop G0,rsc,i(p)1+G0,rsc,i(p) ,
• the correlation between machine power and rotor current PG(p)irsc,q(p) and
Qs(p)
irsc,d(p)
and
• filtering of the calculated generator power 11+p·Tf ,PQ .
The transfer function PG (p)/irsc,q (p) can be deduced from Eq. B.163. If the machine rotational
speed is assumed to be constant, the active power fed to or generated by the DFIG will be
proportional to the electrical torque. The linked stator flux during such steady-state conditions
can be written as Lm ·~iµ and the stator current ~is can be replaced by
(
~Ψs−Lm ·~irsc
)
/Ls. It
follows that the active power generated is proportional to the rotor current iµrsc,q:
PG (p)
irsc,q (p)
=−3
2
· pp ·n · L
2
m
Ls
· iµ,d (3.36)
The transfer function Qs (p)/irsc,d (p) can be deduced from:
Qs =
3
2
· Im
{
~vs ·~i∗s
}
(3.37)
3The deduction is also to be found in detail in [39, p. 5 and p. 53].
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~vs can be replaced by:
~vs = 0+ j · vl,nom = j ·ωgrid ·Lm · iµ,d (3.38)
and~i∗s is replaced by:
~i∗s =
1
Ls
·
(
~Ψ∗s −Lm ·~i∗rsc
)
=
Lm
Ls
· (iµ,d− irsc,d + j · irsc,q) (3.39)
Inserting Eqs. 3.38 and 3.39 into Eq. 3.37 yields:
Qs (p)
irsc,d (p)
=−3
2
·ωgrid · L
2
m
Ls
· iµ,d (3.40)
This means that, during steady-state conditions, the stator reactive power is proportional to the
rotor current iµrsc,d . As is clear from Eqs. 3.36 and 3.40 the two outer cascade control loops
are not coupled4. Therefore, no decoupling algorithm is necessary. The structure of the control
loops is depicted in Fig. 3.4. Here, too, the type of controller used to control the machine
PG
PG,ref irsc,q
irsc,q,ref
G0,rsc,i(p)
GC,rsc,P(p)
PG – controller
Grsc,P(p)
PG – control path
Filter Tf,PQ
Qs
Qs,ref irsc,d
irsc,d,ref
G0,rsc,i(p)
GC,rsc,Q(p)
Qs – controller
Grsc,Q(p)
Qs – control path
Filter Tf,PQ
Figure 3.4: Power control loops
active power and the stator reactive power is proportional-integral. The structure of the control
path, especially the filtering of the power values, makes it impossible to apply a standard rating
procedure, such as amplitude or symmetrical optimum. Instead, the control parameters KP,Q and
TP,Q of the control transfer function
GC,rsc,PQ (p) = KP,Q ·
(
1+
1
p ·TP,Q
)
(3.41)
were set by trial-and-error in the simulations on which this study is based. The values thus
selected are given in Table D.2.
4If the inner control loops are assumed to be decoupled efficiently by the decoupling algorithms detailed in 3.1.2.
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3.2 Field-oriented control – grid-side control
Like the rotor-side control, the grid-side control scheme contains a cascaded structure com-
prising two current controllers and a superior controller for the DC-link voltage. The grid-side
current controllers work in the same coordinate system as the rotor current controllers, which
precedes the line voltage with a phase shift of 90°. The DC-link voltage controller produces
the reference value for the q-component of the converter current. The reference value of the
d-component of the current is set to zero. This means that no reactive power is fed to the grid by
the grid-side converter. The control structure is shown in Fig. 3.5.
vDC
vDC,ref
Ggsc,i(p)
converter, 
transformer
igsc,q
igsc,d,ref = 0
igsc,q,ref
Ggsc,v(p)
DC-link, 
filter
v
g
s c
, r
e f
, 1
2
3
2
3
GC,gsc,i(p)
igsc – controller
igsc,d
igsc,αβ
2
3
igsc,123
GC,gsc,v(p)
vDC – controller
DQ
αβ
φ
DQ
αβ
-
v
g
s c
, r
e f
, α
β
Figure 3.5: Grid-side control structure
3.2.1 Grid-side converter current controllers
The control path of the inner control loop Ggsc,i (p) contains the converter, the GSC-transformer
and the modal transformations between dq-components and three-phase quantities. If one con-
siders only the winding losses and the leakage inductances, the transformer can be described
by Eqs. 3.42 – 3.45 where the space vector is used in the stationary coordinate system. The
equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.6.
LgscT,L+LgscT,H
igsc
vgsc vs
I d
e
a l
 t
r a
n
s f
o
r m
e r
 -
w
g
s c
T
vs
RgscT,L+RgscT,H
(L) (L)
(L)
Figure 3.6: Simplified equivalent circuit of the
GSC-Transformer
~vsgsc =~v
s,(L)
s +RgscT ·~isL+LgscTσ ·~˙isgsc (3.42)
RgscT = RgscT,L+R
(L)
gscT,H (3.43)
LgscTσ = LgscT,L+L
(L)
gscT,H (3.44)
~vs,(L)s = wgscT ·~vss (3.45)
R(L)gscT,H = w
2
gscT ·RgscT,H (3.46)
L(L)gscT,H = w
2
gscT ·LgscT,H (3.47)
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Eq. 3.42 can be transferred from the stationary coordinate system to stator-flux-oriented coordi-
nate system. This yields:
~vµgsc =~v
µ,(L)
s +RgscT ·~iµgsc+LgscTσ · j · ϕ˙sµ ·~iµgsc+LgscTσ ·~˙iµgsc
=~vµ,(L)s +RgscT ·~iµgsc+LgscTσ · j ·ωgrid ·~iµgsc+LgscTσ ·~˙iµgsc (3.48)
Splitting Eq. 3.48 into d- and q-component reveals the coupling between the components:
vµgsc,d = v
µ,(L)
s,d +RgscT · iµgsc,d−LgscTσ ·ωgrid · iµgsc,q+LgscT · i˙µgsc,d (3.49)
vµgsc,q = v
µ,(L)
s,q +RgscT · iµgsc,q+LgscTσ ·ωgrid · iµgsc,d +LgscT · i˙µgsc,q (3.50)
In the field-oriented coordinate system used here, the following simplifications are possible:
vµ,(L)s,d = 0 (3.51)
vµ,(L)s,q = wgscT · vl,nom (3.52)
The coupling between the two current components can be compensated by a decoupling algo-
rithm and the summand vµ,(L)s,q = wgscT · vl,nom can be compensated by a feed-forward algorithm.
Fig. 3.7 shows the resulting control structure.
ωgrid · LgscTσ
vl,nom
vgsc,d,ref
vgsc,q,ref
GC,gsc,i(p)
igsc,d – controller
igsc,d,ref
igsc,d
GC,gsc,i(p)
igsc,q – controller
igsc,q,ref
igsc,q
wgscT
Figure 3.7: Current control structure of the GSC-control
The transfer function igsc (p)/vgsc (p) is obtained by applying Laplace transformation to Eqs.
3.49 and 3.50 and setting all input variables except vgsc to zero.5
igsc (p)
vgsc (p)
=
1
RgscT + p ·LgscTσ represents the GSC-Transformer. (3.53)
vgsc (p)
vgsc,re f (p)
=
1
1+ p ·Tgsc,p approximates the grid-side inverter. (3.54)
5In the following, the superscript of the variables µ , symbolising the stator-flux-oriented coordinate system that is
used, is omitted for the sake of clarity.
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igsc,dq (p)
igsc,123 (p)
· vgsc,re f ,123 (p)
vgsc,re f ,dq (p)
= knm = 1 represents the modal transformations. (3.55)
Ggsc,i (p) =
igsc (p)
vgsc (p)
· vgsc (p)
vgsc,re f (p)
(3.56)
Like the rotor current controllers, the controllers for the grid-side inverter currents are designed
using the amplitude optimum method6 described in [29, p. 440 et seqq.]. The time constant of
the GSC-Transformer TgscT = LgscTσ/RgscT is about 500 times bigger than the pulse period of
the converter. This major time constant is compensated by the controller:
GC,gsc,i (p) = KIG ·
(
1+
1
p ·TIG
)
(3.57)
TIG =
LgscTσ
RgscT
(3.58)
KIG =
RgscT ·TIG
2 ·Tgsc,p (3.59)
Table D.2 gives the values of the control parameters. With these definitions the open loop trans-
fer function of the inner control loop reduces to:
G0,gsc,i (p) = GC,gsc,i (p) · 1RgscT + p ·LgscTσ ·
1
1+ p ·Tgsc,p
=
1
2 · p ·Tgsc,p · (1+ p ·Tgsc,p) (3.60)
3.2.2 DC-link voltage controller
As the reference value of the DC-link voltage is constant under normal operating conditions,
high-speed reference action is not necessary. The power fed to or supplied from the rotor-
side converter to the DC-link will act as disturbance input and will vary. The DC-link voltage
controller is, therefore, designed using the symmetrical optimum method described in [29, p.
452 et seqq.]. The symmetrical optimum method is preferable if the intention is to minimise the
disturbance reaction in the control loop. The DC-link voltage depends on the grid-side inverter
6The amplitude optimum method is to be favoured if good reference action of the control loop is desired in combi-
nation with absence of disturbance variables.
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current as described by Eq. 3.62.
igsc,DC,q =
Pgsc
vDC
=
3
2
· wgscT · vl,nom
vDC
· igsc,q (3.61)
vDC =
1
CDC
·
t∫
0
(igsc,DC,q+ irsc,DC,q)dθ
=
1
CDC
·
t∫
0
(
3
2
· wgscT · vl,nom
vDC
· igsc,q+ irsc,DC,q
)
dθ (3.62)
To get the transfer function vDC (p)/igsc,q (p), one must linearise Eq. 3.62 (vDC ≈ vDC,nom) and
subject it to Laplace transformation. The control loop of the DC-link voltage control now con-
tains the controller and the following elements:
• DC-link capacitor
vDC (p)
igsc,q (p)
=
1
p ·CDC ·
3 ·wgscT · vl,nom
2 · vDC,nom (3.63)
• filtering of vDC
vDC, f (p)
vDC (p)
=
1
1+ p ·Tf ,v (3.64)
• closed inner control loop
igsc,q (p)
igsc,q,re f (p)
=
1
1+2 · p ·Tgsc,p · (1+ p ·Tgsc,p)
≈ 1
1+2 · p ·Tgsc,p (simplified) (3.65)
The structure of the control loop is shown in Fig. 3.87.
vDC
vDC,ref igsc,q
igsc,q,ref
G0,gsc,i(p)
GC,gsc,v(p)
vDC – controller
Ggsc,v(p)
vDC – control path
Filter Tf,v
Figure 3.8: DC-link voltage control loop
7For the dimensioning of the control parameters the filter is seen as a part of the control path. The result is that not
the DC-link voltage itself, but its filtered value will behave optimal; as is intended in the symmetrical optimum
method.
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The two low-pass elements of the control path can be summarised in one low-pass element
(approximately). This yields the following transfer function for the open loop:
G0,gsc,v (p) = GC,gsc,v (p) · 11+ p · (2 ·Tgsc,p+Tf ,v) ·
3 ·wgscT · vl,nom
p ·CDC ·2 · vDC,nom (3.66)
The parameters of the controller are calculated according to [29, p. 452 et seqq.]:
GC,gsc,v (p) = KV DC ·
(
1+
1
p ·TV DC
)
(3.67)
TV DC = a2 · (2 ·Tgsc,p+Tf ,v) with a > 1 (3.68)
KV DC =
CDC ·2 · vDC,nom
a · (2 ·Tgsc,p+Tf ,v) ·3 ·wgscT · vl,nom (3.69)
The values of the control parameters for a = 2 are given in Table D.2.
3.3 Field-oriented control – simulation results
Simulation results of the field-oriented control scheme described in this chapter are given in Fig.
3.9 with the following specifications.
• Use of related quantities (scale bases are given in Table E.1),
• n = 1.08 ·ns=0,
• t = 1s . . .2s – 2-phase dip on the grid-side (HV) of the main transformer to 95% remaining
voltage,
• t = 3s – step from vDC,re f = vDC,nom to vDC,re f = 1.025 · vDC,nom,
• t = 4s – step from PG,re f = PG,nom to PG,re f = 0.75 ·PG,nom,
• t = 5s – step from QG,re f = 0kVAr to QG,re f = 0.0625 · [PG,nom]kVAr.
In the following two chapters, these simulation results will be the base of comparison for PN-
control and frequency-selective control.
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Figure 3.9: Field-oriented control results
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generators
The field-oriented control described in Chapter 3 is based on the assumption that the grid volt-
ages (and all other electrical quantities) are balanced. If asymmetries exist, the negative-se-
quence current components will neither be controlled separately nor filtered from the measure-
ment values. In the field-oriented coordinate system used for the description, the negative-se-
quence current components appear as alternating components oscillating at twice the grid fre-
quency and are superimposed on the positive-sequence direct quantities. The bandwidth of the
PI-controllers does not cover the double grid frequency, therefore, these controllers are unable
to control these current components (cf. [44, p. 327]).
To reduce the influence of the negative-sequence components on the system (this influence is
described in Section 1.3), one possibility is to control the negative-sequence current components
separately. For this, the term used from now on in this thesis is positive-negative-sequence
control (PN-control or PNC). Descriptions of such a control scheme can be found in [1] for the
control of a DFIG and in [43] for the control of a PWM converter. The PN-control scheme is
based on the field-oriented control but contains the following additional elements:
• calculation of positive-sequence and negative-sequence components,
• two current controllers for negative-sequence grid-side inverter current components,
• two current controllers for negative-sequence rotor-side inverter current components and
• calculation of the reference values for the additional current controllers.
These control elements are described in the rest of this chapter.
4.1 Identification of symmetrical components
4.1.1 Symmetrical component theory and flux model
The principle of symmetrical component theory is summarised in Appendix A.3. For the PN-
control scheme, only the first two components, the p-component and the n-component, are used,
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the zero-sequence is disregarded. With a = e− j·2pi/3, the transformation equations reduce to:
(
xp
xn
)
=
1
3
·
(
1 a a2
1 a2 a
)
·
x1x2
x3
 (4.1)
x1x2
x3
=
 1 1a2 a
a a2
 ·(xp
xn
)
(4.2)
The positive-sequence component corresponds to a space vector which is rotating with grid
frequency in the stator-oriented coordinate system. The negative-sequence component can be
represented by a space vector rotating in the opposite direction.
The PN-control scheme contains two control parts, working in different coordinate systems: in
the positive-sequence (p-) and in the negative-sequence (n-) coordinate system. The positive-
sequence coordinate system is (almost) identical to the stator-flux-oriented coordinate system
described in Section 3.1.1. The negative-sequence coordinate system rotates in the opposite
direction and is coupled to the negative-sequence linked stator flux. To define the two coordinate
systems, it is necessary to calculate positive-sequence and negative-sequence components of the
linked stator flux using an observer structure. Two options for this calculation are considered in
this study:
1. applying the simple flux model of Section 3.1.1 to the modal components of the stator
voltage:
ϕsµ,p ≈ ∠
{
~vss,p
}−90◦ = ϕgrid,p−90◦ (4.3)
ϕsµ,n ≈ ∠
{
~vss,n
}−90◦ = ϕgrid,n−90◦ (4.4)
2. assuming the angle of the negative-sequence voltages to be the opposite of the angle of
the positive-sequence voltages:
ϕsµ,p ≈ ∠
{
~vss,p
}−90◦ (4.5)
ϕsµ,n ≈−∠
{
~vss,p
}−90◦ (4.6)
The mathematical difference between the results of the two ways of calculating the negative-se-
quence flux angle will be a constant during steady state. Simulations and theoretical deductions1
show that the control results (the currents in static coordinate system, active and reactive power
1For example, the calculation of reference values for the negative-sequence rotor current components is transferred
from one coordinate system to another coordinate system in Appendix C.1. The calculation shows that the
reference value calculation result is independent of the selected coordinate system.
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and the DC-link voltage) do not differ during steady state. Some slight differences can be seen
during transients. Fig. 4.1 shows the different coordinate systems. Table 4.1 summarises the
transformation angles based on the calculation of positive-sequence and negative-sequence volt-
age angle (Eqs. 4.3 – 4.4).
Stator-CS(β)
Stator-CS(α)
Rotor-CS(α)
Rotor-CS(β)
p-CS(d)
γ
x
Ψs,n
n-CS(d)
Ψs,p
φsµ,p
φsµ,n
→
→
→
Figure 4.1: Coordinate systems for PN-control
Table 4.1: Transformation between CSs: ~xm =~xn · e jϕmn
S-CS: ϕs R-CS: ϕr p-CS: ϕµ,p n-CS: ϕµ,n
ϕs = 0 =−γ ≈−ϕgrid,p+90◦ ≈−ϕgrid,n+90◦
ϕr = γ = 0 ≈−ϕgrid,p+90◦+ γ ≈−ϕgrid,n+90◦+ γ
ϕµ,p ≈ ϕgrid,p−90◦ ≈ ϕgrid,p−90◦− γ = 0 ≈−ϕgrid,p+ϕgrid,n
ϕµ,n ≈ ϕgrid,n−90◦ ≈ ϕgrid,n−90◦− γ ≈ ϕgrid,p−ϕgrid,n = 0
4.1.2 Vector rotation and low-pass element filtering
The simplest way to compute the positive-sequence and negative-sequence components of an
asymmetrical three-phase signal is described by the following steps.
1. The three-phase quantities to be analysed are represented by a space vector (Appendix
A.4).
2. The space vector is transferred to two different coordinate systems (one rotating with grid
frequency and one contra-rotating, p-CS and n-CS).
3. A low-pass filter is applied to the space vector in n-CS to eliminate the emerging double-
grid frequency oscillations on the negative-sequence signals.
4. The positive-sequence components are not filtered to avoid introducing an additional delay
to the positive-sequence control loop.
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This approach corresponds to the following equations.
~xp =
2
3
· (x1+a · x2+a2 · x3) · e− j·γp or ~xp,dq
~xαβ
= e− j·γp (4.7)
~xn =
2
3
· (x1+a · x2+a2 · x3) · e− j·γn · 11+ p ·Tf or ~xn,dq~xαβ = e− j·γn · 11+ p ·Tf (4.8)
Fig. 4.2 shows the Simulink®structure of and the bode plot for the filter transfer function. Filter
results for the test signal shown in Fig. 4.11 a) are to be found in Appendix E in Fig. E.5 for
different filter time constants.
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Figure 4.2: Component calculation with low-pass filter – filter structure and bode plot of the negative-
sequence transfer function with Tf = 100ms, 10ms and 1ms
4.1.3 Vector rotation and low-pass element filtering with signal feedback
To reduce the oscillations on the positive-sequence components, the filter structure of Section
4.1.2 is modified as shown in Fig. 4.3. The positive-sequence and negative-sequence compo-
nents can be obtained using the algorithm described by the following steps.
1. Again, space vector representation is used to describe the quantities to be analysed.
2. The space vector is transferred to two different coordinate systems (p-CS and n-CS).
3. In these coordinate systems, the space vector is filtered using low-pass elements to elimi-
nate the superposed oscillations.
4. The filtered space vectors are rotated back to the original (static) coordinate system.
5. In this coordinate system the the positive-sequence vector is subtracted from the original
one to get the negative-sequence components and the negative-sequence vector is sub-
tracted from the original vector to get the positive-sequence components.
6. The positive-sequence components are used directly without filtering, while the filtered
negative-sequence components are used.
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This filter procedure results in the following transfer functions for the positive-sequence and
negative-sequence vectors:
~xp,dq
~xαβ
= e− j·γp · 1+ p ·Tf
2+ p ·Tf (4.9)
~xn,dq
~xαβ
= e− j·γn · 1
2+ p ·Tf (4.10)
Fig. 4.4 shows the bode plots for the transfer functions for positive-sequence and negative-
sequence components. Simulation results obtained with this filter algorithm are to be found in
Appendix E in Fig. E.6 for the test signal of Fig. 4.11 a) for different filter time constants.
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Figure 4.3: Component calculation with low-pass filter and signal feedback
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4.1.4 Vector rotation and moving average elements
Similar to the structure with low-pass elements without signal feedback, moving average ele-
ments (MAV) can be used to separate the positive-sequence and negative-sequence components.
This results in the approach described by the following steps.
1. Space vector representation is used.
2. The space vector is transferred to two different coordinate systems (p-CS and n-CS).
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3. Moving average elements are applied on the space vector components in n-CS to eliminate
the emerging double-grid frequency oscillations on the signals.
4. The positive-sequence components are not filtered, in order not to introduce an additional
delay to the positive-sequence control loop.
This corresponds to the following equations:
~xp,dq
~xαβ
= e− j·γp (4.11)
~xn,dq
~xαβ
= e− j·γn · 1
p ·TMAV ·
(
1− ep·TMAV ) (4.12)
Fig. 4.5 shows the Simulink®structure of and the bode plot for the negative-sequence filter
transfer function. The filter result for the test signal of Fig. 4.11 a) is given in Fig. 4.11 c).
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Figure 4.5: Component calculation with moving average elements – filter structure and bode plot of the
negative-sequence transfer function with TMAV = 10ms
4.1.5 Vector rotation and moving average elements with signal feedback
To reduce the oscillations on the positive-sequence components also without direct filtering, it
is possible to subtract the MAV-filtered negative-sequence component before rotating the vector.
The filter structure and the bode plot of the positive-sequence transfer function are depicted in
Fig. 4.6. The bode plot for the negative-sequence component is identical to that in Fig. 4.5. The
filter structure is shown by the following equations:
~xp,dq
~xαβ
= e− j·γp ·
(
1− 1
p ·TMAV ·
(
1− ep·TMAV )) (4.13)
~xn,dq
~xαβ
= e− j·γn · 1
p ·TMAV ·
(
1− ep·TMAV ) (4.14)
The filter result for the test signal of Fig. 4.11 a) is to be found in Fig. 4.11 g).
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Figure 4.6: Component calculation with moving average elements – filter structure and bode plot of the
positive-sequence transfer function with TMAV = 10ms
4.1.6 Vector rotation and band rejection filter (notch-filter)
Instead of using low-pass filters or moving average elements, it is possible to eliminate the
oscillations at double the grid frequency using a band rejection filter (a so called "notch-filter",
cf. [43]). This algorithm comprises the following steps of calculation.
1. As with the aforementioned algorithms, space vector representation is applied.
2. The space vector is transferred to two different coordinate systems (p-CS and n-CS).
3. Notch filters are applied to the space vector components in the n-CS to eliminate the
oscillations on the signals.
4. The positive-sequence components are not filtered.
This corresponds to the following equations (with ω0 = 2 ·ωgrid):
~xp,dq
~xαβ
= e− j·γp (4.15)
~xn,dq
~xαβ
= e− j·γn · p
2+ω20
p2+Q f ·ω0 · p+ω20
(4.16)
Fig. 4.7 shows the Simulink®structure of and the bode plot for the negative-sequence filter
transfer function. Fig. E.7 shows the filter result for the signal of Fig. 4.11 a) and different filter
bandwidth values Q f .
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Figure 4.7: Component calculation with notch filter – filter structure and bode plot of the negative-se-
quence transfer function with Q f = 0.1, 1 and 10
4.1.7 Fortescue transformation based on complex phasor representation
The filter procedures described above are all based on space vector representation and rotation
of the space vector to different coordinate systems. Alternatively, the phasor representation
(Appendix A.2) and Fortescue transformation (Appendix A.3) can be used to identify positive
and negative-sequence components.
1. The phasors of the three-phase quantities are generated using a time delay of Tdelay = T0/4
(T0 = periodic time of the alternating quantities).
2. Positive-sequence and negative-sequence components are calculated from the three pha-
sors according to Eq. A.8 given in Appendix A.3.
3. The positive-sequence and negative-sequence components are transferred to two rotating
coordinate systems (p-CS and n-CS).
As phasor representation and Fortescue transformation are defined for steady-state conditions,
the results during transients may not be useful. The applied equations are:
x1 = x1 (t)+ j · x1
(
t− T0
4
)
(4.17)
x2 = x2 (t)+ j · x2
(
t− T0
4
)
(4.18)
x3 = x3 (t)+ j · x3
(
t− T0
4
)
(4.19)
(
xp
xn
)
=
1
3
·
(
1 a a2
1 a2 a
)
·
x1x2
x3
 (4.20)
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The structure of the Simulink®model is shown in Fig. 4.8. The filter result for the test signal of
Fig. 4.11 a) is to be found in Fig. 4.11 e).
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Figure 4.8: Component calculation with Fortescue transformation
4.1.8 Band-pass filter (DSOGI-QSG)
If the sequence of vector rotation and filtering of the approach described in Section 4.1.6 is
changed, the following algorithm will be obtained.
1. Space vector representation is used to describe the quantities to be analysed.
2. α- and β -component of the space vector are filted by a band-pass filter – the results are
the "direct components", subscript d, Eq. 4.21.
3. The band-pass filters also create signals with a 90◦-phase shift – the "quadrature compo-
nents", subscript q, Eq. 4.22.
4. From these four components the α- and the β -components of the positive-sequence and
negative-sequence components are calculated by Eqs. 4.23 and 4.24.
5. The two resulting space vectors (p- and n-vector) are transferred to rotating coordinate
systems (p-CS and n-CS) to get direct quantities (Eqs. 4.25 and 4.26).
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Figure 4.9: Component calculation with band-pass filter (DSOGI-QSG)
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Filtering and the generation of the quadrature component are realised by one structure, the so-
called "DSOGI-QSG" (Dual Second Order Generalised Integrator – Quadrature Signal Gener-
ation). The deduction and explanation of this procedure is given in [40], where it is used in
combination with an FLL-algorithm (so called "DSOGI-FLL") to identify the positive-sequence
and negative-sequence grid angle of the grid voltages. The filter procedure corresponds to the
following equations:
xα,d
xα
=
xβ ,d
xβ
=
Q f ·ω0 · p
p2+Q f ·ω0 · p+ω20
(4.21)
xα,q
xα
=
xβ ,q
xβ
=
Q f ·ω20
p2+Q f ·ω0 · p+ω20
(4.22)
~xp,αβ =
1
2
·
(
1 0 0 −1
0 1 1 0
)
·

xα,d
xα,q
xβ ,d
xβ ,q
 (4.23)
~xn,αβ =
1
2
·
(
1 0 0 1
0 −1 1 0
)
·

xα,d
xα,q
xβ ,d
xβ ,q
 (4.24)
~xp,dq = e− j·γp ·~xp,αβ (4.25)
~xn,dq = e− j·γn ·~xn,αβ (4.26)
Fig. 4.9 shows the respective Simulink®structure and Fig. 4.10 the bode plots of the two filter
transfer functions deployed. Filter results for different filter bandwidth values Q f and the test
signal of Fig. 4.11 a) are given in Appendix E in Fig. E.8.
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4.1.9 Comparison of the different filter options
The results of two simulation experiments are given in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 to demonstrate the
advantages and disadvantages of the different filter possibilities. The first simulation (Fig. 4.11)
was performed using the following asymmetrical three-phase signals: the nominal amplitude
of the test signals is 1. One of the three-phase test signals is reduced to 0.5 during a time
period of 500ms. The frequency of the test signal is set to the nominal grid frequency. For
the second simulation not only the amplitude of one phase but also the grid frequency was
reduced to 90%. The results of this simulation are given in Fig. 4.12. Table 4.2 summarises the
filter transfer functions of the filter procedures described in Sections 4.1.2 – 4.1.6. The transfer
functions described in Sections 4.1.7 and 4.1.8 cannot be represented by one equation. Table 4.3
summarises the characteristics of the different filter possibilities.
Table 4.2: Filter possibilities for PN-component calculation
Filter Filter constant G f ilter,p =
~xp,dq
~xαβ
= e− j·γp · . . . G f ilter,n = ~xn,dq~xαβ = e− j·γn · . . .
PT1 Tf = 100ms 1 11+p·Tf
PT1 & feedback Tf = 5ms
1+p·Tf
2+p·Tf
1
2+p·Tf
MAV TMAV = 10ms 1 1p·TMAV ·
(
1− ep·TMAV )
MAV & feedback TMAV = 10ms
(
1− 1p·TMAV ·
(
1− ep·TMAV )) 1p·TMAV · (1− ep·TMAV )
Notch Q f = 1.41 1
p2+ω20
p2+Q f ·ω0·p+ω20
DSOGI-QSG Q f = 1.41
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4.2 Rotor-side positive-negative-sequence control
The aim of application of the rotor-side PN-control is to reduce the oscillations of the inner
torque of the machine during asymmetrical grid conditions. To control the positive-sequence
and negative-sequence rotor currents separately, the control structure deduced in Section 3.1 is
modified as follows.
• From the three-phase rotor currents the positive-sequence and negative-sequence compo-
nents are calculated as described in Section 4.1.
• Two current controllers for the negative-sequence current components are added. These
work in a coordinate system rotating in the opposite direction to the coordinate system of
the positive-sequence current controllers.
• The two positive-sequence current controllers are decoupled by Lσ ·
(
ωgrid− γ˙
)
as shown
in Fig. 3.3 for the field-oriented rotor-side control.
• Analogously, the two negative-sequence current controllers are decoupled by Lσ ·(−ωgrid− γ˙) using the "negative-sequence slip frequency".
• The reference values for the negative-sequence current components are either set to zero
or are calculated as described in Section 4.2.3.
• The actuating variables of the four current controllers are transferred back to the rotor-
oriented coordinate system. The negative-sequence and the positive-sequence components
are summed up in this coordinate system.
• The superior power controllers are not changed.
The structure of the rotor-side PN-control scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Rotor-side PN-control
Each of the two blocks "GC,rsc,i(p)− irsc,pn-controller" contains two current controllers (one for
the d-component, one for the q-component) and a decoupling algorithm. The block "Ref-calc"
represents the calculation of the four current reference values described in Section 4.2.3.
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4.2.1 Current controller parameters
The transfer function of the rotor current control path is given in Eq. 3.31 for field-oriented
control. The separation of positive-sequence and negative-sequence components adds another
element to this transfer function, which depends on the chosen filter method and on the compo-
nent (p- or n-component). The respective transfer functions are given in Sections 4.1.2 – 4.1.8
and in Table 4.2. Thus, the overall transfer functions are:
Grsc,i,p (p) =
irsc (p)
vrsc,re f (p)
=
1
R¯+ p ·Lσ ·
1
1+ p ·Trsc,p ·G f ilter,p (p) (4.27)
Grsc,i,n (p) =
irsc (p)
vrsc,re f (p)
=
1
R¯+ p ·Lσ ·
1
1+ p ·Trsc,p ·G f ilter,n (p) (4.28)
In some cases (positive-sequence component and PT1-filter, MAV-filter or notch-filter) the trans-
fer function does not change, so the same control parameters as for the field-oriented control
could be used. The simulations showed that also in these cases it is favourable to adapt the
control parameters of the positive-sequence controllers. This may be caused by a coupling
of positive-sequence and negative-sequence components (the action of the negative-sequence
controllers affects the positive-sequence controllers – and vice versa – and so the dynamic be-
haviour of the overall system). In other cases (negative-sequence component and/or PT1-filter
with feedback or MAV-filter with feedback) the control parameters have to be changed because
the transfer function of the control path is modified. According to the amplitude optimum
method a PID-controller could be used with the PT1-filter with feedback for the negative-se-
quence components. In contrast, the amplitude optimum method is applicable neither on control
paths containing MAV-filters nor for the use of notch-filters. In this study the controller parame-
ters are set by trial-and-error: the step responses of the positive-sequence and negative-sequence
d-component are optimised separately. To set the controller parameters, only the rotor-side con-
trol part is considered in the simulations. The DC-link voltage is set to the nominal value and the
grid-side inverter is disconnected from the stator. The results for the different filter possibilities
– except the PT1-filter2 – are given in Fig. 4.14.
2The PT1-filter without feedback is not analysed further as its dynamic behaviour is significantly worse than that of
all other filter possibilities.
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Figure 4.14: Results of PN control with different ways of component calculation – step responses of
positive-sequence and negative-sequence rotor current d-components (PG = Pnom, n= 1.08 ·
ns=0, DC-link voltage fixed, no grid-side inverter)
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4.2.2 Limitation of current controllers
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Figure 4.15: Limit calculation for n-current
controllers (in positive-sequence
coordinate system, x represents a
current or voltage vector)
The outputs of the four current controllers are lim-
ited in two steps: firstly, the amplitude of the pos-
itive-sequence controller outputs is limited to the
available converter output voltage (= vDC/
√
3). To
ensure the priority of the positive-sequence con-
trollers, secondly, the amplitude of the negative-
sequence controller outputs is limited to the re-
maining voltage reserve3:√
v2rsc,n,d,re f + v
2
rsc,n,q,re f ≤ vrsc,n,max (4.29)
vrsc,n,max = vDC/
√
3−
√
v2rsc,p,d,re f + v
2
rsc,p,q,re f
(4.30)
Fig. 4.15 illustrates this limit calculation.
4.2.3 Calculation of current reference values
The reference values for the positive-sequence current controllers are provided by the superior
controllers. The reference values for the negative-sequence current controllers are calculated
according to [39, p. 37 et seqq.] using the stator current components and the reference values
for the positive-sequence current components. The objective of this calculation is to determine
the negative-sequence rotor currents to minimise the torque oscillations during asymmetrical
grid conditions. The calculation is given in the following equation:(
irsc,n,d,re f
irsc,n,q,re f
)
=
1
i2s,p,q+ i2s,p,d
·
( (
is,p,d · is,n,d− is,p,q · is,n,q
) (
is,p,d · is,n,q+ is,p,q · is,n,d
)(
is,p,d · is,n,q+ is,p,q · is,n,d
) (
is,p,q · is,n,q− is,p,d · is,n,d
) ) ·( irsc,p,d,re f
irsc,p,q,re f
)
(4.31)
The magnitude of the negative-sequence current reference values
√
i2r,n,d,re f + i
2
r,n,q,re f is limited
to ensure the priority of the positive-sequence components. The limit is calculated from:√
i2rsc,n,d,re f + i
2
rsc,n,q,re f ≤ irsc,n,max = irsc,max−
√
i2rsc,p,d,re f + i
2
rsc,p,q,re f (4.32)
3The upper index of the coordinate system is omitted in Eqs. 4.29 – 4.30 and 4.31 – 4.32. Positive-sequence
quantities are given in p-coordinate system, negative-sequence quantities are given in n-coordinate system.
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with irsc,max = maximum allowed rotor inverter current.
4.2.4 Power controllers
The outer cascade controllers for active and reactive machine power are not changed. The same
structure and parameters as for the field-oriented control are used. These control parameters are
given in Table D.2.
4.3 Grid-side positive-negative-sequence control
The objective of the grid-side inverter PN-control is to reduce the oscillations on the DC-link
voltage during asymmetrical grid conditions. Analogous to the rotor-side PN-control, the grid-
side inverter control is deduced from the field-oriented control scheme in the following way.
• From the three-phase grid-side inverter currents, the positive-sequence and negative-se-
quence components are calculated as described in Section 4.1.
• Two current controllers for the negative-sequence current components are added. These
controllers work in a coordinate system contra-rotating to the coordinate system of the
positive-sequence current controllers.
• The two positive-sequence current controllers are decoupled by ωgrid ·LgscTσ as shown in
Fig. 3.7.
• Analogously, the two negative-sequence current controllers are decoupled by −ωgrid ·
LgscTσ .
• Different possibilities exist to calculate the reference values for the four current con-
trollers. These are described in Section 4.3.3.
• The actuating variables of the four current controllers are transferred back to the stator-
oriented coordinate system. The negative-sequence and the positive-sequence components
are summed up in this coordinate system.
• The superior DC-link voltage controller is not changed, except for the use with the current
filter method described in Section 4.1.7.
The structure of the grid-side PN-control scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.16. Again, each of the two
blocks "GC,gsc,i(p)− igsc,pn-controller" contains two current controllers and the block "Ref-calc"
represents the calculation of current reference values described in Section 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.16: Grid-side PN-control
4.3.1 Current controller parameters
As in the case of the rotor-side current control, the grid-side current control can be deduced from
the field-oriented control scheme described in Section 3.2.1. The transfer function of the filter
method used is added to the transfer function of the current control path (Eqs. 3.53 – 3.56),
resulting in:
Ggsc,i,p,dq (p) =
1
RgscT + p ·LgscTσ ·
1
1+ p ·Tgsc,p ·G f ilter,p (p) (4.33)
Ggsc,i,n,dq (p) =
1
RgscT + p ·LgscTσ ·
1
1+ p ·Tgsc,p ·G f ilter,n (p) (4.34)
The parameters of the current controllers are set by trial-and-error using the step responses of
the current’s d-components. Only the grid-side inverter is considered in the simulations for the
optimisation, the stator and rotor of the machine are "disconnected" and the DC-link voltage
is set to a fixed value. The results of the optimisation are given in Fig. 4.17 for the six filter
methods described in Sections 4.1.3 – 4.1.8.
4.3.2 Limitation of current controllers
The outputs of the current controllers are limited with priority given to the positive-sequence
in the same way as described above for the limitation of the rotor-side current controllers. The
following equations are used:√
v2gsc,n,d,re f + v
2
gsc,n,q,re f ≤ vgsc,n,max (4.35)
vgsc,n,max = vDC/
√
3−
√
v2gsc,p,d,re f + v
2
gsc,p,q,re f (4.36)
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Figure 4.17: Results of PN control with different ways of component calculation – step responses of
positive-sequence and negative-sequence grid-side inverter current d-components (vDC =
vDC,nom, generator and rotor-side inverter disconnected)
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4.3.3 Calculation of current reference values
As mentioned above, the objective of the grid-side PN-control is to reduce oscillations at double
the grid frequency of the DC-link voltage during asymmetrical grid conditions. These oscilla-
tions are caused by the oscillating power fed to or provided by the rotor-side inverter and the
grid-side inverter. If the DC-link voltage is to remain constant during asymmetries, rotor-side
and grid-side inverter power have to be identical.
In general, the instantaneous values of active and reactive power of an asymmetrical three-
phase system can be calculated from the positive-sequence and negative-sequence components
of currents and voltages:
P(t) = PDC +Pcos · cos
(
2 ·ωgrid · t
)
+Psin · sin
(
2 ·ωgrid · t
)
(4.37)
Q(t) = QDC+Qcos · cos
(
2 ·ωgrid · t
)
+Qsin · sin
(
2 ·ωgrid · t
)
(4.38)
with
Pdc
Pcos
Psin
Qdc
Qcos
Qsin

=
3
2
·

vp,d vp,q vn,d vn,q
vn,d vn,q vp,d vp,q
vn,q −vn,d −vp,q vp,d
vp,q −vp,d vn,q −vn,d
vn,q −vn,d vp,q −vp,d
−vn,d −vn,q vp,d vp,q

·

ip,d
ip,q
in,d
in,q
 (4.39)
The following procedure is used in this study to achieve identical power values for the two
inverters:
1. From rotor voltages and currents the oscillating rotor inverter power components Prsc,sin,
Prsc,cos are calculated according to Eq. 4.39. For this calculation the positive-sequence
current and voltage components are filtered using MAV-elements.
2. The reference values of the grid-side inverter current components are calculated with the
objective to satisfy the following conditions: Pgsc,sin = Prsc,sin, Pgsc,cos = Prsc,cos. Different
possibilities exist for this calculation. These are given in this section. The simulation
results of these methods are shown in Appendix E.3.2.
Four current components are controlled separately. This means that a maximum of four of the
possible six power components of Eq. 4.39 can be controlled.
Calculation of all four current reference values Typically, the output of the DC-link voltage
controller is used as reference value for the active current component of the grid-side inverter.
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Instead of this, it is possible to calculate an equivalent power value from the controller output
to use the following equations for the reference value calculation (wgscT = winding ratio of
grid-side transformer):
Pgsc,dc,re f
Pgsc,cos,re f
Pgsc,sin,re f
Qgsc,dc,re f
=

3
2 · vdc · igsc,q,re f
Prsc,cos
Prsc,sin
0
 (4.40)
=
3
2
·wgscT ·

vs,p,d vs,p,q vs,n,d vs,n,q
vs,n,d vs,n,q vs,p,d vs,p,q
vs,n,q −vs,n,d −vs,p,q vs,p,d
vs,p,q −vs,p,d vs,n,q −vs,n,d
 ·

igsc,p,d,re f
igsc,p,q,re f
igsc,n,d,re f
igsc,n,q,re f
 (4.41)
Eq. 4.41 can be rearranged to calculate the four current reference values. The detailed result is
given in [39, p. 42 et seqq.]. To calculate the reference values of the grid-side inverter current
components, it is necessary to measure the stator voltages and calculate the positive-sequence
and negative-sequence components of these voltages as described in Section 4.1.
One result of this calculation method is given in Appendix E in Fig. E.9.
Calculation of negative sequence current reference values and pd-component Alterna-
tively to the previous calculation, it is possible to use the output of the DC-link voltage controller
directly. This results in the following calculation:
igsc,p,q,re f = igsc,q,re f = output of DC-link controller (4.42) Pgsc,cos,re fPgsc,sin,re f
Qgsc,dc,re f
=
 Prsc,cosPrsc,sin
0
 (4.43)
=
3
2
·wgscT ·
 vs,n,d vs,n,q vs,p,d vs,p,qvs,n,q −vs,n,d −vs,p,q vs,p,d
vs,p,q −vs,p,d vs,n,q −vs,n,d
 ·

igsc,p,d,re f
igsc,p,q,re f
igsc,n,d,re f
igsc,n,q,re f
 (4.44)
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By introducing Eq. 4.43 into Eq. 4.44 and rearranging the result, one obtains:
2
3 ·wgscT ·
 Prsc,cosPrsc,sin
0
−
 vs,n,q−vs,n,d
−vs,p,d
 · igsc,p,q,re f =
 vs,n,d vs,p,d vs,p,qvs,n,q −vs,p,q vs,p,d
vs,p,q vs,n,q −vs,n,d
 ·
 igsc,p,d,re figsc,n,d,re f
igsc,n,q,re f
 (4.45)
Inverting the voltage matrix of Eq. 4.45 it is possible to calculate the remaining three current
reference values. As an example, one result of this calculation is given in Fig. E.10.
Calculation of negative sequence current reference values and pq-component The refer-
ence value of the reactive current component is set to zero in the control scheme described in
Section 3.2.1. This setting can be used for the calculation resulting in:
igsc,p,d,re f = 0 (4.46) Pgsc,dc,re fPgsc,cos,re f
Pgsc,sin,re f
=

3
2 · vdc · igsc,q,re f
Prsc,cos
Prsc,sin
 (4.47)
=
3
2
·wgscT ·
 vs,p,q vs,n,d vs,n,qvs,n,q vs,p,d vs,p,q
−vs,n,d −vs,p,q vs,p,d
 ·
 igsc,p,q,re figsc,n,d,re f
igsc,n,q,re f
 (4.48)
By inverting the voltage matrix of Eq. 4.48, it is possible to rearrange the equation to calculate
the three remaining current reference values. Fig. E.11 shows one result of this calculation
method.
Calculation of negative sequence current reference values Combining the last two calcu-
lation methods, igsc,p,d,re f is set to zero and the output of the DC-link voltage controller is used
directly as reference value of the positive-sequence active current component (igsc,p,q,re f ). This
results in the following equations:
igsc,p,d,re f = 0 (4.49)
igsc,p,q,re f = igsc,q,re f = output of DC-link controller (4.50)
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and:(
Pgsc,cos,re f
Pgsc,sin,re f
)
=
(
Prsc,cos
Prsc,sin
)
(4.51)
=
3
2
·wgscT ·
(
vs,n,d vs,n,q vs,p,d vs,p,q
vs,n,q −vs,n,d −vs,p,q vs,p,d
)
·

igsc,p,d,re f
igsc,p,q,re f
igsc,n,d,re f
igsc,n,q,re f
 (4.52)
Eq. 4.52 can be rearranged to:(
igsc,n,d,re f
igsc,n,q,re f
)
=
1
v2s,p,d + v
2
s,p,q
·
(
vs,p,d −vs,p,q
vs,p,q vs,p,d
)
·
[
2
3 ·wgscT ·
(
Prsc,cos
Prsc,sin
)
−
(
vs,n,q
−vs,n,d
)
· igsc,q,re f
]
(4.53)
For this method fewest changes of the control structure described in Section 3.2.1 are necessary,
because the control path of the positive-sequence current components is changed only by the
component calculation and not by the calculation of the current reference values. A result of this
method is shown in Fig. E.12.
The results of all four calculation methods show only slight differences during the transients.
The last method was used for the simulations of the present study, because it involves the fewest
changes of the positive-sequence components control path.
Reduction of active power oscillations The four methods used to calculate the grid-side
inverter current reference values described above all are employed with the intention of reducing
the DC-link voltage oscillation. Alternatively, it is possible to use the stator-power values instead
of the rotor-power values with the intention to reduce the generator active power oscillations as
is suggested in [18]. This corresponds to two conditions: −Ps,cos = Pgsc,cos and −Ps,sin = Pgsc,sin.
Based on Eq. 4.53, the following equations could be used to calculate the grid-side negative-
sequence current reference values:(
igsc,n,d,re f
igsc,n,q,re f
)
=
−1
v2s,p,d + v
2
s,p,q
·
(
vs,p,d −vs,p,q
vs,p,q vs,p,d
)
·
[
2
3 ·wgscT ·
(
Ps,cos
Ps,sin
)
+
(
vs,n,q
−vs,n,d
)
· igsc,q,re f
]
(4.54)
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The stator power values can be calculated from:
(
Ps,cos
Ps,sin
)
=
3
2
·
(
vs,n,d vs,n,q vs,p,d vs,p,q
vs,n,q −vs,n,d −vs,p,q vs,p,d
)
·

is,p,d
is,p,q
is,n,d
is,n,q
 (4.55)
Theoretically, both possibilities should give similar results: if torque and DC-link voltage do
not contain oscillations and the machine speed is constant, the overall power will also be a
constant (disregarding all losses). Therefore, this method to calculate the reference values was
not analysed further in the present study.
Limitation of reference values Analogously to the rotor-side control, the reference values of
the grid-side inverter currents are limited with priority given to the positive-sequence compo-
nents. The magnitude of the negative-sequence current reference values
√
i2gsc,n,d,re f + i
2
gsc,n,q,re f
is limited by:√
i2gsc,n,d,re f + i
2
gsc,n,q,re f ≤ igsc,n,max = igsc,max−
√
i2gsc,p,d,re f + i
2
gsc,p,q,re f (4.56)
with igsc,max = maximum allowed grid-side inverter current.
4.3.4 DC-link voltage controller
Except for the use of the filter version "Fortescue-transformation", the parameters of the DC-link
voltage controller are not changed4. For the use of the filter version "Fortescue-transformation"
it is necessary to change the control parameters to achieve a stable control. The controller
parameters are adapted by trial-and-error using the step response of the DC-link voltage. The
results are given in Table D.3.
4.4 Simulation results of positive-negative-sequence control
To test the complete PN-control scheme, grid-side and rotor-side PN-control are combined.
Some simulation results are given in this section5. Additional to the PN-control a brake chopper
is added to the model. In real configurations this brake chopper is necessary to discharge the
DC-link capacitor during voltage dips and limit the acceleration of the DC-link voltage. The
4Simulations with the complete PN-control scheme showed that these controller parameters are suboptimal for
operation with higher slip values (super synchronous and sub synchronous). For an implementation of the control
scheme especially the DC-link voltage controller parameters would need to be optimised.
5The inverter models are mean-value-models as described in Chapter 2. This may limit the validity of the simulation
results especially during transients, where the inverters reach their voltage limits.
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brake chopper resistance is connected in parallel to the DC-link capacitor and is controlled by
an on/off-controller with hysteresis.
For most of the filter versions – namely PT1 & feedback, MAV & feedback, DSOGI and
Fortescue-transformation – described in Section 4.1, the combination of rotor-side and grid-side
PN-control results in an unstable system. This may be caused by the cross-couplings between
positive-sequence and negative-sequence components introduced to the system by the compo-
nent calculation. To achieve stable control, adaption of the outer cascade controller parameters
would be required. Calculation of the current- and voltage components using MAV-elements
or notch-filters for the negative-sequence component (Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.6) will yield stable
control results if rotor-side and grid-side PN-control are deployed. These two calculation meth-
ods do not introduce a cross-coupling between positive and negative-sequence components, the
positive-sequence control path is not changed. The results of these two control configurations
are given in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 for fixed machine speed and the conditions given below.
• n = 1.08 ·ns=0,
• t = 1s . . .2s – 2-phase dip on the grid-side of the main transformer to 95% remaining
voltage,
• t = 3s – step from vDC,re f = vDC,nom to vDC,re f = 1.025 · vDC,nom,
• t = 4s – step from PG,re f = PG,nom to PG,re f = 0.75 ·PG,nom,
• t = 5s – step from QG,re f = 0kVAr to QG,re f = 0.0625 · [PG,nom]kVAr.
All quantities are related to the nominal values6 (xrel = x/xnom), the reference values of the grid-
side inverter current components are calculated as described in Section 4.3.3 by Eqs. 4.49, 4.50
and 4.53 with the aim of reducing the DC-link voltage oscillations. Comparison with Fig. 3.9
shows that a reduction of the torque oscillations during asymmetrical grid conditions is possible
with PN-control, while the reference reaction deteriorates at least when MAV-filters are used.
However, the effect of the PN-control on torque and DC-link voltage is not very strong. It is
limited by the constraints discussed in the following sections.
6The scale bases are given in Appendix E in Table E.1.
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Figure 4.18: PN-control with MAV-filter, 2-phase dip to 95% remaining voltage and step responses of
active and reactive power and DC-link voltage
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Figure 4.19: PN-control with notch-filter, 2-phase dip to 95% remaining voltage and step responses of
active and reactive power and DC-link voltage
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4.4.1 Maximum inverter voltages
The voltage of the DC-link capacitor limits the possible output voltages of the inverters to
√
3 ·
vDC and thus limits the controllability of the converters. This limitation is important especially
for the rotor-side inverter as negative-sequence stator voltages are "transformed" to the rotor at
approximately the double grid frequency. Additionally, the natural flux decay during transients
increases the arising rotor voltages. Both effects are described in [24] and in [25]. The maximum
arising rotor voltages are estimated in Appendix C.2 and are summarised in Table 4.4 with the
following assumptions and simplifications.
• No rotor current is possible, the rotor terminals are neither connected nor short circuited.
• The voltage dip is occurring directly at the stator terminal.
• d = 1− vs,dipvs,nom = 0 . . .1 = relative dip-depth.
• LmLm+Lsσ ≈ 1
• For asymmetrical dips the maximum voltage depends on the time of the dip start (or rather
on the phase of the stator voltage). The worst-case is given in the table.
• The voltage components given in the table correspond to the positive-sequence linked
stator flux (subscript p), to the negative-sequence linked stator flux (subscript n) and to
the natural flux component (subscript nat). The latter is a transient component decaying
with the stator time constant τ = Ls/Rs
Table 4.4: Maximum rotor voltages with asymmetrical stator voltages according to [24] and [25]
Dip type Maximum rotor voltage components (related to nominal stator voltage) vr,rel =
vs,(s)r,dip,max
vs,nom,max
vr,p,rel vr,n,rel vr,nat,rel
3-phase (1−d) · s · e j·ωgrid ·t 0 d · (s−1) · e−t/τ
2-phase (1−2/3 ·d) · s · e j·ωgrid ·t 1/3 ·d · (2− s) · e− j·ωgrid ·t d · (s−1) · e−t/τ
1-phase (1−1/3 ·d) · s · e j·ωgrid ·t 1/3 ·d · (2− s) · e− j·ωgrid ·t 2/3 ·d · (s−1) · e−t/τ
phase-phase (1−1/2 ·d) · s · e j·ωgrid ·t 1/2 ·d · (2− s) · e− j·ωgrid ·t d · (s−1) · e−t/τ
The worst-case is the phase-to-phase dip during sub-synchronous operation of the generator. In
reality the resistances and inductances of the grid, the main transformer and the generator reduce
the voltage on the terminal of the rotor-side inverter. Nevertheless, maintaining controllability
of the rotor-side inverter during severe dips would require a DC-link voltage of several thousand
volt (≈ √3 ·wGW · 2.6 ·
√
2/3 ·Vs,nom with s = −0.3 and d = 1) and is thus impossible. The
values given in Table 4.4 also imply that the maximum dip-depth the system can ride through
does not only depend on the rated DC-link voltage but also on the operating point of the DFIG
before and during the dip, because the induced rotor voltage components depend on the slip s.
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In contrast, the voltage on the terminal of the grid-side inverter is reduced during grid faults.
During the transients of dip start and recovery, some overvoltage is possible but will not be as
high as on the rotor-side inverter.
To illustrate the effect of this constraint, simulation results for two different DC-link voltage
values are given in Fig. 4.20 for the following configuration:
• n = 1.08 ·ns=0,
• QG,re f = 0kVAr,
• t = 1s . . .1.5s: 1-phase dip to 50% remaining voltage on the grid-side of the main trans-
former,
• component calculation with notch-filters.
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Figure 4.20: Field-oriented control and PN-control during asymmetrical voltage dip with different DC-
link voltage values
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4.4.2 Maximum allowed inverter current
The ampacity of the inverters limits the inverter currents allowed. This limitation strongly de-
pends on the dimensioning of the inverters. As described by Eqs. 4.32 and 4.56 the reference
values for the negative-sequence current controllers are limited to ensure the priority of the pos-
itive-sequence currents.
4.4.3 Component calculation and current reference calculations
Obviously, the behaviour during the first instants of a dip (and the voltage recovery) is not
improved. The reason is that the calculation of the symmetrical components needs at least half
a grid period to detect the changes.
Furthermore, the remaining DC-link voltage oscillation visible in Figs. 4.18 – 4.22 are caused
by the voltage used to calculate the grid-side negative-sequence current references: to avoid
additional measurements in a real setup, the stator voltage components are used in Eq. 4.53.
These differ slightly from the grid-side inverter voltage because of the voltage drop over the
grid-side transformer. Therefore, the calculated current reference values do not exactly fulfil the
condition of Eq. 4.51. To prove the theoretical correctness of the proposed control scheme, a
simulation was conducted using the grid-side inverter voltages to calculate the negative-sequence
current references. The results are given in Fig. 4.21 for the following conditions: t = 1s . . .2s:
2-phase dip to 95% remaining voltage on the grid-side of the main transformer and vDC = 1.5 ·
vDC,nom.
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Figure 4.21: Influence of deployed voltage components for reference value calculation on PN-
control results – left: igsc,re f -calculation using stator voltage components, right: igsc,re f -
calculation with grid-side inverter voltages
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These figures show that the remaining voltage oscillation can be reduced if the grid-side inverter
voltage is used for the current reference calculation. Nevertheless, it is not reduced to zero,
which may be attributable to the following reason: the oscillating DC-link voltage causes the
DC-link voltage controller output to oscillate. This is due to the chosen controller dynamics and
could be improved using less dynamic controller parameters.
4.4.4 Nonlinear system behaviour
If a sufficiently high DC-link voltage is chosen and the reference values for all current com-
ponents are unlimited, the PN-control scheme should be able to reduce the oscillations of the
electrical torque to zero. Contrary to expectations, the torque remains oscillating also during
slight dips. This can be explained by the linear model used for the calculation of the rotor-side
negative-sequence current component references (Eq. 4.31), which is based on the following
equation (cf. [39, p. 38]):
mel =
3
2
· pp · Im{(Ls · is∗s +Lm · is∗r ) · iss}=
3
2
· pp ·Lm · Im{is∗r · iss} (4.57)
=
3
2
· pp ·Lm ·
[
is,p,q · ir,p,d− is,p,d · ir,p,q+ is,n,q · ir,n,d− is,n,d · ir,n,q
+
(
is,n,q · ir,p,d− is,n,d · ir,p,q+ is,p,q · ir,n,d− is,p,d · ir,n,q
) · cos(2 ·ωgrid · t)
+
(−is,n,d · ir,p,d− is,n,q · ir,p,q+ is,p,d · ir,n,d + is,p,q · ir,n,q) · sin(2 ·ωgrid · t)] (4.58)
This equation does not include the saturation of the main inductance7. To prove the proper
functioning of the PN-control, a simulation with constant mutual inductance was conducted.
The comparison of the results with and without saturation of the generator’s mutual inductance
is given in Fig. 4.22 for the following specifications:
• t = 1s . . .2s: 2-phase dip to 95% remaining voltage on the grid-side of the main trans-
former.
• vDC = 1.5 · vDC,nom.
7The saturation model used in the present study is described in Appendix B.2.3.
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Figure 4.22: Influence of mutual inductance saturation on the electrical torque oscillations with PN-
control – left: mutual inductance with saturation, right: constant mutual inductance
These figures show that the torque oscillations could be suppressed completely by the proposed
control scheme if the generator was a linear system. The nonlinearity of the mutual inductance
deteriorates the control results and limits the possible improvements.
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The currents controlled in the DFIG control system are alternating quantities. The grid-side
converter currents alternate at grid frequency while the rotor currents alternate at slip frequency.
In the case of conventional field-oriented control these alternating quantities are transferred into
rotating coordinate systems to get direct quantities, because the latter can be controlled by pro-
portional-integral controllers without steady-state error1. It is also possible to use a different
method of controlling the alternating currents directly (without steady-state error), namely spe-
cially adapted controllers, referred to as frequency-selective controllers (FSC) in the literature2.
There are two different considerations which result in a control scheme which is able to control
alternating quantities directly. These are described in the following section.
5.1 Principle of frequency-selective control in continuous time domain
Inner model principle (IMP) In [27, p. 342] the "inner model principle" is described3. This
approach is also used in [12] and in [13] to design a controller for a single-phase active filter
and for a three-phase utility-interface converter. Application of the IMP means that tracking of
a reference value without remaining offset will be possible with a feedback controller if two
conditions are fulfilled (cf. [13]):
• "The closed loop is asymptotically stable.
• The open-loop transfer function of the system includes a mathematical model which can
generate the required reference input."
For example, the Laplace transformation or reference signal model of a step-like reference signal
θ (t) with
θ (t) =
{
0, t < 0
1, t ≥ 0 (5.1)
1As described in [27, Section 7.3.3, p. 337], a control loop will enable asymptotic tracking of step-like reference
values if the open loop (i.e. the controller or the plant) is of the type showing integral behaviour.
2In the literature such control algorithms are usually proposed for the control of harmonic currents, while in this
study they are used for the control of the fundamental components.
3The "inner model principle" is not to be confused with the "internal model control" (IMC) described in [27, Section
12.2, p. 519 et seqq.]. The latter deploys a model of the complete control path as part of the controller.
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is 1/p. Hence, such reference values can be controlled without steady-state error if the controller
or the control path contains an integrating element. Alternating reference and disturbance signals
can be represented by the following models:
f (t) = sin(ω0t) c sF (p) = ω0p2+ω20 (5.2)
f (t) = cos(ω0t) c sF (p) = pp2+ω20 (5.3)
To control such signals without remaining offset, the denominator of the controller transfer
function must contain p2 +ω20 – the "inner model" of the signal. The controller can be written
as:
GC, f sc =
Nc (p)
D˜c (p) ·
(
p2+ω20
) (5.4)
In the design of the controller, Nc (p) and D˜c (p) can be chosen freely. Using the control path
transfer functions deduced in Section 3.1.2 (Eqs. 3.28 to 3.30) for the rotor-side current con-
troller, the open loop transfer function becomes:
G0, f sc,rsc =
1
R¯+ p ·Lσ ·
1
1+ p ·Trsc,p ·
Nrsc,c (p)
D˜rsc,c (p) ·
(
p2+ω20
) (5.5)
The simplified transfer function of the grid-side current control loop – using Eqs. 3.53 and
3.54 – becomes:
G0, f sc,gsc =
1
RgscT + p ·LgscTσ ·
1
1+ p ·Tgsc,p ·
Ngsc,c (p)
D˜gsc,c (p) ·
(
p2+ω20
) (5.6)
Because of the inner model, the open loop contains a pair of conjugate-complex poles with-
out real component, which must be taken into account when designing the controller. As the
extended control path with the inner model is not itself stable, the controller needs to stabilise
the system. In [13] a combination of PI- and frequency-selective controller is suggested. This
results in the following control transfer function, which is used in the following sections:
GC, f sc = KP+KI · 1p +KS ·
p
p2+ω20
(5.7)
Lowpass-bandpass-transformation (LP-BP-transformation) The second approach is de-
scribed in [15, Chapter 4]. The resulting control scheme is named "frequency-selective control"
(FSC). The frequency-selective controller is deduced directly from the proportional-integral con-
troller using lowpass-bandpass-transformation of the controller transfer function, for which the
complete mathematical deduction is given in [15, Chapter 4]4. It is an exact transformation
4This mathematical deduction is also given in Appendix C.3.1.
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only for integral elements. In the work cited, the lowpass-bandpass-transformation replaces p
by
(
p2+ω20
)
/(2 · p). This substitution results in an approximately equivalent transfer function
of FSC and PI-controller with park transformation. The transformation result for a PI-controller
is given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Controller transfer functions in continuous domain using LP-BP-transformation
DC-controller GC,dc (p) equivalent FSC in p-domain GC, f sc (p)
1
p
2·p
p2+ω20
Kc ·
(
1+ 1p·Tc
)
2 ·Kc ·
(
1+ 1Tc
p
p2+ω20
)
Comparison of LP-BP-Transformation and IMP Depending on the definition of Nc (p) and
D˜c (p) both these approaches result in the same transfer function of the controller. A comparison
is given in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Transfer functions of frequency-selective controllers
LP-BP-transformation IMP
2 ·Kc ·
(
1+ 1Tc
p
p2+ω20
)
= 2 ·Kc · p
2·Tc+p·+Tc·ω20
Tc·(p2+ω20 )
Nc(p)
D˜c(p)·(p2+ω20 )
5.2 Coordinate system and frequency adaptation
In the present study, rotor-side and grid-side inverter currents are controlled in a stator-oriented
coordinate system using FSC. As in the field-oriented control scheme, each part of the con-
trol system contains the means of controlling two current components, named the α- and the
β -component. This requires a transformation of the rotor-side currents to the stator-oriented co-
ordinate system using vector rotation (Appendix A.5). Thus, all controlled currents alternate at
grid frequency and the FSC deployed is designed for grid frequency. An adaptation of the con-
trol parameters (namely ω0) to variations of the grid frequency is necessary and can be easily
realised if a frequency-locked-loop is used for the calculation of the grid angle.
If the alternating quantities are controlled directly using FSC, the reference values provided by
the outer-loop controllers must be transferred using inverse park transformation.
5.3 Stability analysis of frequency-selective controllers
The open loop transfer functions of the grid-side and the rotor-side current control loops (Eqs.
5.5 and 5.6) are of the same type: they both consist of two low-pass elements. An abstract
transfer function of this type is used in the following series of equations to analyse the stability
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of the system. The control transfer function has been set to Eq. 5.7. This transfer function
combines a proportional, integral and frequency-selective component. The resulting open loop
transfer function is:
G0, f sc (p) =
1
R+ p ·L ·
1
1+ p ·Tp ·
[
KP+KI · 1p +KS ·
p
p2+ω20
]
(5.8)
=
KP ·
(
p2+ω20
) · p+KI · (p2+ω20)+KS · p2
(R+ p ·L) · (1+ p ·Tp) · p ·
(
p2+ω20
) (5.9)
The control transfer function of the closed loop is:
G f sc =
G0, f sc
1+G0, f sc
(5.10)
The system will be stable if the real components of all poles are negative. The denominator of
G f sc can be transformed to a fifth-degree polynomial:
0 = 1+G0, f sc (5.11)
= 1+
KP ·
(
p2+ω20
) · p+KI · (p2+ω20)+KS · p2
(R+ p ·L) · (1+ p ·Tp) · p ·
(
p2+ω20
) (5.12)
= (R+ p ·L) · (1+ p ·Tp) · p ·
(
p2+ω20
)
+KP ·
(
p2+ω20
) · p+KI · (p2+ω20)+KS · p2
(5.13)
0 = a5 p5+a4 p4+a3 p3+a2 p2+a1 p+a0 (5.14)
a5 = LTp (5.15)
a4 = L+RTp (5.16)
a3 = KP+R+LTpω20 (5.17)
a2 = KI +KS+RTpω20 +Lω
2
0 (5.18)
a1 = KPω20 +Rω
2
0 (5.19)
a0 = KIω20 (5.20)
This polynomial (Eqs. 5.14 – 5.20) is analysed using Hurwitz’s stability criterion5. If all co-
efficients and all main section determinants of the matrix H given in Eq. 5.21 are positive, the
5A description of Hurwitz’s stability criterion can be found in [27, p. 392 et seqq.] and in [29, p. 205]
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system will be stable6.
H =

a1 a3 a5 0 0
a0 a2 a4 0 0
0 a1 a3 a5 0
0 a0 a2 a4 0
0 0 a1 a3 a5
 (5.21)
The conditions resulting from the required positive coefficients are:
a0 > 0 → KI > 0 (5.22)
a1 > 0 → KP >−R (5.23)
a2 > 0 → KI >−KS−ω20 · (L+RTp) (5.24)
a3 > 0 → KP >−R−LTp redundant to condition a1 > 0 (5.25)
a4 > 0 → 0 < L+RTp fulfilled (5.26)
a5 > 0 → 0 < LTp fulfilled (5.27)
For the main section determinants to be positive, the following conditions must be fulfilled.
0 < D1 = a1 (5.28)
→ This condition is redundant to the condition of Eq. 5.23.
0 < D2 = a1a2−a0a3
→ KI < 1ω20 LTp
· (KPKS+KPLω20 +KPRTpω20 +KSR+LRω20 +R2Tω20)= M2 (5.29)
0 < D3 = a1 (a2a3−a1a4)−a0a23+a0a1a5 (5.30)
→ This results in a condition which is redundant to D2 > 0
0 < D4 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a1 a3 a5 0
a0 a2 a4 0
0 a1 a3 a5
0 a0 a2 a4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
{
KS < 0 → KI > M4
KS > 0 → KI < M4
with
M4 =
1
LTp
(
KP+R−LTpω20
) (−KPL2Tpω20 −KPKSLTp+K2PL+2KPRL+2KPR2Tp− . . .
. . .R2LTpω20 −KPRLT 2pω20 +K2PRTp−RL2Tpω20 +R2L+R3Tp−KSRLTp
)
(5.31)
6"Main section determinants" describes all determinants that can be calculated using the first x lines and x columns
of the matrix. In this case, there are five main section determinants.
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0 < D5 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a1 a3 a5 0 0
a0 a2 a4 0 0
0 a1 a3 a5 0
0 a0 a2 a4 0
0 0 a1 a3 a5
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(5.32)
→ This results in a condition which is redundant to D4 > 0
Eqs. 5.22 – 5.25, 5.29 and 5.31 define the possible range of controller gains. They can be
depicted in a tridimensional diagram as shown in Fig. 5.1. The following are the parameters
used for this figure:
L = 2mH (5.33)
R = 30mΩ (5.34)
ω0 = 2 ·pi ·50Hertz (5.35)
Tp = 0.1ms (5.36)
The planes depicted delimit the array of controller gain triplets allowed.
5.4 Frequency-selective control – rotor-side controllers
Fig. 5.2 shows the structure of the rotor-side control using frequency-selective current con-
trollers. In this structure, the block designated "GC,rsc,i(p)− irsc-controller" represents the struc-
ture depicted in Fig. 5.3.
5.4.1 Rotor-side current controllers
As mentioned above, the current controllers are realised in the stator-oriented coordinate system.
There is thus a need for coordinate transformation of the rotor currents and back transformation
of the actuating variables to the rotor-oriented coordinate system. The transformation angle is
the rotor angle γ . The coordinate transformation involves coupling the two current component
control loops (this is comparable to the coupling of d-component and q-component in the field-
oriented control scheme described in Section 3.1.2). A decoupling algorithm will therefore be
necessary. A feed-forward algorithm analogous to the one described in Section 3.1.2 would be
possible but was omitted in the simulations on which this chapter is based. The resulting current
control structure is depicted in Fig. 5.3. Each of the two blocks "GC,rsc,i(p)− irsc,αβ -controller"
contains a transfer function of the type given by Eq. 5.7.
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Figure 5.1: Stability array of controller gains for frequency-selective control of a standard control loop
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Figure 5.2: Rotor-side control scheme with frequency-selective current controllers
The parameters of the current controllers are set by trial-and-error as described in [12] using
Matlab/Simulink®simulations, in which the parameters of field-oriented control are used as
starting values. The stability of the current control loops with these parameters can be anal-
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Figure 5.3: Rotor-side current controllers with decoupling
ysed using Eqs. 5.22 – 5.24, 5.29 and 5.31 deduced above. Both the parameters and the results
of the stability analysis are given in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Stability of rotor-side current controllers
Parameter Value
R¯ = 0.046V/A
Lσ = 0.0013Vs/A
Tp,rsc = 0.0002s
KP,rsc = 5V/A
KS,rsc = 330Vs/A
KI,rsc = 100Vs/A
Stability condition Fulfilled?
Eq. 5.22 KI,rsc > 0 X
Eq. 5.23 KP,rsc >−R¯ X
Eq. 5.24 KI,rsc >−KS,rsc−ω20 ·
(
Lσ + R¯Tp,rsc
)
X
Eq. 5.29 KI,rsc < M2,rsc = 90300 X
Eq. 5.31 KS,rsc > 0→ KI,rsc < M4,rsc = 25077 X
A comparison of the step responses of rotor current d-component with field-oriented control
and with frequency-selective control is given for the selected control parameters in Fig. E.13 in
Appendix E. The dynamic behaviour of both control loops is comparable.
5.4.2 Power controllers
Because of the dynamic equivalence of field-oriented current control and frequency-selec-
tive current control, the superior power controllers are adopted from the field-oriented control
scheme described in Section 3.1.3 without changes. The current reference values provided by
the active and reactive power controllers must be transferred from the field-oriented coordinate
system to the stator-oriented coordinate system using vector rotation.
5.5 Frequency-selective control – grid-side controllers
The structure of the grid-side control is shown in Fig. 5.4. In this case, the block designated
"GC,gsc,i(p)− igsc-controller" represents the structure shown in Fig. 5.5.
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5.5.1 Grid-side current controllers
The current controllers are realised in the static coordinate system so that no coordinate transfor-
mation of the controlled currents is necessary and the two current components to be controlled
are not coupled. Consequently, a decoupling algorithm is not necessary. In the simulations on
which this chapter is based, a feed-forward algorithm was used analogous to the one described
in Section 3.2.1. Fig. 5.5 shows the resulting current control structure.
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+ +
+
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vgsc,α,ref
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igsc,α – controller
igsc,α,ref
igsc,α
-
+
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igsc,β – controller
igsc,β,ref
igsc,β
wgscT
+
vl,α,nom
wgscT
Figure 5.5: Grid-side current controllers
As with the rotor-side current controllers, the parameters of the frequency-selective grid-side
current controllers are selected by trial-and-error using Matlab/Simulink®simulations. The se-
lected control parameters and how they fulfil the stability conditions are given in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Stability of grid-side current controllers
Parameter Value
RgscT = 0.0296V/A
LgscT,σ = 0.0017Vs/A
Tp,gsc = 0.0001s
KP,gsc = 8.5V/A
KS,gsc = 850Vs/A
KI,gsc = 20Vs/A
Stability condition Fulfilled?
Eq. 5.22 KI,gsc > 0 X
Eq. 5.23 KP,gsc >−RgscT X
Eq. 5.24 KI,gsc >−KS,gsc−ω20 ·
(
LgscT,σ +RgscT Tp,gsc
)
X
Eq. 5.29 KI,gsc < M2,gsc = 517560 X
Eq. 5.31 KS,gsc > 0→ KI,gsc < M4,gsc = 84593 X
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Fig. E.14 shows a comparison of the current step responses with field-oriented control and with
frequency-selective control.
5.5.2 DC-link voltage controller
The superior controller for the DC-link voltage is adopted from the field-oriented control
scheme. The same controller parameters (given in Table D.2) are used because the dynamic
behaviour of the inner control loop is comparable to that of the inner control loop using field-
oriented current controllers. A coordinate transformation of the current reference value (q-
component) to the static coordinate system is necessary, in which the second reference value
(d-component) is set to zero.
5.6 Discretisation of the current controller transfer functions
The implementation of frequency-selective controllers in a DSP requires a transformation of
the continuous controller transfer function to a discrete transfer function. The sampling time
of the discrete controller is preset by the hardware employed. The ratio between sampling time
(Tp,rsc = 0.0002s and Tp,gsc = 0.0001s) and periodic time T0 = 2pi/ω0 = 0.02s of the frequency-
selective controller is 200 for the grid-side controller and 100 for the rotor-side controller and,
therefore, sufficiently large to avoid aliasing and to permit quasi-continuous control7.
Methods of transformation from p- to z-domain There are different possibilities for the gen-
eration of a discrete transfer function from the continuous controller transfer function.
• In [29, p. 578 et seqq.], an approximate transformation using numerical integration meth-
ods (forward and backward rectangular approximation of integral, trapezoidal approx-
imation of integral) is given. Another approximation, the bilinear transformation with
frequency adaptation, is deduced in [11, Section 4.2] and applied in [15, Section 4.3.2].
• In [29, p. 501 et seqq.], the z-transform and corresponding transformation tables are
likewise given. A description of this approach is also given in [11, Section 4.4].
• Mapping of poles and zeros of the continuous transfer function to z-domain is described
in [11, Section 4.3].
The various possibilities, summarised in Table 5.5, were tested by simulation using a simple
PT1-element as control path and a controller containing a proportional, integral and frequency-
selective component (Eq. 5.7). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.6.
7In [28, p. 527] the author states that good approximation results can be achieved for sample times up to 1/20 of
the critical frequency.
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Table 5.5: Controller transfer functions in z-domain
Method p→ z KS · pp2+ω20 in z-domain
Forward difference
approximation
p→ z−1Tp KSTp · z−1z2−2z+1+ω20 T 2p
Backward difference
approximation
p→ z−1Tp·z KSTp · z
2−z
z2·(1+ω20 T 2p )−2z+1
Bilinear transforma-
tiona
p→ 2Tp · z−1z+1
KSTp
2 ·(z2−1)
z2·
((
ω0Tp
2
)2
+1
)
+2z·
((
ω0Tp
2
)2
−1
)
+
((
ω0Tp
2
)2
+1
)
Bilinear transforma-
tion with frequency
adapttion
p
ω0 → 1tan ω0Tp2
· z−1z+1
KS sin(ω0Tp)
2ω0 · z
2−1
z2−2·z·cos(ω0Tp)+1
Z-transform with 0-
order hold element
Gz (z) = z−1z ·Z
{
Gp(p)
p
}
KS sin(ω0Tp)
ω0 · z−1z2−2·z·cos(ω0Tp)+1
Pole-zero-mapping p1,2 =−δ ± jω → z1,2 = eTp(−δ± jω) KSTp · z2−1z2−2·z·cos(ω0Tp)+1
aTustin transformation, trapezoidal approximation.
The best control result is achieved using pole-zero-mapping method. If this method is used,
the transient oscillation will reduce even faster than with a continuous controller. The bilinear
transformation methods and the z-transform with zero-order hold element result also in good
control performance. The only two methods obviously unemployable are the two difference
approximation methods, as they cause a permanent control deviation.
The pole-zero-mapping method was used to implement discrete current controllers in the
Simulink®model. The current control transfer function is described by Eq. 5.37. The integral
element of the controller was approximated using backward difference approximation; the ad-
ditional unit delay of one sample period represents the computation time demand of a controller
implemented on a DSP.
GC,i, f sc (z) = z−1 ·
(
KP+KITp · zz−1 +KSTp ·
z2−1
z2−2 · z · cos(ω0Tp)+1
)
(5.37)
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5.7 Limitation of the current controllers
Stability of the discrete control loop The stability of the control loop with discrete controller
was analysed using a simplified transfer function of the control path: for the rotor-side control
Eq. 3.23 was used and for the grid-side control Eq. 3.53. These equations are of the same
type:
Gi (p) =
1
R+ p ·L (5.38)
and are transferred to z-domain using z-transformation with zero-order hold element (Eqs. 5.39 –
5.41). The approach is described in [29, p. 530 et seqq.] and transformation tables can be found
in [29, p. 512 et seqq.].
Gi (z) =
z−1
z
·Z
{
Gi (p)
p
}
(5.39)
=
z−1
z
·Z
{
1
p · (R+ p ·L)
}
(5.40)
=
1
R
· 1− e
−Tp· RL
z− e−Tp· RL
(5.41)
Using Eqs. 5.37 and 5.41, the open loop transfer function to be analysed is:
G0, f sc (z) =
(
KP+KITp · zz−1 +KSTp ·
z2−1
z2−2 · z · cos(ω0Tp)+1
)
· 1
R
· 1
z
· 1− e
−Tp· RL
z− e−Tp· RL
(5.42)
The system will be stable if all poles of 1+G0 are located inside the unit circle, that is, if all
magnitudes are < 1. This was checked using the Matlab®-function "roots". The poles and zeros
of the rotor-side and grid-side closed current control loops are depicted in Figs. E.15 and E.16
respectively. All poles and zeros are located inside the unit circle, but some are very close to the
stability limit.
5.7 Limitation of the current controllers
The implementation of the suggested control transfer functions in a DSP would involve a limita-
tion of all hold elements because of data-type constraints and therefore would imply a limitation
of all controller output values. Additionally, the maximum converter voltages are limited by the
DC-link voltage. These two limitations are included in the model on which this chapter is based.
The current control transfer functions are simulated using individual sample-and-hold elements,
where each is limited by a saturation-element. In addition, the limitation scheme of the field-
oriented current controllers is deployed: the outputs of the two current controllers are converted
to amplitude and phase, the amplitude is limited and afterwards the set values are converted back
to α- and β -components.
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5.8 Frequency-selective control with PN-reference value calculation (FSC(PN))
In the static coordinate system in which this control strategy is implemented, the positive-se-
quence and the negative-sequence current components are both alternating quantities oscillating
at grid frequency. Thus, it is possible to control positive-sequence and negative-sequence d-
and q-components using only two frequency-selective controllers. To get well-defined negative-
sequence current components, it is necessary to add reference values for these components in
the static (stator-oriented) αβ -coordinate system. This can be done using the reference value
calculation described in Chapter 4: the reference values for the negative-sequence rotor currents
irsc,n,dq,re f are calculated according to Eq. 4.31 and the reference values for the negative-se-
quence current components of the grid-side inverter igsc,n,dq,re f are calculated according to Eq.
4.53. These negative-sequence reference values are defined in a rotating coordinate system and
have to be transferred to the static coordinate system. In the static coordinate system, negative-
sequence and positive-sequence reference values can be added. The modified control schemes
for rotor-side and grid-side frequency-selective control are given in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 respec-
tively. The block designated "GC,rsc,i(p)− irsc-controller" in Fig. 5.7 contains two frequency-
selective controllers and a decoupling structure as shown in Fig. 5.3. The block designated
"GC,gsc,i(p)− igsc-controller" in Fig. 5.8 refers to two frequency-selective controllers as shown
in Fig. 5.5. To calculate the negative-sequence reference values it is necessary to know is,pn,dq,
irsc,pn,dq, vs,pn,dq and vrsc,pn,dq. In the simulations on which this chapter is based, these values
are calculated using the DSOGI-filter described in Section 4.1.8. The modified control scheme
necessitates an adaptation of the controller parameters. Starting from the control parameters
defined in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, some of the control parameters are slightly changed to reduce
oscillations of the machine active and reactive power. The control parameters as well as the filter
quality factors of the DSOGI-filters are listed in Table D.5.
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5.9 Simulation results of frequency-selective control and frequency-selective control with
negative-sequence reference specification
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5.9 Simulation results of frequency-selective control and frequency-selective
control with negative-sequence reference specification
Simulation results of the frequency-selective control scheme are given in Fig. 5.9 for the follow-
ing conditions:
• grid-side and rotor-side frequency-selective current control,
• use of related quantities,
• n = 1.08 ·ns=0,
• t = 1s – 2s: 2-phase dip on the grid-side of the main transformer to 95% remaining
voltage,
• t = 3s – step from vDC,re f = vDC,nom to vDC,re f = 1.025 · vDC,nom,
• t = 4s – step from PG,re f = PG,nom to PG,re f = 0.75 ·PG,nom,
• t = 5s – step from QG,re f = 0kVAr to QG,re f = 0.0625 · [PG,nom]kVAr.
Again, comparison with the field-oriented control results of Fig. 3.9 shows that the frequency-se-
lective current controllers restrain the oscillations on the rotor currents as well as the asymmetry
of the line currents. Also, the oscillation of the electrical torque of the generator is reduced.
Nevertheless, the influence of the control on power and DC-link voltage is very limited, which
is probably due to the fact that no reference values for the negative-sequence current compo-
nents are taken into account. Thus, the frequency-selective current controllers try to force the
negative-sequence current components to zero, and this is not the same thing as smooth power
and DC-link voltage. The control scheme can be improved by setting reference values also
for the negative-sequence current components as described in the previous section (FSC(PN)).
Simulation results generated by this modified control scheme are given in Fig. 5.10. Here, the
line currents contain higher negative-sequence components during asymmetrical dips, but active
power, electrical torque and DC-link voltage oscillation are reduced significantly.
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voltage, discrete simulation of current controllers
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6 Comparison of the different control possibilities
In the three previous chapters four control strategies for the inverter currents of a doubly-fed
induction generator were presented. The nature of the control achieved by each of these strate-
gies is compared in Section 6.1. Then, in Section 6.2, the different control possibilities are
systematised.
6.1 Comparison of the four control schemes analysed
To compare the performance of the four types of control of the DFIG, i.e. field-oriented control,
PN-control1, frequency-selective control and FSC(PN)-control, several simulations were carried
out. Each control scheme was tested by simulation of grid voltage situations with the following
specifications:
• 2-phase voltage dip down to a remaining voltage of 95% of the nominal voltage,
n = 1.08 ·ns=0 (setting 1), n = ns=0 (setting 2) and n = 0.92 ·ns=0 (setting 3),
• 2-phase voltage dip down to a remaining voltage of 80% of the nominal voltage,
n = 1.08 ·ns=0 (setting 4) and n = 0.92 ·ns=0 (setting 5),
• 2-phase voltage dip down to a remaining voltage of 50% of the nominal voltage,
n = 1.08 ·ns=0 (setting 6) and n = 0.92 ·ns=0 (setting 7),
• 1-phase voltage dip down to a remaining voltage of 50% of the nominal voltage,
n = 1.08 ·ns=0 (setting 8) and n = 0.92 ·ns=0 (setting 9),
• 2-phase voltage dip as shown in Fig. 6.1,
n = 1.08 ·ns=0 (setting 10) and n = 0.92 ·ns=0 (setting 11).
To evaluate the behaviour of the system with different control schemes, close attention was given
to the following variables:
• the height of the torque peak during dip start – more precisely, the difference between
maximum and minimum torque, related to nominal torque (∆mel,rel),
• the energy consumed by the brake chopper – related to the nominal energy of the generator
generated during half a grid cycle (EBC,rel),
1The PN-control scheme was tested using notch-filters and calculating the grid-side current reference values ac-
cording to Eqs. 4.49 – 4.53.
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Figure 6.1: Dip voltage curve
and for long term voltage dips (settings 1 – 9) also:
• the steady-state oscillation (difference between maximum and minimum) of the electrical
torque (mel,∆,rel),
• the steady-state oscillation (difference between maximum and minimum) of active and
reactive power – related to the nominal power (PG,∆,rel , QG,∆,rel),
• the steady-state oscillation (difference between maximum and minimum) of the DC-link
voltage – related to 10% of the nominal DC-link voltage (vDC,∆,rel) and
• the amplitude of the negative-sequence line current components – related to the nominal
line current (Il,n,rel).
Here are examples of the results: for setting 1 and setting 7, in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 respectively.
The results of all other settings are given in Appendix E in Figs. E.17 – E.24. The figures
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of simulation results with different control strategies, 2-phase voltage
dip down to 95% remaining voltage, n = 1.08 ·ns=0 (setting 1)
overall show that during slight asymmetrical voltage dips all three alternative control strategies
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dip down to 50% remaining voltage, n = 0.92 ·ns=0 (setting 7)
reduce the degree of oscillation of the electrical torque as well as of the DC-link voltage dur-
ing "dip-steady-state". The initial torque peaks during dip start are not reduced, perhaps even
increased, which may be caused by the different current control dynamics. The differences be-
tween the control strategy results decrease with increasing dip-depth (Figs. E.21 and 6.3), this is
explainable by the limited controllability described in Section 4.4. The energy dissipation of the
brake chopper is not reduced by the alternative control strategies, in some cases it is increased.
Remarkably, the simulation results show that the oscillation of the generator active power will
increase in many cases, even if torque and DC-link voltage oscillations are reduced. As the
machine speed is fixed, one would expect a positive correlation between torque and active power
oscillation. As expected, an analysis of rotor- and stator power showed that the sum of both will
contain less oscillation if the torque oscillation is reduced. But the oscillation of the stator power
is increased (compensating the major oscillation of the rotor power). Because the voltages of the
inverters are limited, this increase cannot be compensated completely by the grid-side inverter,
resulting in an increase of overall power oscillation.
6.2 Systematisation of different control possibilities
In this section the possible control strategies are outlined using a three-phase converter as basic
control path. The DC-link voltage is assumed to be constant. The control path can be described
by one PT1-element representing the filter inductance and resistance and a second PT1-element
approximating the delay of the converter:
G(p) =
1
R+ p ·L ·
1
1+ p ·Tp (6.1)
The currents to be controlled alternate at grid frequency.
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6.2.1 Current control in different coordinate systems
In principle, the currents can be controlled in a static coordinate system (currents represented by
alternating αβ -components) or in a rotating coordinate system (currents represented by direct
dq-components). It is possible to control the positive-sequence components (d-component and
q-component) or to control positive-sequence and negative-sequence components (pd-, pq-, nd-,
nq-component) separately. This allows for different combinations, which are outlined in this
section. No decoupling algorithms are considered here, these are described in Section 6.2.2.
Two PI-controllers in rotating coordinate system (PI-P)2 Two PI-controllers are used to con-
trol d- and q-components in a coordinate system rotating with grid frequency: the current com-
ponents being controlled are thus direct quantities. It is possible to implement a decoupling
algorithm so that active (q-component) and reactive (d-component) currents can be controlled
independently. The set values of the individual PI-controllers can be limited, as can the ampli-
tude of the set values (
√
v2d + v
2
q). The transfer function of the current controllers is:
GC = KP,PI +KI,PI · 1p (6.2)
The structure of this control scheme is shown in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Conventional PI-controllers without decoupling
Four PI-controllers in two different rotating coordinate systems (PI-PN) In [15, p. 29]
a control scheme for positive-sequence and negative-sequence components is described. The
structure of this scheme is given in Fig. 6.5. It contains four proportional-integral current con-
trollers, two of which act in a coordinate system rotating with grid frequency (positive-sequence
current controllers for pd-component and pq-component) and the other two of which act in a
coordinate system rotating with grid frequency in the opposite direction (negative-sequence cur-
rent controllers for nd-component and nq-component). The control deviation is calculated in the
static coordinate system (αβ -components) and then transferred to the two rotating coordinate
2The abbreviation PI-P refers to the control of the positive-sequence current components. The controllers will also
respond to negative-sequence current components, but are not designed to control them in a purposeful way.
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systems. The two set values (αβ -components) are built as sum of the positive-sequence and
negative-sequence set values in the static coordinate system. The transfer function of one indi-
vidual current component controller is identical to Eq. 6.2, though the control parameters can
differ. With this control scheme the four controllers cause a coupling between positive-sequence
and negative-sequence components because in the positive-sequence coordinate system the neg-
ative-sequence components appear as alternating quantities with double grid frequency (and the
other way round).
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Four PI-controllers in two different rotating coordinate systems with filtering of the current
components (PNC) It is from PI-PN-control scheme (described immediately above) that the
control scheme described in Chapter 4 is developed, with the introduction of a filter algorithm
to calculate positive-sequence and negative-sequence current components. The aim is to achieve
control without coupling between positive-sequence and negative-sequence components. The
effectiveness of the decoupling is limited by the quality of the filter algorithm. Furthermore,
the filter algorithm introduces a delay to the control path, so that the control parameters have
to be adapted. The control deviations are calculated in the two rotating coordinate systems
individually. Fig. 6.6 shows the structure of this control scheme.
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Figure 6.6: PN-control scheme with filtering of current components
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Two PIS-controllers in a rotating coordinate system (PI-NFSC) Another possible way of
controlling positive-sequence and negative-sequence current components is to add a frequency-
selective component to the conventional PI-controllers. This structure is called PIS-controller
(proportional-integral-sine) in [13] or PI-R-controller (proportional-integral-resonant) in [18].
Fig. 6.7 shows the control structure with specified reference values for the negative-sequence
components. If these reference values are omitted, the controller will try to force the negative-
sequence current components to zero. The transfer function of one individual current controller
is:
GC = KP,PINFSC +KI,PINFSC · 1p +KS,PINFSC ·
p
p2+(2 ·ω0)2
(6.3)
This type of control structure could also be deduced from a transformation of the n-sequence
controllers of the PI-PN control scheme to the positive-sequence coordinate system. This trans-
formation is given in Appendix C.3.2. It induces a coupling term between the two current
controllers. If this term is omitted, one will obtain the transfer function given above in Eq. 6.3.
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Figure 6.7: Conventional PI-control scheme, supplemented by frequency-selective component for nega-
tive-sequence current components
Two FS-controllers in a static coordinate system (FSC(PN)) The transformation of the PI-
PN-control scheme to the static coordinate system is described in [15] and is given in Appendix
C.3.1. It results in two frequency-selective controllers (αβ -components). This control strategy
was described in detail in Section 5.8 as applied to the control of a DFIG and its structure is
depicted in Fig. 6.8. The transfer function of one individual controller is:
GC = KP,FSC +KI,FSC · 1p +KS,FSC ·
p
p2+ω20
(6.4)
If the structure of Fig. 6.5 – without decoupling algorithm – is used for the transformation, the
two control schemes PI-PN and FSC(PN) will be mathematically identical with the following
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relations:
KP,FSC = 2 ·KP,PI (6.5)
KI,FSC = 0 (6.6)
KS,FSC = 2 ·KI,PI (6.7)
The α- and β -components are not coupled in this control strategy. The active current component
and the reactive current component (d- and q-components) are, however, coupled.
Different possible ways of limiting the output of the frequency-selective controllers exist:
• limitation of the amplitude of the set values (
√
v2α + v2β ),
• limitation of the individual integrating elements (one frequency-selective component con-
tains two integrators),
• limitation of the control deviation, possibly only for the frequency-selective components.
For the simulations on which Chapter 5 is based, a combination of the first two limitation meth-
ods was used.
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Figure 6.8: Frequency-selective controllers in static coordinate system
6.2.2 Decoupling algorithms
The control strategies described above can be complemented by means of decoupling algorithms
to achieve independent control of positive-sequence d- and q-components and, accordingly, the
active and reactive current. Decoupling algorithms for PI-controllers in a rotating coordinate
system (PI-P) are:
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Figure 6.9: Decoupling structure using current values
Decoupling using the actual current values (i-decoupling) This decoupling algorithm is
deduced in Section 3.2.1. The equivalent Simulink®structure is depicted in Fig. 6.9. One
drawback of this algorithm is that the actual current values are measured and therefore contain
measurement noise. The decoupling algorithm introduces this noise to the controller and thus to
the set values of the controller.
Decoupling using the current reference values (ire f -decoupling) To avoid this draw-
back, the reference values of the current components could be used. The corresponding
Simulink®structure is shown in Fig. 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Decoupling structure using current reference values
Decoupling using the controller set values (v-decoupling) Another possibility is to use the
set values of the controller. This algorithm is described in [34, p. 49] (amongst others) and is
depicted in Fig. 6.11. The current i of the decoupling term i ·ω0 ·L is replaced by
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Figure 6.11: Decoupling structure using controller set values
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i =
v
R+L · p
=
v ·1/R
1+Tσ · p (6.8)
with Tσ = L/R. The decoupling term can thus be rewritten as
i ·ω0 ·L = v ·ω0 ·Tσ1+Tσ · p (6.9)
Results of the different decoupling algorithms are shown in Fig. 6.12. A step in the reference
value of id was used as test signal. The control path contains two PT1-elements (one representing
the inverter delay, one representing R and L). The step responses and the behaviour of the current
q-components are depicted.
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Figure 6.12: Simulation results of PI-control with different decoupling algorithms
All three algorithms cause a nearly complete decoupling3 of the two current components. Be-
cause the first algorithm (i-decoupling) may be sensitive to measurement noise, ire f - or v-
decoupling will be preferable for implementation in a real setup. Moreover, the latter strategy
can also be used together with the PI-NFSC control scheme. It results in a (nearly) complete
3The remaining small coupling visible in Figs. 6.12 and 6.14 is caused by the fact that the decoupling algorithms
do not include the delay of the inverter.
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decoupling of active and reactive positive-sequence currents. The simulation results of PI-NFSC
with and without v-decoupling algorithm are given in Fig. 6.14.
A transformation of this decoupling algorithm to the static coordinate system (applicable for
FSC) results in the structure shown in Fig. 6.13. Despite the decoupling structure, this scheme
causes a coupling of positive-sequence d- and q-component because the transformation of the PI-
NFS-controller to the static coordinate system does not yield exactly the FS-controller but adds
a coupling component. The transformation result is given in Appendix C.3.4. The remaining
coupling could be compensated by an additional decoupling term. Alternatively, it is possible
to transfer the complete scheme, containing PI-NFSC and v-decoupling algorithm, to the static
coordinate system.
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Figure 6.13: Equivalent v-decoupling structure for FSC
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Figure 6.14: Simulation results of PI-NFSC with and without v-decoupling algorithm
Table 6.1 summarises the possible control strategies and the applicable decoupling algorithms.
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Table 6.1: Basic control strategies
Control
scheme
Control of
p-components
Control of
n-components
Decoupling of p-components possible?
PI-P In p-CS No Nearly complete decoupling: with i- or
v-algorithm,
incomplete decoupling with ire f -algorithm
PI-PN In p-CS In n-CS Slight coupling remains, due to the
negative-sequence current controllers
PNC In p-CS In n-CS Slight coupling remains, due to the
negative-sequence current controllers
PI-NFSC In p-CS In p-CS Nearly complete decoupling: with
v-algorithm
FSC(PN) In αβ -CS In αβ -CS Slight coupling remains (with transferred
v-algorithm), nearly complete decoupling is
possible using transfer function C.124.
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7 Summary and Outlook
In this study, four strategies for controlling the inverter currents of a doubly-fed induction gener-
ator (DFIG) system are described, each of which can be varied. There is also given a description
of the main variations. An overview is given in Fig. 7.1. Simulation with Matlab/Simulink®was
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Figure 7.1: Overview: analysed control strategies
employed to test the strategies and evaluate their ability to reduce torque, DC-link voltage and
active power oscillations during asymmetrical voltage dips. The type of control known as field-
oriented control (FOC, Chapter 3) is the most common for DFIGs. This serves as basis of
comparison within the study. Another strategy described in the literature is positive-negative-se-
quence control (PNC) and this is analysed in Chapter 4. Frequency-selective controllers (FSC,
Chapter 5) constitute a strategy for controlling the doubly-fed induction generator, which has
been developed in the present piece of work. In addition, the combination of frequency-se-
lective current controllers with the specification of reference values for the negative-sequence
current components (FSC(PN), Section 5.8), also new, is here analysed. Section 6.1 shows that
the three control strategies (PNC, FSC, FSC(PN)) which are alternative to field-oriented control
have the effect of improving DFIG system behaviour during slight asymmetries (voltage dips
down to a remaining voltage of 80%). In all three, the oscillations of the electrical torque as
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well as of the DC-link voltage are reduced during "dip-steady-state", whereas the torque peak
during the initial transient increases in many cases. Although it is theoretically possible to elimi-
nate torque oscillations completely, this was not achieved in the simulations on which this study
is based, because of the nonlinearity of the DFIG’s mutual inductance, which is described in
Section 4.4.4. In general, the improvements from the use of any of the three alternative control
schemes will be subject to the limits described in Section 4.4 for PN-control:
• DC-link voltage and resulting maximum inverter voltages (Section 4.4.1),
• maximum permissible inverter currents (Section 4.4.2),
• computation lag in components and delayed ire f -calculation (PNC, FSC(PN)) (Section
4.4.3),
• the nonlinear behaviour of the system (saturation of mutual inductance of the DFIG, Sec-
tion 4.4.4).
The main problem in the control of a DFIG system during grid voltage asymmetries is that (very
high) rotor voltages (which are induced by the negative-sequence stator voltages and by the
transient natural flux) cannot be compensated by the rotor-side inverter. Therefore, the effect
of every effort to improve the system’s behaviour during asymmetries by modifying the control
strategy will be limited. Additional hardware modifications will be necessary if the system is
to be able to ride through severe voltage dips. Such adaptations are outlined in Section 1.4.1.
Because it is not possible to improve the behaviour of the system during worst-case dips using
the proposed alternative control strategies, there should be no reduction in the size or energy
dissipation ability of the hardware protecting the DFIG system such as crowbar or brake chopper.
The following issues have not been addressed in this study and could be a matter for future
research:
• application of the control strategies to a test bench,
• use of superior controllers for negative-sequence stator or line currents,
• application of superior line current controllers during voltage dips to better meet the re-
quirements of grid codes1.
Even though the proposed control strategies do not substantially improve the behaviour of DFIG
systems, they can be applied beneficially to other systems as solar inverters, STATCOMs or
full-scale inverters for wind power plants. In these systems, the inverter terminal voltages will
drop during grid-voltage dips and therefore will not restrict the controllability of the grid-side
inverter currents as much as in a DFIG system. Moreover, in photovoltaic systems or wind power
plants using full-scale inverters, the inverter decouples the generator completely from the grid,
1Some grid codes specify that accurately defined reactive and/or active current must be fed to the grid during voltage
dips in which the amplitude depends on dip-depth.
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allowing for an independent control of active and reactive power fed to the grid. The application
of different control strategies to such systems is outlined in Section 6.2. Other problems which
could be further analysed in respect of the use of the control strategies are:
• application of the control strategies to a full-scale converter system (simulation and test
bench) and
• analysis of the FRT-ability of full-scale converter systems which make use of these control
strategies.
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Nomenclature
Indices If more than one subscript or superscript is necessary to identify a quantity, the single
elements will be separated by ",". Example: igsc,p,d refers to the positive sequence d-component
of the grid-side inverter current. If several elements are labelled by one variable, the corre-
sponding subscripts will not be separated. Example: igsc,p,dq refers to the positive-sequence
d-component and the positive-sequence q-component of the grid-side inverter current.
x Real quantity
X RMS-value
xˆ Amplitude
x Complex quantity
~x Vector or space vector
x123 Three-phase real quantities
x123 Three-phase complex quantities (phasors)
xp Positive sequence quantity of symmetrical components
xn Negative sequence quantity of symmetrical components
x0 Zero sequence quantity of symmetrical components
xdq Complex components of direct quantity
xαβ Complex components of alternating quantity
(in some figures ab is used instead of αβ )
xr Quantity in rotor-oriented coordinate system
xs Quantity in stator-oriented coordinate system
xR Quantity in a rotating coordinate system
xS Quantity in a stationary coordinate system
x(s)r Rotor quantity related to the stator
x(r)s Stator quantity related to the rotor
xr Rotor quantity/parameter/transfer function
xs Stator quantity/parameter/transfer function
xgsc Parameter/transfer function/variable of the grid-side control
xrsc Parameter/transfer function/variable of the rotor-side control
xMT Main transformer quantity
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xgscT GSC-transformer quantity
xH Quantity of the high voltage side of a transformer
xL Quantity of the low voltage side of a transformer
x(L)H Transformer quantity of the high voltage side, related to low voltage side
x(H)L Transformer quantity of the low voltage side, related to high voltage side
xg Grid quantity/parameter (on the HV-side of the main transformer)
xl Line quantity (e.g. sum of stator and grid-side inverter current)
xre f Reference value
xnom Nominal value
Symbols and variables
C Constant (e.g. used in Eq. C.35 in the context of an integration)
CDC DC-link capacitor
C f Filter capacitor connecting DFIG, main transformer and
grid-side converter transformer
e Control deviation
EBC,rel Energy consumption of the brake chopper, related value
f Frequency
G(p) Transfer function
G0(p) Open loop transfer function
GC Transfer function of a controller
i Current
Il,n,rel Related negative-sequence line current amplitude
K Controller gain
Lm Mutual inductance of the generator, related to αβ -phase model
(this is the value given in data sheets)
Lm3 Mutual inductance of the generator, related to 3-phase model
Lrσ Leakage inductance of the rotor windings without inductance of the rotor inductor
Lrσ Leakage inductance of the rotor windings including inductance of the rotor inductor
Lr Rotor inductance of a DFIG
Lri Inductance of the rotor inductor
Lsσ Leakage inductance of the stator windings
Ls Stator inductance of a DFIG
Lσ Equivalent leakage inductance of a DFIG
mel Inner torque, also referred to as "electrical torque"
∆mel,rel Difference between maximum and minimum torque, related to nominal torque
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mel,∆,rel Steady-state oscillation of the electrical torque
n Mechanical velocity of the machine
ns=0 Synchronous speed, velocity with slip s = 0
p Laplace variable
(in the literature and in some Figures of this work s is used instead of p)
Pgsc Active power of grid-side converter (although P and Q are time-variable quantities,
capital letters are used for active and reactive power)
Prsc Active power of rotor-side converter
PG Generated active power (stator and grid-side inverter power)
PG,∆,rel Steady-state oscillation of active power
pp Number of pole pairs
Q f Filter quality of a band rejection filter or band-pass
QG Generated reactive power (stator and grid-side inverter reactive power,
typically the grid-side inverter power is controlled to zero)
QG,∆,rel Steady-state oscillation of reactive power
R f Ohmic resistance of filter capacitor
Rr Rotor resistance without resistance of the rotor inductor
Rr Rotor resistance + resistance of the rotor inductor
Rri Resistance of the rotor inductor
Rs Stator resistance
s Slip
TMAV Time constant of moving average element
Tp Pulsing period of an inverter
Tf Time constant of low-pass filter
v Voltage
vDC DC-link voltage
vDC,∆,rel Steady-state oscillation of DC-link voltage
wGW Winding ratio of a DFIG
wG Transmission ratio of a DFIG with ∆-connected stator windings
wTW Winding ratio of a transformer
Greek symbols and parameters
γm Angle between stator and rotor
γ Equivalent rotor angle (in stator-oriented coordinate system)
θ Variable of an integral
σ Subscript for leakage inductances
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Nomenclature
τ Time constant of the first order differential equation C.23
ω Angular frequency
ωgrid Grid angular frequency (in stator-oriented coordinate system)
ωslip Angular slip frequency
Ψ Linked flux
Abbreviations
AC Alternating current
BCC Brake chopper control
BW Backward (difference)
CS Coordinate system (synonymously, "reference frame" is used in the literature)
d Relative dip-depth
DC Direct current, in this study also used for other direct quantities
deco Decoupling
DFIG Doubly-fed induction generator
DSOGI Dual second order generalised integrator
DSP Digital signal processor
EMF Electromagnetic force
FLL Frequency locked loop
FOC Field-oriented control
FRT Fault ride through
FSC Frequency-selective control
(in subscripts small letters are used instead: fsc)
FSC(PN) FSC with negative-sequence reference value calculation
FW Forward (difference)
GSC Grid-side converter or grid-side controller
(in subscripts small letters are used instead: gsc)
HV High voltage side (of a transformer)
IMP Inner model principle
LP-BP Lowpass-bandpass(-transformation)
LTI Linear time-invariant
LV Low voltage side (of a transformer)
LVRT Low voltage ride through
MAV Moving average element
nom Nominal
PCI Pulse controlled inverter
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PLL Phase locked loop
PNC Positive-negative-sequence control
PNSC Positive-negative-sequence calculation (for FLL)
PWM Pulse width modulation
QSG Quadrature signal generation
RSC Rotor-side converter or controller
(in subscripts small letters are used instead: rsc)
SOGI Second order generalised integrator
STATCOM Static synchronous compensator
SVM Space vector modulation
VOC Voltage oriented control
VR Vector rotation
VSI, VSC Voltage source inverter/converter
(both terms are used synonymously in this study)
Basic mathematical correlations
a = e j·2·pi/3
Lm3 = 23 ·Lm
Lr = Lrσ +Lm
Ls = Lsσ +Lm
Lσ = Lr− L
2
m
Ls
PG = Ps+Pgsc
QG = Qs+Qgsc
Tgrid = 2 ·pi/ωgrid
γ = pp · γm
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A Mathematical basics and coordinate systems
The electrical system analysed in this study is a three-phase system. Different possibilities exist
to describe the three-phase quantities. The descriptions used in the present study are based on
[5] and [6] and are described in the following sections. For most of the transformations two
different options exist: power invariance versus reference vector invariance. Furthermore, for
space vector and complex phasor representation it is possible to chose between a stationary
coordinate system (superscript S) – then the space vector or the complex phasors are rotating –
and a rotating coordinate system (superscript R) – in which the space vector and the complex
phasors are static.
A.1 Original quantities
The original quantities are the three line currents and the three line-earth or line-line voltages.
These quantities are time dependent scalar variables. They are applicable for the description of
transient and stationary states. In this study they are symbolised by:
x1 (t), x2 (t), x3 (t)
The three quantities can also be given as a three element column vector:
~x(t) =
x1 (t)x2 (t)
x3 (t)
 (A.1)
A.2 Complex phasors
The three-phase quantities can be described as three complex phasors during stationary state
with only the fundamental frequency component according to [6]. These complex phasors are
symbolised by:
x1, x2, x3
The calculation of phasor values is given in Eqs. A.2 – A.4. The instantaneous values can be
calculated as the real component of the respective complex phasor. This can be represented by a
projection of the respective phasor on the real axis as illustrated in Fig. A.1.
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Im
Re
x2
x3
x1
x1x2 x3
Figure A.1: Transformation from complex
phasors to original quantities
x1 = xˆ1 · e j(ωt+ϕ1) (A.2)
x2 = xˆ2 · e j(ωt−
2pi
3 +ϕ2) (A.3)
x3 = xˆ3 · e j(ωt−
4pi
3 +ϕ3) (A.4)
x1 = Re{x1}= xˆ1 cos(ωt+ϕ1) (A.5)
x2 = Re{x2}= xˆ2 cos
(
ωt− 2pi
3
+ϕ2
)
(A.6)
x3 = Re{x3}= xˆ3 cos
(
ωt− 4pi
3
+ϕ3
)
(A.7)
The phasors are rotating with e j·ω·t . Alternatively, static phasors can be used in a coordinate
system rotating with e j·ω·t .
A.3 Fortescue transformation
In [5] different modal transformations are defined that transform the three original variables
or the three complex phasors to three modal components. One of these transformations is the
Fortescue transformation that yields the symmetrical components. This transformation is used
to describe asymmetrical steady-state conditions. The reference vector invariant transformation
equations are Eqs. A.8 and A.9:xpxn
x0
= 13 ·
1 a a
2
1 a2 a
1 1 1
 ·
x1x2
x3
 (A.8)
x1x2
x3
=
 1 1 1a2 a 1
a a2 1
 ·
xpxn
x0
 (A.9)
with a = e j·2pi/3. The Fortescue transformation yields three complex phasors, each representing
a symmetrical three-phase system. The symbols and characteristics of the three components are
given in Table A.1.
A.4 Space vector
Another modal transformation is the transformation to space vector representation (cf. [5]). This
transformation yields a vector, its conjugate and a real zero sequence component. In this study,
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Table A.1: Symmetrical components
Symbol Component Phase sequence
xp Positive-sequence component 1-2-3
xn Negative-sequence component 3-2-1
x0 Zero sequence component No phase shift between the three phases
only the space vector (not the conjugate and the zero sequence component) is used and it is
symbolised by~x. It can be interpreted as a two element vector or as a complex quantity:
~x =
(
xα
xβ
)
(A.10)
~x↔ x = xα + j · xβ (A.11)
The transformation equations (reference vector invariant) are Eqs. A.12 and A.13:~x~x∗
x0
= 23 ·
1 a a
2
1 a2 a
1
2
1
2
1
2
 ·
x1x2
x3
=
xα + j · xβxα − j · xβ
x0
 (A.12)
x1x2
x3
= 12 ·
 1 1 2a2 a 2
a a2 2
 ·
~x~x∗
x0
 (A.13)
If only the space vector is used, this equations will reduce to Eqs. A.14 and A.15 – A.17:
~x =
2
3
· (x1+ x2 ·a+ x3 ·a2) (A.14)
x1 = Re{~x} (A.15)
x2 = Re
{
a2 ·~x} (A.16)
x3 = Re{a ·~x} (A.17)
The transformation from space vector to original variables can be represented by a projection of
the space vector on three different axes as shown in Fig. A.2 b).
A.5 Rotating coordinate system
As mentioned above, space vector and complex phasors can be given in a stationary and in a
rotating coordinate system. The transformation between two coordinate systems is possible by
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x
Im
Re
a · x2
a
2
· x3
x1
×
2
3
x
Im
Re
a
2
· Re
a · Re
x1
x3
x2
a) b)
Figure A.2: Space vector transformation: a) transformation from original quantities to space vector and
b) inverse transformation
Eqs. A.18 - A.21.
~xR =
(
cos(ϑ) sin(ϑ)
−sin(ϑ) cos(ϑ)
)
·~xS (A.18)
~xS =
(
cos(ϑ) −sin(ϑ)
sin(ϑ) cos(ϑ)
)
·~xR (A.19)
xR = e− jϑ · xS (A.20)
xS = e jϑ · xR (A.21)
with ϑ = ω · t. The explanation of the different indices is given in Table A.2.
Table A.2: Representation in different coordinate systems
Symbol
~xR Space vector in rotating coordinate system
~xS Space vector in stationary coordinate system
xR Complex phasor in rotating coordinate system
xS Complex phasor in stationary coordinate system
This transformation can be generalised to a transformation between two different arbitrarily
chosen coordinate systems.
A.6 Clarke transformation
Clark transformation as defined in [5] yields the α- and β -components of Eqs. A.22 and A.23.
The three-phase quantities are transformed to one real zero sequence component and two alter-
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nating components in a stationary coordinate system.xαxβ
x0
= 23 ·
1 −
1
2 −12
0
√
3
2 −
√
3
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
 ·
x1x2
x3
= [C] ·
x1x2
x3
 (A.22)
x1x2
x3
=
 1 0 1−12 √32 1
−12 −
√
3
2 1
 ·
xαxβ
x0
= [C]−1 ·
xαxβ
x0
 (A.23)
This transformation is similar to the space vector transformation. The following equation de-
scribes the correlation:
~xS = xα + j · xβ (A.24)
A.7 Park transformation
The combination of Clarke transformation and a rotation of the result to a rotating coordinate
system is called Park transformation. The integration of the two transformation steps to one
equation yields the transformation matrices of Eqs. A.25 and A.26.xdxq
x0
= 23 ·
 cos(ϑ) cos
(
ϑ − 2pi3
)
cos
(
ϑ + 2pi3
)
−sin(ϑ) −sin(ϑ − 2pi3 ) −sin(ϑ + 2pi3 )
1
2
1
2
1
2
 ·
x1x2
x3
= [P] ·
x1x2
x3
 (A.25)
x1x2
x3
=
 cos(ϑ) −sin(ϑ) 1cos(ϑ − 2pi3 ) −sin(ϑ − 2pi3 ) 1
cos
(
ϑ + 2pi3
) −sin(ϑ + 2pi3 ) 1
 ·
xdxq
x0
= [P]−1 ·
xdxq
x0
 (A.26)
Like the Clarke transformation, the Park transformation is similar to the space vector transfor-
mation to a rotating coordinate system. The following equation describes the correlation:
~xR = xd + j · xq (A.27)
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B Mathematical model of the system
All models used in this study are built in Matlab/Simulink®. The model equations for trans-
former, generator, DC-link and FLL are given in the following sections.
B.1 Y∆-Transformation
The high voltage side of the main transformer and the stator windings of the generator are
connected in ∆. Therefore, the models of DFIG and transformers use the winding quantities of
the coils. The relationship between winding quantities and line quantities is depicted in Fig. B.1
for a Y-connected 3-phase system with arbitrary elements and in Fig. B.2 for a ∆-connected
system. The transformation equations are given in Eqs. B.1 – B.4.
iw1
vw1
iw2
vw2
iw3
vw3
v0
iY2 iY3iY1
vY3vY2vY1
i0
Figure B.1: Winding quantities and Y-quantities
vw1vw2
vw3
=
1 0 00 1 0
1 0 1
 ·
vY 1vY 2
vY 3
− v0 (B.1)
iY 1iY 2
iY 3
=
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 ·
iw1iw2
iw3
 (B.2)
iw1vw1
iw2vw2
iw3vw3
iΔ2 iΔ3iΔ1
vΔ3
vΔ2
vΔ1
Figure B.2: Winding quantities and ∆-quantities
vw1vw2
vw3
=
 1 0 −1−1 1 0
0 −1 1
 ·
v∆1u∆2
v∆3
 (B.3)
i∆1i∆2
i∆3
=
 1 −1 00 1 −1
−1 0 1
 ·
iw1iw2
iw3
 (B.4)
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In αβ -coordinates and for space vectors, the transformation from winding to ∆-quantities cor-
responds to a vector rotation of 30◦ and a multiplication with
√
3:
~vw =
√
3 · e j30◦ ·~v∆ (B.5)
~i∆ =
√
3 · e− j30◦ ·~iw (B.6)
Eqs. B.5 and B.6 can be proved by:vwαvwβ
vw0
=23 ·
1 −
1
2 −12
0
√
3
2 −
√
3
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
 ·
 1 0 −1−1 1 0
0 −1 1
 ·
 1 0 1−12 √32 1
−12 −
√
3
2 1
 ·
v∆αv∆β
v∆0

=
√
3 ·

√
3
2
1
2 0
−12
√
3
2 0
0 0 0
 ·
v∆αv∆β
v∆0
 (B.7)
=ˆ
√
3 ·
 cos(30
◦) sin(30◦) 0
−sin(30◦) cos(30◦) 0
0 0 0
 ·
v∆αv∆β
v∆0

andi∆αi∆β
i∆0
=23 ·
1 −
1
2 −12
0
√
3
2 −
√
3
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
 ·
 1 −1 00 1 −1
−1 0 1
 ·
 1 0 1−12 √32 1
−12 −
√
3
2 1
 ·
iwαiwβ
iw0

=
√
3 ·

√
3
2 −12 0
1
2
√
3
2 0
0 0 0
 ·
iwαiwβ
iw0
 (B.8)
=ˆ
√
3 ·
 cos(−30
◦) sin(−30◦) 0
−sin(−30◦) cos(−30◦) 0
0 0 0
 ·
iwαiwβ
iw0

Eqs. B.7 and B.8 show that no zero sequence component is possible in a ∆-connected system.
A zero sequence "circular" current in the ∆ will not be transmitted to the line currents. Respec-
tively, a zero sequence component of the line voltages will not cause a zero sequence component
of the phase-to-phase voltages.
B.2 Doubly-fed induction generator
Extensive deduction of equivalent circuits and equations to describe asynchronous generators
can be found in [32, p. 349 et seqq.]. In the present study a model considering only the funda-
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mental frequency is used. Grooves, iron and eddy current losses are disregarded. The leakage
inductances and ohmic resistances are assumed to be constant. Based on the 3-phase equations
of the DFIG four different models are developed:
• 3-phase model in natural coordinates without any saturation
• 3-phase model in natural coordinates with saturation of mutual inductance
• αβ -model in stator coordinates without any saturation
• αβ -model in stator coordinates with saturation of mutual inductance
The reduction from 3-phase model to αβ -model is possible without loss of information because
the neutrals of stator and rotor are not grounded. In this study the speed of the machine is
assumed to be fixed, so the model of the generator mechanical behaviour – the calculation of the
machine speed from electrical and load torque – is omitted. That limits the applicability of the
models to short times below 1sec. The input and output quantities of the models are given in
Table B.1.
Table B.1: DFIG model ports
Quantity Symbol Port type Dimension
Stator voltages vs,123 Input 3
Rotor voltages vr,123 Input 3
Mechanical speed n Input 1
Stator currents is,123 Output 3
Rotor currents ir,123 Output 3
Electrical torque mel Output 1
B.2.1 Three-phase DFIG model without saturation
The 3-phase voltage equations of stator and rotor, each in Y-connection, are given in Eqs. B.9
and B.10.v
s
s1
vss2
vss3
= Rs ·
i
s
s1
iss2
iss3
+ d
dt
Ψ
s
s1
Ψss2
Ψss3
 (B.9)
v
r
r1
vrr2
vrr3
= Rr ·
i
r
r1
irr2
irr3
+ d
dt
Ψ
r
r1
Ψrr2
Ψrr3
 (B.10)
Fig. B.3 depicts the generation of stator and rotor main and leakage linked fluxes that are calcu-
lated by Eqs. B.12 and B.13. If the machine has more than one pole pair, the equivalent rotor
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γ
ws
wr
Φsσ1
Φrσ1
Φrm1
Φsm1
Rotor
Stator
ir1
is1
Rm
Figure B.3: Flux generation in a two-pole simplified
DFIG
angle γ has to be calculated from the mechanical angle γm between stator and rotor with
γ = pp · γm (B.11)
Ψ
s
s1
Ψss2
Ψss3
=
Lsσ +Lm3 −
Lm3
2 −Lm32
−Lm32 Lsσ +Lm3 −Lm32
−Lm32 −Lm32 Lsσ +Lm3
 ·
i
s
s1
iss2
iss3

+wGW ·Lm3 ·
 cos(γ) cos
(
γ+ 2pi3
)
cos
(
γ− 2pi3
)
cos
(
γ− 2pi3
)
cos(γ) cos
(
γ+ 2pi3
)
cos
(
γ+ 2pi3
)
cos
(
γ− 2pi3
)
cos(γ)
 ·
i
r
r1
irr2
irr3
 (B.12)
=[Lss] ·
i
s
s1
iss2
iss3
+[Lsr] ·
i
r
r1
irr2
irr3

Ψ
r
r1
Ψrr2
Ψrr3
=

Lrσ +w2GW ·Lm3 −w
2
GW ·Lm3
2 −
w2GW ·Lm3
2
−w2GW ·Lm32 Lrσ +w2GW ·Lm3 −
w2GW ·Lm3
2
−w2GW ·Lm32 −
w2GW ·Lm3
2 Lrσ +w
2
GW ·Lm3
 ·
i
r
r1
irr2
irr3

+wGW ·Lm3 ·
 cos(γ) cos
(
γ− 2pi3
)
cos
(
γ+ 2pi3
)
cos
(
γ+ 2pi3
)
cos(γ) cos
(
γ− 2pi3
)
cos
(
γ− 2pi3
)
cos
(
γ+ 2pi3
)
cos(γ)
 ·
i
s
s1
iss2
iss3
 (B.13)
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=[Lrr] ·
i
r
r1
irr2
irr3
+[Lrs] ·
i
s
s1
iss2
iss3

With the parameters given in Eq. B.14.
wGW =
wr
ws
Lm3 =
w2s
Rm
Lrσ =
w2r
Rmrσ
Lsσ =
w2s
Rmsσ
(B.14)
Rm is the magnetic resistance of the respective flux path, ws the number of turns of the stator
windings and wr the number of turns of the rotor windings. The flux path of the main flux is
drafted in Fig. B.3. The Eqs. B.9 – B.14 can be integrated in one equation:
~v(t) = [R] ·~i(t)+ d
dt
·
(
[L(γ (t))] ·~i(t)
)
(B.15)
with~v(t) and~i(t) = column vectors with six elements and [R] and [L(γ (t))] = 6×6-matrices.
The inner – in this study named "electrical" – torque of the machine can be calculated from Eq.
B.16. The deduction of this equation is given in [32, p. 347].
mel =
3
2
· pp · Im{Ψss∗ · iss} (B.16)
B.2.2 αβ -model of a DFIG without saturation
Eqs. B.9 – B.13 can be transferred to αβ -coordinates using the Clarke transformation defined
in A.6. For example, the transformation of Eqs. B.9 and B.12 yields:v
s
sα
vssβ
vss0
= [C] ·
Rs · [C−1] ·
i
s
sα
issβ
iss0
+ [C−1] ·
Ψ
s
sα
Ψssβ
Ψss0

 (B.17)
andΨ
s
sα
Ψssβ
Ψss0
= [C] ·
[Lss] · [C−1] ·
i
s
sα
issβ
iss0
+[Lsr] · [C−1] ·
i
r
rα
irrβ
irr0

 (B.18)
The transformations of Eqs. B.10 and B.13 can be done in the same way. Eq. B.18 shows
that the inductance matrices have to be transformed to get the αβ -model of the generator. The
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transformation results for the four inductance matrices of Eqs. B.12 and B.13 are :
[
Lss,αβ0
]
= [C] · [Lss] ·
[
C−1
]
=
Lsσ +
3
2 ·Lm3 0 0
0 Lsσ + 32 ·Lm3 0
0 0 Lsσ
 (B.19)
[
Lrr,αβ0
]
= [C] · [Lrr] ·
[
C−1
]
=
Lrσ +
3
2 ·w2GW ·Lm3 0 0
0 Lrσ + 32 ·w2GW ·Lm3 0
0 0 Lrσ
 (B.20)
[
Lsr,αβ0
]
= [C] · [Lsr] ·
[
C−1
]
=
3
2
·wGW ·Lm3 ·
cos(γ) −sin(γ) 0sin(γ) cos(γ) 0
0 0 0
 (B.21)
[
Lrs,αβ0
]
= [C] · [Lrs] ·
[
C−1
]
=
3
2
·wGW ·Lm3 ·
 cos(γ) sin(γ) 0−sin(γ) cos(γ) 0
0 0 0
 (B.22)
To get a simple and fast model the equations above are rearranged and simplified.
• Because of the ∆-connection of the stator and of the high voltage side of the main trans-
former, no zero sequence voltage or current is considered. Hence, the 3-phase model can
be reduced to an αβ -model. For most simulations this model will be sufficient. One
possible exception is the asymmetrical saturation of the leakage inductances. Because the
zero sequence is omitted, the space vector representation is used instead of αβ -vectors in
the following equations.
• The ∆-connection of the stator windings is considered by a phase shift of 30◦ and an
adaption of the winding ratio wG =
√
3 ·wGW
• The mutual inductance Lm3 is substituted by the equivalent mutual inductance:
Lm =
3
2
·Lm3 (B.23)
• The rotor currents and voltages are referred to the stator:
ir,(s)r = wG · irr (B.24)
vr,(s)r =
1
wG
· vrr (B.25)
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• The rotor leakage inductance and the rotor resistance are referred to the stator:
L(s)rσ =
1
w2G
·Lrσ (B.26)
R(s)r =
1
w2G
·Rr (B.27)
• Furthermore, rotor current and rotor magnetic flux are described in stator coordinate sys-
tem:
~is,(s)r = e jγ ·~ir,(s)r (B.28)
~Ψs,(s)r = e jγ ·~Ψr,(s)r (B.29)
With these specifications, Eqs. B.9 – B.13 can be written as:
~vss = Rs ·~iss+
d
dt
~Ψss ⇒ ~Ψss =
t∫
0
(
~vss−Rs ·~iss
)
dθ (B.30)
~vr,(s)r = R
(s)
r ·~ir,(s)r + ddt
~Ψr,(s)r ⇒ ~Ψr,(s)r =
t∫
0
(
~vr,(s)r −R(s)r ·~ir,(s)r
)
dθ (B.31)
~vs,(s)r = R
(s)
r ·~is,(s)r + ddt
~Ψs,(s)r − j · γ˙ ·~Ψs,(s)r (B.32)
~Ψss = (Lm+Lsσ ) ·~iss+Lm ·~is,(s)r (B.33)
~Ψs,(s)r = Lm ·~iss+
(
Lm+L
(s)
rσ
)
·~is,(s)r (B.34)
Eqs. B.33 and B.34 can be rearranged to get the stator and rotor currents:
~iss =
Lm+L
(s)
rσ(
Lm+L
(s)
rσ
)
· (Lm+Lsσ )−L2m
·~Ψss−
Lm(
Lm+L
(s)
rσ
)
· (Lm+Lsσ )−L2m
·~Ψs,(s)r (B.35)
~is,(s)r =− Lm(
Lm+L
(s)
rσ
)
· (Lm+Lsσ )−L2m
·~Ψss+
Lm+Lsσ(
Lm+L
(s)
rσ
)
· (Lm+Lsσ )−L2m
·~Ψs,(s)r (B.36)
Eqs. B.30 – B.31 and B.35 – B.36 are realised in a Simulink®model. The equivalent circuit
corresponding to these equations is given in Fig. B.4 (cf. [32, p. 361]).
B.2.3 Saturation of main inductance
The saturation of the mutual inductance of the generator can be integrated in the 3-phase as well
as in the αβ -model using a look-up-table. The available data was the open circuit stator volt-
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Figure B.4: DFIG equivalent circuit
age (phase-phase RMS-value) for different values of the rotor magnetising current (amplitude).
From these pairs of values the respective mutual inductance can be calculated by:
~i(r)m =~ir if ~is = 0 (B.37)
Lm = Lm
(
iˆ(r)m
)
=
√
2
3 ·Vs
ωgrid ·wG · iˆ(r)m
(B.38)
The magnetising current is defined by the following equation:
~i(r)m =
~Ψ(r)m
Lm
=~i(r)s +~i
(r)
r (B.39)
iˆ(r)m = abs
{
~i(r)s +~i
(r)
r
}
(B.40)
To avoid an arithmetic loop, the value of Lm is updated with a delay of one simulation step.
The αβ -model with saturation of the mutual inductance is validated by comparison with mea-
surement as well as with simulation results from PSCAD®. The measurements were made with
open stator terminals. For the simulations a stator voltage is applied to force the stator current
below 0.02 · iˆ(r)m . The results are given in Fig. B.5. The stator voltage is related to the nominal
stator voltage, the rotor magnetising current to the rotor current affiliated to the nominal stator
voltage.
The saturation was integrated in both models, the three-phase and the αβ -model. The results of
both models are identical. In the simulations on which this study is based, the αβ -model with
saturation of the mutual inductance was used.
B.3 Three-phase transformer with three-limb core
In [32, p. 102 et seqq.] detailed descriptions and deductions of linear model equations for
three-phase transformers can be found. More complex models incorporating hysteresis and
eddy current effects are described in [7, 21]. In the present study a model considering only the
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Figure B.5: Stator voltage of the DFIG for different rotor magnetising currents, re-
lated quantities
fundamental frequency was used. Hysteresis and eddy current losses were disregarded – because
no data was available (core geometry and material characteristics) – or rather approximated by
an ohmic resistance. The inductances and ohmic resistances are assumed to be constant. Four
different transformer models were developed:
• 3-phase model without consideration of iron losses
• αβ0-model without consideration of iron losses
• αβ -model with iron losses serial to main inductance
• αβ -model with iron losses parallel to main inductance
The input and output quantities of the models are given in Table B.2. The main transformer of
Table B.2: Transformer model ports
Quantity Symbol Port type Dimension
HV voltages vH,123 Input 3
LV voltages vL,123 Input 3
HV currents iH,123 Output 3
LV currents iL,123 Output 3
the system is connected in ∆Y. The transformation from winding to line quantities is realised by
Eqs. B.5 and B.6. In the following deduction the winding quantities (subscript W) are used, the
transformation is omitted.
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B.3.1 Three-phase transformer model
The three-phase voltage equations are:vH1WvH2W
vH3W
= RH ·
iH1WiH2W
iH3W
+ d
dt
ΨH1ΨH2
ΨH3
=RH ·
iH1WiH2W
iH3W
+wH · ddt
ΦH1ΦH2
ΦH3
 (B.41)
vL1WvL2W
vL3W
= RL ·
iL1WiL2W
iL3W
+ ddt
ΨL1ΨL2
ΨL3
 =RL ·
iL1WiL2W
iL3W
+wL · ddt
ΦL1ΦL2
ΦL3
 (B.42)
withΦH1ΦH2
ΦH3
=
ΦH1σ +ΦH1m+ΦL1m−Φ21−Φ31ΦH2σ +ΦH2m+ΦL2m−Φ12−Φ32
ΦH3σ +ΦH3m+ΦL3m−Φ13−Φ23
 (B.43)
ΦL1ΦL2
ΦL3
=
ΦL1σ +ΦL1m+ΦH1m−Φ21−Φ31ΦL2σ +ΦL2m+ΦH2m−Φ12−Φ32
ΦL3σ +ΦL3m+ΦH3m−Φ13−Φ23
 (B.44)
iL1W
vL1W
vH1W
iH1W
wH
wL
Φ
1m
Φ
12
Φ
13
Φ
H1σ
Φ
L1σ
Figure B.6: Flux generation in a three-phase three-
limb transformer
The generation of the flux is shown in Fig. B.6 for one phase. Assuming a symmetrical core
with identical magnetic coupling between each pair of windings the flux values can be calculated
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from the currents by the following equations:
ΦH1σ =
wH
RmHσ
· iH1 ΦH2σ = wHRmHσ · iH2 ΦH3σ =
wH
RmHσ
· iH3 (B.45)
ΦL1σ =
wL
RmLσ
· iL1 ΦL2σ = wLRmLσ · iL2 ΦL3σ =
wL
RmLσ
· iL3 (B.46)
ΦH1m =
wH
Rmm11
· iH1 ΦH2m = wHRmm22 · iH2 ΦH3m =
wH
Rmm33
· iH3 (B.47)
ΦL1m =
wL
Rmm11
· iL1 ΦL2m = wLRmm22 · iL2 ΦL3m =
wL
Rmm33
· iL3 (B.48)
Φ12 =
wL · iL1+wH · iH1
Rmm12
Φ21 =
wL · iL2+wH · iH2
Rmm21
(B.49)
Φ13 =
wL · iL1+wH · iH1
Rmm13
Φ31 =
wL · iL3+wH · iH3
Rmm31
(B.50)
Φ23 =
wL · iL2+wH · iH2
Rmm23
Φ32 =
wL · iL3+wH · iH3
Rmm32
(B.51)
With the following magnetic resistances:
Rmm = Rmm11 = Rmm22 = Rmm33 (B.52)
2 ·Rmm = Rmm12 = Rmm21 = Rmm13 = Rmm31 = Rmm23 = Rmm32 (B.53)
Based on Eqs. B.45 – B.53 the following inductances can be defined:
LHσ =
w2H
RmHσ
LLσ =
w2L
RmLσ
(B.54)
LHm3 =
w2H
Rmm
LLm3 =
w2L
Rmm
MHLxx3 =
wH ·wL
Rmm
(B.55)
MHHxy3 =
w2H
2 ·Rmm MLLxy3 =
w2L
2 ·Rmm MHLxy3 =
wH ·wL
2 ·Rmm (B.56)
With these definitions the Eqs. B.41 and B.42 can be written as:vH1WvH2W
vH3W
= RH ·
iH1WiH2W
iH3W
+[LH3] · ddt
iH1WiH2W
iH3W
+[M3] · ddt
iL1WiL2W
iL3W
 (B.57)
vL1WvL2W
vL3W
= RL ·
iL1WiL2W
iL3W
+[M3] · ddt
iH1WiH2W
iH3W
+[LL3] · ddt
iL1WiL2W
iL3W
 (B.58)
The inductance matrices [LH3], [LL3] and [M3] are:
[LH3] =
LHσ +LHm3 −MHHxy3 −MHHxy3−MHHxy3 LHσ +LHm3 −MHHxy3
−MHHxy3 −MHHxy3 LHσ +LHm3
 (B.59)
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[LL3] =
LLσ +LLm3 −MLLxy3 −MLLxy3−MLLxy3 LLσ +LLm3 −MLLxy3
−MLLxy3 −MLLxy3 LLσ +LLm3
 (B.60)
[M3] =
 MHLxx3 −MHLxy3 −MHLxy3−MHLxy3 MHLxx3 −MHLxy3
−MHLxy3 −MHLxy3 MHLxx3
 (B.61)
Using the winding ratio wTW = wL/wH the voltage equation B.57 can be referred to the low
voltage side of the transformer. Furthermore, the different mutual inductances of Eqs. B.55 and
B.56 are replaced by fractions of LLm3.
i(L)HW = wTW · iHW (B.62)
u(L)HW =
1
wTW
·uHW (B.63)
R(L)H =
1
w2TW
·RH (B.64)v
(L)
H1W
v(L)H2W
v(L)H3W
= R(L)H ·
i
(L)
H1W
i(L)H2W
i(L)H3W
+[L(L)H3] · ddt
i
(L)
H1W
i(L)H2W
i(L)H3W
+[M(L)3 ] · ddt
iL1WiL2W
iL3W
 (B.65)
vL1WvL2W
vL3W
= RL ·
iL1WiL2W
iL3W
+[M(L)3 ] · ddt
i
(L)
H1W
i(L)H2W
i(L)H3W
+[LL3] · ddt
iL1WiL2W
iL3W
 (B.66)
With the inductance matrices:
[
L(L)H3
]
=
L
(L)
Hσ +LLm3 −12 ·LLm3 −12 ·LLm3
−12 ·LLm3 L
(L)
Hσ +LLm3 −12 ·LLm3
−12 ·LLm3 −12 ·LLm3 L
(L)
Hσ +LLm3
 (B.67)
[LL3] =
LLσ +LLm3 −
1
2 ·LLm3 −12 ·LLm3
−12 ·LLm3 LLσ +LLm3 −12 ·LLm3
−12 ·LLm3 −12 ·LLm LLσ +LLm3
 (B.68)
[
M(L)3
]
=
 LLm3 −
1
2 ·LLm −12 ·LLm3
−12 ·LLm3 LLm3 −12 ·LLm3
−12 ·LLm3 −12 ·LLm3 LLm3
 (B.69)
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B.3.2 αβ0-transformer model
The transformer model of Eqs. B.65 and B.66 can be transferred to αβ -components using the
transformation equations A.22 and A.23:v
(L)
HαW
v(L)HβW
v(L)H0W
= R(L)H ·
i
(L)
HαW
i(L)HβW
i(L)H0W
+[L(L)Hαβ0] · ddt
i
(L)
HαW
i(L)HβW
i(L)H0W
+[M(L)αβ0] · ddt
iLαWiLβW
iL0W
 (B.70)
vLαWvLβW
vL0W
= RL ·
iLαWiLβW
iL0W
+[M(L)αβ0] · ddt
i
(L)
HαW
i(L)HβW
i(L)H0W
+ [LLαβ0] · ddt
iLαWiLβW
iL0W
 (B.71)
The inductance matrices of the αβ0-model are:
[
L(L)Hαβ0
]
= [C] ·
[
L(L)H3
]
· [C−1] =
L
(L)
Hσ +Lm 0 0
0 L(L)Hσ +Lm 0
0 0 L(L)Hσ
 (B.72)
[
LLαβ0
]
= [C] · [LL3] ·
[
C−1
]
=
LLσ +Lm 0 00 LLσ +Lm 0
0 0 LLσ
 (B.73)
[
M(L)αβ0
]
= [C] ·
[
M(L)3
]
· [C−1]=
Lm 0 00 Lm 0
0 0 0
 (B.74)
with Lm = 32 ·LLm3.
Figs. B.7 and B.8 show the equivalent circuit diagrams of the transformer. If the high voltage
windings are connected in ∆ no zero sequence HV-current will be possible. In this case the
equivalent circuit reduces to the one shown in Fig. B.9.
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Figure B.7: Equivalent circuit of α- and β -component of a
transformer
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Figure B.8: Equivalent circuit of zero sequence component of a
transformer
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Figure B.9: Equivalent circuit of zero sequence component of
a transformer with ∆-connected HV-windings
B.3.3 Transformer model with core losses
B.3.3.1 Transformer model with core losses serial to main inductance
The core losses caused by eddy currents and hysteresis of the core material can be integrated
in the model approximately by an ohmic resistance serial to the main inductance. This approx-
imation neglects the nonlinearity of the hysteresis and is only valid for one frequency and one
saturation degree. The equivalent circuit for α- and β -component is given in Fig. B.10. The
transformer Eqs. B.70 and B.71 have to be modified resulting in Eqs. B.75 – B.76 (space vector
notation).
~v(L)HW =
(
R(L)H +R f e,s
)
·~i(L)HW +R f e,s ·~iLW+
[
L(L)Hαβ ,s
]
· d
dt
~i(L)HW+
[
M(L)αβ ,s
]
· d
dt
~iLW (B.75)
~vLW = R f e,s ·~i(L)HW +(RL+R f e,s) ·~iLW+
[
M(L)αβ ,s
]
· d
dt
~i(L)HW+
[
LLαβ ,s
] · d
dt
~iLW (B.76)
B.3.3.2 Transformer model with core losses parallel to main inductance
Alternatively to the serial resistance, the core losses can be approximated by a resistance parallel
to the main inductance. The equivalent circuit for the α- and β -component is given in Fig. B.11.
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Figure B.10: Equivalent circuit of α- and β -component of a
transformer with core loss resistance serial to
main inductance
This model requires an additional independent state variable – the magnetising current im – and
consequently an additional state equation:
~v(L)HW =R
(L)
H ·~i(L)HW+R f e,p ·
(
~i(L)HW +~iLW −~im
)
+L(L)Hσ ·
d
dt
~i(L)HW (B.77)
~vLW = RL ·~iLW+R f e,p ·
(
~i(L)HW +~iLW −~im
)
+ L(L)Lσ ·
d
dt
~iLW (B.78)(
0
0
)
= −R f e,p ·
(
~i(L)HW +~iLW −~im
)
+ Lm,p · ddt
~im (B.79)
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Figure B.11: Equivalent circuit of α- and β -component of a
transformer with core loss resistance parallel to
main inductance
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B.3.3.3 Comparison of the two core loss models
If the two impedances are identical, the simulation results of the models will be the same. There-
fore, the following equation has to be valid:
R f e,s+ j ·ω ·Lm,s = 11
R f e,p
+ 1j·ω·Lm,p
(B.80)
From Eq. B.80 the relations between the different elements of the equivalent circuits can be
deduced:
R f e,s =
ω2 ·L2m,p ·R f e,p
ω2 ·L2m,p+R2f e,p
and Lm,s =
Lm,p ·R2f e,p
ω2 ·L2m,p+R2f e,p
(B.81)
R f e,p =
ω2 ·L2m,s
R f e,s
+R f e,s and Lm,p =
R2f e,s
ω2 ·Lm,s +Lm,s (B.82)
Eqs. B.81 and B.82 imply that the models will only produce identical results for one specific
frequency – the nominal frequency – of the input voltage. The simulation speed of the model
with parallel resistance is significantly lower than the simulation speed of the model with serial
resistance. This can be traced back to the fact that the leakage inductances and the parallel ohmic
resistance build a low-pass element with a very small time constant. Hence, for the simulations
on which this study is based, the model with serial resistance was used.
B.4 Inverter and DC-link
To simulate the back-to-back converter a simple model consisting of two three-phase voltage
sources and a model for the DC-link capacitor was used. The structure of the model is shown in
Fig. B.12 and input and output ports are summarised in Table B.3.
irsc,123 igsc,123vrsc,αβ,ref vgsc,αβ,refBCC
Prsc Pgsc
vrsc,123 vgsc,123vDC
Rotor side 
converter
Grid side 
converter
CDC
RDC
Figure B.12: Structure of converter and DC-link model
The three-phase terminal voltages are calculated from the controller outputs (vαβ ,re f ) using in-
verse Clarke transformation. The resulting values are limited to ±vDC/
√
3 and are delayed by a
PT1-element (time constant Tp of the inverter) representing the delay of the PWM-calculation.
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The DC-link voltage is calculated from the instantaneous active power values of the two con-
verter parts (Eq. B.83). RDC can be switched from a loss resistance parallel to the DC-link
capacitor to the brake chopper resistance (during line voltage dips).
vDC =
√√√√√ 2
CDC
·
t∫
0
(
Prsc−Pgsc− v
2
DC
RDC
)
dθ (B.83)
The power values are calculated from Eqs. B.84 and B.85.
Pgsc = vgsc,1 · igsc,1+ vgsc,2 · igsc,2+ vgsc,3 · igsc,3 (B.84)
Prsc = vrsc,1 · irsc,1+ vrsc,2 · irsc,2+ vrsc,3 · irsc,3 (B.85)
Table B.3: Converters and DC-link model ports
Quantity Symbol Port type Dimension
Grid-side converter voltage reference values vgsc,αβ ,re f Input 2
Grid-side converter currents igsc,123 Input 3
Rotor-side converter voltage reference values vrsc,αβ ,re f Input 2
Rotor-side converter currents irsc,123 Input 3
Brake chopper control BCC Input 1
Grid-side converter voltage vgsc,123 Output 3
Rotor-side converter voltage vrsc,123 Output 3
DC-link voltage vDC Output 1
B.5 Connection of inductive branches
B.5.1 Connection of DFIG, main transformer and GSC-transformer
Main transformer, grid-side converter transformer and DFIG are connected. All three need the
terminal voltages as inputs and provide the line currents as model outputs. To connect the three
elements in the model and calculate the line voltages, a capacitive branch is necessary. In reality
a filter capacitor exists, which can be used to solve the inductive node of the model.
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Cf
Rf
il
igsc,hv
is
vs
Figure B.13: Filter capacitor
vs = R f ·
(
is− il + igsc,hv
)
+
1
C f
·
t∫
0
(
is− il + igsc,hv
)
dθ (B.86)
B.5.2 Integration of rotor-side converter inductance (rotor inductor) in the DFIG model
The rotor-side converter contains a filter (inductor) of inductance and resistance between the
converter switches and the rotor. To connect this inductor with the DFIG terminal (in the model),
another capacitive branch would be necessary to solve the inductive node. To simplify the model,
the inductor was integrated in the DFIG model, instead. The inductance and resistance of the
inductor was added to rotor leakage inductance and rotor resistance respectively.
Lrσ = Lrσ +Lri (B.87)
Rr = Rr+Rri (B.88)
This causes a slight simulation error of the rotor voltage, as the point of measurement is not the
same in the model and in reality.
B.6 Grid voltage angle detection
To synchronise the control of the DFIG with the grid voltage angle, usually a PLL is deployed.
To maintain good behaviour and positive-sequence angle detection also during voltage dips an
improved strategy was used in this study. It is deduced and described in detail in [40] and is
called DSOGI-FLL (Dual Second Order Generalised Integrator with Frequency Locked Loop).
The overall structure is shown in Fig. B.14. This strategy is applied in the static coordinate
system using αβ -components and is composed of three main elements which are described in
detail in this section.
SOGI-QSG Two second order generalised integrators (SOGI) combine the filtering of α-
and β -direct components and the generation of the respective quadrature components (QSG
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Figure B.14: Complete positive-sequence angle detection system (cf. [40])
– Quadrature Signal Generation, lagging behind the direct component by 90°). The structure of
a single SOGI-QSG is given in Fig. 4.9 and the applied equations are Eqs. B.89 and B.901:
v fα,d
vα
=
v fβ ,d
vβ
=
Q f ·ω f ll · p
p2+Q f ·ω f ll · p+ω2f ll
(B.89)
v fα,q
vα
=
v fβ ,q
vβ
=
Q f ·ω2f ll
p2+Q f ·ω f ll · p+ω2f ll
(B.90)
In [40] it was suggested to set Q f =
√
2, therefore, this value was used for the simulations on
which this study is based.
FLL A frequency locked loop (FLL) using an integral controller is employed to adapt the
frequency of the SOGI-QSGs to the current grid frequency. The nominal grid frequency is added
as a feed-forward control component. The controller is described by the following equation,
where eα and eβ are the differences between the original and the filtered direct components:
ω f ll = ωgrid,nom−
t∫
0
K f ll ·
(
eα · v f ,α,q+ eβ · v f ,β ,q
)
dθ (B.91)
eα = vα − v f ,α,d (B.92)
eβ = vβ − v f ,β ,d (B.93)
1Note that here, the subscripts d and q do not denote the quantity in dq-coordinate system but label the direct and
quadrature component in the static αβ -coordinate system.
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To define the gain of the integral controller of the FLL, the following considerations are made:
simplified, the dynamics of the FLL can be rated by the following relation:
∆ω f ll
∆t
= K f ll · e% · v2nom (B.94)
where e% represents the percentaged error of the DSOGIs and vnom is the nominal value of the
voltages used for the FLL (here: the stator voltages). ∆ω f ll is the frequency variation that is to
be recognised and adapted to by the FLL within the time ∆t. ∆ω f ll is set to 10% of the nominal
frequency and ∆t is set to one grid period, 20ms. e% depends on the frequency variation and
was estimated by simulations with a frequency variation of 10%. With the resulting e% = 0.025
K f ll was set to 0.132.
PNSC Finally, the positive-sequence and negative-sequence αβ -components are calculated
from the αβ -direct and -quadrature components by the PNSC (Positive Negative Sequence Cal-
culation) using Eqs. B.95 and B.96:
(
vp,α
vp,β
)
=
1
2
·
(
1 0 0 −1
0 1 1 0
)
·

v f ,α,d
v f ,α,q
v f ,β ,d
v f ,β ,q
 (B.95)
(
vn,α
vn,β
)
=
1
2
·
(
1 0 0 1
0 −1 1 0
)
·

v f ,α,d
v f ,α,q
v f ,β ,d
v f ,β ,q
 (B.96)
As indicated by the vector rotation (VR) and the integrator in Fig. B.14, the dq-components in a
rotating coordinate system can be calculated from the positive-sequence and negative-sequence
αβ -components. The parameters used for the DSOGI-FLL are summarised in Table D.6. The
functional efficiency of the FLL is illustrated by Fig. B.15.
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Figure B.15: FLL output frequency during one phase voltage dip to zero (t = 1 . . .1.2s) and one phase
voltage dip to zero in combination with frequency reduction to 90% of the nominal fre-
quency (t = 1.4 . . .1.6s)
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C.1 Reference value calculation in different coordinate systems
Different possibilities exist to determine the negative-sequence voltage angle for the PN-control
scheme. During steady state, the angle difference will be a constant. Consequently, the reference
values of the rotor-side and grid-side negative-sequence current components can be calculated
in different coordinate systems. The following deduction shows that the results are equivalent,
so that it is unimportant which reference angle and coordinate system is chosen. As an example,
the rotor-side current reference value calculation of Eq. 4.31 is transferred from one arbitrar-
ily chosen coordinate system (upper index (1)) to another arbitrarily chosen coordinate system
(upper index (2)). The difference between the two n-coordinate systems is defined by ∆ϕ:
x(1)n = x
(2)
n · e− j∆ϕ (C.1)(
x(1)n,d
x(1)n,q
)
=
(
cos(∆ϕ) sin(∆ϕ)
−sin(∆ϕ) cos(∆ϕ)
)
·
(
x(2)n,d
x(2)n,q
)
(C.2)
Eq. 4.31 in coordinate system 1 is
(
i(1)r,n,d,re f
i(1)r,n,q,re f
)
=
1
i2s,p,q+ i2s,p,d
·
 (is,p,d · i(1)s,n,d− is,p,q · i(1)s,n,q) (is,p,d · i(1)s,n,q+ is,p,q · i(1)s,n,d)(
is,p,d · i(1)s,n,q+ is,p,q · i(1)s,n,d
) (
is,p,q · i(1)s,n,q− is,p,d · i(1)s,n,d
)  ·( ir,p,d,re f
ir,p,q,re f
)
(C.3)
All negative-sequence components are replaced by negative-sequence components in coordinate
system 2:(
cos(∆ϕ) sin(∆ϕ)
−sin(∆ϕ) cos(∆ϕ)
)
·
(
i(2)r,n,d,re f
i(2)r,n,q,re f
)
=
1
i2s,p,q+ i2s,p,d
·
(
x(1)11 x
(1)
12
x(1)21 x
(1)
22
)
·
(
ir,p,d,re f
ir,p,q,re f
)
(C.4)
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with
x(1)11 = is,p,d ·
(
i(2)s,n,d cos(∆ϕ)+ i
(2)
s,n,q sin(∆ϕ)
)
− is,p,q ·
(
i(2)s,n,q cos(∆ϕ)− i(2)s,n,d sin(∆ϕ)
)
(C.5)
x(1)12 = is,p,d ·
(
i(2)s,n,q cos(∆ϕ)− i(2)s,n,d sin(∆ϕ)
)
+ is,p,q ·
(
i(2)s,n,d cos(∆ϕ)+ i
(2)
s,n,q sin(∆ϕ)
)
(C.6)
x(1)21 = is,p,d ·
(
i(2)s,n,q cos(∆ϕ)− i(2)s,n,d sin(∆ϕ)
)
+ is,p,q ·
(
i(2)s,n,d cos(∆ϕ)+ i
(2)
s,n,q sin(∆ϕ)
)
(C.7)
x(1)22 =−is,p,d ·
(
i(2)s,n,d cos(∆ϕ)+ i
(2)
s,n,q sin(∆ϕ)
)
+ is,p,q ·
(
i(2)s,n,q cos(∆ϕ)− i(2)s,n,d sin(∆ϕ)
)
(C.8)
Eq. C.4 can be rearranged by a multiplication with the inverse rotation matrix of Eq. C.2:(
i(2)r,n,d,re f
i(2)r,n,q,re f
)
=
1
i2s,p,q+ i2s,p,d
·
(
x(2)11 x
(2)
12
x(2)21 x
(2)
22
)
·
(
ir,p,d,re f
ir,p,q,re f
)
(C.9)
with
x(2)11 = x
(1)
11 cos(∆ϕ)− x(1)21 sin(∆ϕ)= is,p,d · i(2)s,n,d− is,p,q · i(2)s,n,q (C.10)
x(2)12 = x
(1)
12 cos(∆ϕ)− x(1)22 sin(∆ϕ)= is,p,d · i(2)s,n,q+ is,p,q · i(2)s,n,d (C.11)
x(2)21 = x
(1)
11 sin(∆ϕ)+ x
(1)
21 cos(∆ϕ)= is,p,d · i(2)s,n,q+ is,p,q · i(2)s,n,d (C.12)
x(2)22 = x
(1)
12 sin(∆ϕ)+ x
(1)
22 cos(∆ϕ)=−is,p,d · i(2)s,n,d + is,p,q · i(2)s,n,q (C.13)
Eq. C.9 is identical to Eq. C.3. Of course, the distribution of the negative-sequence rotor and
stator current components to nd- and nq-components will differ but the algorithm for the cal-
culation of negative-sequence reference values is independent of the chosen coordinate system.
Also, in the static αβ -coordinate system, the currents will not differ (during steady state).
C.2 Calculation of maximum rotor voltages during stator voltage dips
To estimate the rotor-side inverter voltage range necessary to guaranty the controllability of
the DFIG during different types and dip-depths of stator voltage dips, in [24] and in [25] the
following approach is proposed1: based on the machine equations given in Appendix B.2.2, the
rotor voltage is calculated depending only on the stator voltages. It is assumed that the rotor
terminals are not connected to the inverter nor are they short circuited. Therefore, no rotor
1Note: for the following estimation the saturation of the DFIGs mutual inductance is disregarded. This saturation
may reduce the evolving rotor voltages in reality, hence, the calculated maximum rotor voltages build a worst-case
scenario.
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currents are possible. With this assumption Eqs. B.30 and B.32 – B.34 can be converted to:
~ir
!
= 0 (C.14)
~vss = Rs ·~iss+
d
dt
~Ψss ⇒ ~Ψss =
t∫
0
(
~vss−Rs ·~iss
)
dθ (C.15)
~vs,(s)r =
(
d
dt
− j · γ˙
)
~Ψs,(s)r (C.16)
~Ψss = (Lm+Lsσ ) ·~iss (C.17)
~Ψs,(s)r = Lm ·~iss (C.18)
Using Eqs. C.17 and C.18 the linked rotor flux can be calculated from the linked stator flux:
~Ψs,(s)r =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~Ψss (C.19)
Inserting Eq. C.19 into Eq. C.16, the rotor voltage is obtained:
~vs,(s)r =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·
(
d
dt
− j · γ˙
)
~Ψss (C.20)
~vs,(s)r =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·
(
d
dt
− j ·ωgrid · (1− s)
)
~Ψss (C.21)
To get the linked stator flux as a variable of the stator voltages, Eq. C.17 is inserted into Eq.
C.15:
~vss =
Rs
Lm+Lsσ
·~Ψss+
d
dt
~Ψss (C.22)
~vss (t) =
1
τ
·~Ψss (t)+
d
dt
~Ψss (t) with τ =
Lm+Lsσ
Rs
(C.23)
The differential equation C.23 of the linked stator flux ~Ψss has to be solved to allow for a cal-
culation of the rotor voltages using Eq. C.21. The general solution of this linear first order
differential equation consists of a solution for the related homogeneous differential equation
(subscript h) and a particular integral of the non homogeneous differential equation (subscript
p), the latter depending on the time dependent behaviour of~vss
2:
~Ψss (t) = ~Ψ
s
s,h+~Ψ
s
s,p (C.24)
~Ψss,h (t) = ~Ψ
s
s (t = t0) · e−(t−t0)/τ (C.25)
~Ψss,p (t) = e
−t/τ ·
t∫
t0
(
eθ/τ ·~vss (θ)
)
dθ (C.26)
2For the particular integral given in Eq. C.26 see [38, p. 199]
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In the following, Eqs. C.21 and C.23 – C.26 are used to calculate the maximum possible rotor
voltage for each type of stator voltage dip, assuming that the fault occurs directly at the stator
terminals. If the rotor is connected to the inverter or to a crowbar, the rotor terminal voltages will
be less than these calculated voltages because of the voltage drop caused by the rotor resistance
and the rotor leakage inductance. Furthermore, the voltage drop caused by the main transformer
and grid impedances between the wind turbine and the failure location reduce the dip-depth on
the stator terminals in real configurations and thus limit the loads on the DFIG system.
C.2.1 Symmetrical voltage dip (3P-dip)
Before and during a symmetrical dip the stator voltage is (t0 = time of dip start):
~vss (t) =
{
~ˆvss,nom · e j·ωgrid ·t for t ≤ t0
(1−d) ·~ˆvss,nom · e j·ωgrid ·t for t > t0
(C.27)
where d is the relative dip-depth: d = 1− vs,dip/vs,nom = 0 . . .1. Neglecting the voltage drop
caused by the (small) stator resistance, the linked stator flux before dip start can be calculated
from:
~Ψss (t) =
t∫
0
~vss (θ)dθ (C.28)
=
t∫
0
(
~ˆvss,nom · e j·ωgrid ·θ
)
dθ (C.29)
=
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid · e
j·ωgrid ·t − ~ˆv
s
s,nom (t = 0)
j ·ωgrid (C.30)
~Ψss (t = t0) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid · e
j·ωgrid ·t0 (C.31)
Where the second summand of Eq. C.30 is assumed to be zero. Introducing Eq. C.31 into Eq.
C.25, the solution of the homogeneous differential equation becomes:
~Ψss,h (t) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid · e
j·ωgrid ·t0 · e−(t−t0)/τ (C.32)
The particular integral of the non homogeneous equation can be obtained by introducing the
second line of Eq. C.27 into Eq. C.26:
~Ψss,p (t) = e
−t/τ ·
t∫
t0
(
eθ/τ · (1−d) ·~ˆvss,nom · e j·ωgrid ·θ
)
dθ (C.33)
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= (1−d) ·~ˆvss,nom · e−t/τ ·
t∫
t0
eθ ·(1/τ+ j·ωgrid)dθ (C.34)
= (1−d) ·~ˆvss,nom · e−t/τ ·
(
1
1/τ+ j ·ωgrid · e
θ ·(1/τ+ j·ωgrid)
)t
t0
(C.35)
=
(1−d) ·~ˆvss,nom
1/τ+ j ·ωgrid ·
(
e j·ωgrid ·t − e j·ωgrid ·t0 · et0/τ · e−t/τ
)
(C.36)
Because 1/τ  ωgrid Eq. C.36 can be simplified to:
~Ψss,p (t) =
(1−d) ·~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
(
e j·ωgrid ·t − e j·ωgrid ·t0 · et0/τ · e−t/τ
)
(C.37)
For symmetrical dips the instant of dip start does not affect the maximum rotor voltage, there-
fore, t0 is set to zero. With this assumption the particular integral of the non homogeneous
differential equation becomes:
~Ψss,p (t) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid · (1−d) · e
j·ωgrid ·t +
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid · (d−1) · e
−t/τ (C.38)
By applying the condition t0 = 0s and introducing Eqs. C.32 and C.38 into Eq. C.24 the
complete linked stator flux vector is obtained:
~Ψss (t) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
[
(1−d) · e j·ωgrid ·t +(d−1) · e−t/τ + e−t/τ
]
(C.39)
=
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
[
(1−d) · e j·ωgrid ·t +d · e−t/τ
]
(C.40)
The first summand of Eq. C.40 is called "forced flux" (subscript f ) in the following, because it
is directly dependent on the actual stator voltage. The second summand is named "natural flux"
(subscript nat) as it is caused by the physical condition that the flux cannot be discontinuous.3
For the sake of clarity, these components will be used separately in the following:
~Ψss = ~Ψ
s
s, f +~Ψ
s
s,nat (C.41)
~Ψss, f =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid · (1−d) · e
j·ωgrid ·t (C.42)
~Ψss,nat =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·d · e
−t/τ (C.43)
3In the following subsections this consideration will be used to calculate the linked stator flux without solving the
differential equation for each configuration: the forced flux can be determined easily by inserting the actual stator
voltage vector during the dip into Eq. C.30, while the natural flux can be obtained by calculating the difference
between the forced flux at t = t0 and the forced flux during the dip.
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By introducing the linked flux components of Eqs. C.42 and C.43 into Eq. C.21 the respective
rotor voltage components during a three-phase dip are calculated:
~vs,(s)r, f =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom · s · (1−d) · e j·ωgrid ·t (C.44)
~vs,(s)r,nat =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·d ·
[ −1
j ·ωgrid · τ − (1− s)
]
· e−t/τ (C.45)
By neglecting the term 1/
(
jωgridτ
)
in Eq. C.45 the maximum rotor voltage components be-
come:
~vs,(s)r, f =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom · s · (1−d) · e j·ωgrid ·t (C.46)
~vs,(s)r,nat =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·d · (s−1) · e−t/τ (C.47)
In Table 4.4 the voltage component ~vs,(s)r, f is named ~v
s,(s)
r,p to allow for a consistent terminology
(cf. the following sections), because it corresponds to the positive-sequence stator voltage.
C.2.2 Two-phase voltage dip to earth (2P-dip)
During a two-phase voltage dip the stator voltage will contain a positive-sequence component
and a negative-sequence component. These two components can be calculated using the static
phasor representation described in Appendix A.2 and the Fortescue transformation described in
Appendix A.34. The voltage dip is applied to phases two and three:
(
vs,p
vs,n
)
=
1
3
·
(
1 a a2
1 a2 a
)
·~ˆvs,nom ·
 e
j·0
(1−d) · e− j·2·pi/3
(1−d) · e j·2·pi/3
 (C.48)
= ~ˆvs,nom ·
(
(1−2/3 ·d)
d/3
)
(C.49)
vs,p corresponds to a space vector component rotating with grid frequency, while vs,n corresponds
to a space vector component contra-rotating with negative grid frequency. The stator voltage
vector can be represented by:
~vs = vs,p · e j·ωgrid ·t + vs,n · e− j·ωgrid ·t (C.50)
= ~ˆvs,nom ·
[(
1− 2 ·d
3
)
· e j·ωgrid ·t + d
3
· e− j·ωgrid ·t
]
(C.51)
4The main transformer connecting the DFIG to the grid is connected in Y∆, the low voltage neutral point is
grounded, hence, no zero sequence voltage component is possible. Therefore, the zero sequence component
is not considered in the following deductions.
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Analogously to the considerations for the symmetrical dip, the stator voltage vector before and
during a two-phase dip becomes:
~vss (t) =
{
~ˆvss,nom · e j·ωgrid ·t for t ≤ t0
~ˆvs,nom ·
[(
1− 2·d3
) · e j·ωgrid ·t + d3 · e− j·ωgrid ·t] for t > t0 (C.52)
By using Eq. C.28 the forced stator flux before and during the dip is obtained:
~Ψss, f (t) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
{
e j·ωgrid ·t for t ≤ t0(
1− 2·d3
) · e j·ωgrid ·t − d3 · e− j·ωgrid ·t for t > t0 (C.53)
The natural flux component can be calculated from the difference between the two linked flux
values at t = t0:
~Ψss,nat (t = t0) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
(
e j·ωgrid ·t0−
[(
1− 2 ·d
3
)
· e j·ωgrid ·t0− d
3
· e− j·ωgrid ·t0
])
(C.54)
=
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
(
2 ·d
3
· e j·ωgrid ·t0 + d
3
· e− j·ωgrid ·t0
)
(C.55)
The amplitude of the natural flux component varies with the time instant of dip start. If the
dip starts at t0 = 0 the amplitude of the natural flux will become maximal and the natural flux
obtained using this amplitude is:
~ˆΨss,nat,max = d ·
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid · e
−t/τ (C.56)
During the dip the forced stator flux contains a positive-sequence and a negative-sequence com-
ponent caused by positive-sequence and negative-sequence stator voltage components (second
line of Eq. C.53). Again, these components are used separately in the following:
~Ψss, f = ~Ψ
s
s,p+~Ψ
s
s,n (C.57)
~Ψss,p =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
(
1− 2 ·d
3
)
· e j·ωgrid ·t (C.58)
~Ψss,n =−
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
d
3
· e− j·ωgrid ·t (C.59)
The three linked stator flux components of Eqs. C.56, C.58 and C.59 are inserted into Eq. C.21
to obtain the respective rotor voltage components:
~vs,(s)r,nat,max =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·d ·
[ −1
j ·ωgrid · τ − (1− s)
]
· e−t/τ
≈ Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·d · (s−1) · e−t/τ (C.60)
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~vs,(s)r,p =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom · s ·
(
1− 2 ·d
3
)
· e j·ωgrid ·t (C.61)
~vs,(s)r,n =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·
d
3
· (2− s) · e− j·ωgrid ·t (C.62)
C.2.3 One-phase voltage dip to earth (1P-dip)
Analogously to the previous section, the rotor voltage during a one-phase dip can be calculated
using the symmetrical component theory. The dip is applied to phase one:
(
vs,p
vs,n
)
=
1
3
·
(
1 a a2
1 a2 a
)
·~ˆvs,nom ·
(1−d) · e
j·0
e− j·2·pi/3
e j·2·pi/3
 (C.63)
= ~ˆvs,nom ·
(
(1−1/3 ·d)
−d/3
)
(C.64)
Thus, the stator voltage before and during a one-phase dip is:
~vss (t) = ~ˆv
s
s,nom ·
{
e j·ωgrid ·t for t ≤ t0(
1− d3
) · e j·ωgrid ·t − d3 · e− j·ωgrid ·t for t > t0 (C.65)
Again, Eq. C.28 is used to calculate the forced flux components before and during a dip:
~Ψss, f (t) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
{
e j·ωgrid ·t for t ≤ t0(
1− d3
) · e j·ωgrid ·t + d3 · e− j·ωgrid ·t for t > t0 (C.66)
The amplitude of the natural flux component can be calculated from the difference of the forced
flux values for t = t0:
~Ψss,nat (t = t0) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
[
e j·ωgrid ·t0−
(
1− d
3
)
· e j·ωgrid ·t0− d
3
· e− j·ωgrid ·t0
]
(C.67)
=
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
d
3
· (e j·ωgrid ·t0− e− j·ωgrid ·t0) (C.68)
If the dip starts at t0 = 0, the natural flux component will be zero and no transient will arise. The
maximum natural flux will arise if the dip starts at t0 = Tgrid/4, then its amplitude is:
~Ψss,nat,max (t = t0) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
2 ·d
3
(C.69)
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C.2 Calculation of maximum rotor voltages during stator voltage dips
With Eqs. C.66 (second line) and C.69 the three linked stator flux components during a one-
phase dip are
~Ψss,p =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
(
1− d
3
)
· e j·ωgrid ·t (C.70)
~Ψss,n =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
d
3
· e− j·ωgrid ·t (C.71)
~Ψss,nat,max =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
2 ·d
3
· e−t/τ (C.72)
and the respective rotor voltage components become:
~vs,(s)r,p =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom · s ·
(
1− d
3
)
· e j·ωgrid ·t (C.73)
~vs,(s)r,n =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·
d
3
· (2− s) · e− j·ωgrid ·t (C.74)
~vs,(s)r,nat,max =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·
2 ·d
3
·
[ −1
j ·ωgrid · τ − (1− s)
]
· e−t/τ
≈ Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·
2 ·d
3
· (s−1) · e−t/τ (C.75)
C.2.4 Phase-to-phase voltage dip (PP-dip)
Following the definition proposed in [24] the voltages during a phase-to-phase fault between
phases two and three are defined by:vs,1vs,2
vs,3
= ~ˆvs,nom · e j·ωgrid ·t ·
 e
j·0
e j·4·pi/3+ j ·d ·√3/2
e j·2·pi/3− j ·d ·√3/2
 (C.76)
Again, using symmetrical component theory, positive-sequence and negative-sequence stator
voltage components are calculated:
(
vs,p
vs,n
)
=
1
3
·
(
1 a a2
1 a2 a
)
·~ˆvs,nom ·
 e
j·0
e j·4·pi/3+ j ·d ·√3/2
e j·2·pi/3− j ·d ·√3/2
 (C.77)
= ~ˆvs,nom ·
(
(1−1/2 ·d)
d/2
)
(C.78)
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The stator voltage vector before and during a phase-to-phase dip is:
~vss (t) = ~ˆv
s
s,nom ·
{
e j·ωgrid ·t for t ≤ t0(
1− d2
) · e j·ωgrid ·t + d2 · e− j·ωgrid ·t for t > t0 (C.79)
and the corresponding forced stator flux becomes:
~Ψss, f (t) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
{
e j·ωgrid ·t for t ≤ t0(
1− d2
) · e j·ωgrid ·t − d2 · e− j·ωgrid ·t for t > t0 (C.80)
Analogously to the previous section, the amplitude of the natural flux component is calculated
from the difference of the instantaneous flux before and during the dip at t = t0:
~Ψss,nat (t = t0) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
[
e j·ωgrid ·t0−
(
1− d
2
)
· e j·ωgrid ·t0− d
2
· e− j·ωgrid ·t0
]
(C.81)
=
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
d
2
· (e j·ωgrid ·t0− e− j·ωgrid ·t0) (C.82)
Similar to the one-phase dip, the amplitude of the natural flux component will be maximal if the
dip starts at t0 = Tgrid/4. The maximal possible amplitude is:
~Ψss,nat,max (t = t0) =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·d (C.83)
The three linked stator flux components are thus:
~Ψss,p =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
(
1− d
2
)
· e j·ωgrid ·t (C.84)
~Ψss,n =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·
d
2
· e− j·ωgrid ·t (C.85)
~Ψss,nat,max =
~ˆvss,nom
j ·ωgrid ·d · e
−t/τ (C.86)
And the corresponding rotor voltage components are:
~vs,(s)r,p =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom · s ·
(
1− d
2
)
· e j·ωgrid ·t (C.87)
~vs,(s)r,n =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·
d
2
· (2− s) · e− j·ωgrid ·t (C.88)
~vs,(s)r,nat,max =
Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·d ·
[ −1
j ·ωgrid · τ − (1− s)
]
· e−t/τ
≈ Lm
Lm+Lsσ
·~ˆvss,nom ·d · (s−1) · e−t/τ (C.89)
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C.3 Coordinate transformation of controller transfer functions
The rotor voltage components estimated in the four previous sections are summarised in Table
4.4. As mentioned before, these values are worst-case values. During a real dip the voltage will
be lower thanks to voltage drops over grid and transformer impedances and the stator resistance
and leakage inductance of the generator.
C.3 Coordinate transformation of controller transfer functions
In the following, the transformation of an abstract transfer function as given in Eq. C.90 from one
rotating coordinate system (R-CS, superscript R) to a static coordinate system (S-CS, superscript
S) is demonstrated. The rotational speed of the R-CS relative to the S-CS is ω .
GR (p) =
yR (p)
xR (p)
=
bn pn+bn−1 pn−1+ · · ·+b1 p+b0
am pm+am−1 pm−1+ · · ·+a1 p+a0 (C.90)
A transfer function in Laplace domain like the one given in Eq. C.90 corresponds to a differential
equation as given in Eq. C.91.
amyR
(m)
(t)+am−1yR
(m−1)
(t)+ · · ·+a1y˙R (t)+a0yR (t)
= bnxR
(n)
(t)+bn−1xR
(n−1)
(t)+ · · ·+b1x˙R (t)+b0xR (t) (C.91)
For the transformation of a complex quantity from one CS to another CS, Eqs. C.92 – C.94
apply (cf. Eqs. A.20 and A.21).
xR = e− jωt · xS (C.92)
x˙R = e− jωt · x˙S− jω · e− jωt · xS = e− jωt · (x˙S− jω · xS) (C.93)
x¨R = e− jωt · x¨S−2 jω · e− jωt · x˙S−ω2 · e− jωt · xS = e− jωt · (x¨S−2 jω · x˙S−ω2 · xS) (C.94)
To transform the differential equation (Eq. C.91) from one CS to another CS x, y and all deriva-
tives of x and y have to be replaced according to Eqs. C.92 – C.94. Obviously, the term e− jωt 6= 0
will appear in every summand of the new equation and can therefore be omitted. The Laplace
transformation of the new differential equation results in
(
am (p− jω)m+am−1 (p− jω)m−1+ · · ·+a1 (p− jω)+a0
)
· yS
=
(
bn (p− jω)n+bn−1 (p− jω)n−1+ · · ·+b1 (p− jω)+b0
)
· xS (C.95)
The transfer function in the new coordinate system is therefore:
GS (p) =
yS (p)
xS (p)
=
bn (p− jω)n+bn−1 (p− jω)n−1+ · · ·+b1 (p− jω)+b0
am (p− jω)m+am−1 (p− jω)m−1+ · · ·+a1 (p− jω)+a0
(C.96)
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Eq. C.96 shows that the transformation of a transfer function from one coordinate system to
another coordinate system corresponds to a replacement of p by p− jω:
GS (p) = GR (p− jω) (C.97)
This simple transformation rule is used in the following sections.
C.3.1 Transformation of PI-controllers from p-CS and n-CS to the static coordinate
system
To transfer the PI-PN control scheme to static αβ -CS, the positive-sequence current controllers
have to be rotated from p-CS to αβ -CS (relative rotation frequency = ω0) and the negative-
sequence current controllers have to be rotated from n-CS to αβ -CS (relative rotation frequency
=−ω0). The sum of both transformed current controllers builds the FS current controllers:
Gp (p) = KP,PI +KI,PI · 1p (C.98)
Gn (p) = KP,PI +KI,PI · 1p (C.99)
GS (p) = Gp (p− jω0)+Gn (p+ jω0) (C.100)
= 2KP,PI +KI,PI ·
(
1
p− jω0 +
1
p+ jω0
)
(C.101)
= 2KP,PI +2KI,PI · pp2+ω2o
(C.102)
C.3.2 Transformation of PI-PN control scheme to the p-CS
To transform the PI-PN control scheme to p-CS, only the negative-sequence current controllers
have to be rotated from n-CS to p-CS (relative rotation frequency = −2ω0). Again, the sum of
both controllers builds the control transfer function in p-CS:
Gp (p) = KP,PI +KI,PI · 1p (C.103)
Gn (p) = KP,PI +KI,PI · 1p (C.104)
Gpp+n (p) = G
p (p)+Gn (p+2 jω0) (C.105)
= 2KP,PI +KI,PI ·
(
1
p
+
1
p+2 jω0
)
(C.106)
= 2KP,PI +KI,PI · 1p +KI,PI ·
p
p2+4ω20
−KI,PI · j2ω0p2+4ω20
(C.107)
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C.3 Coordinate transformation of controller transfer functions
The last term represents a coupling between d- and q-component. The first three terms comply
with the PI-NFSC transfer function given in Eq. 6.3.
C.3.3 Transformation of v-decoupling algorithm to the static coordinate system
The v-decoupling algorithm is used in the p-CS. It can be transferred to the static coordinate
system, where the relative rotation frequency is ω0:
Gpv-deco (p) =
vdq,deco
vdq
= 1+
jω0Tσ
Tσ p+1
(C.108)
GSv-deco (p) =
vαβ ,deco
vαβ
= Gpv-deco (p− jω0) (C.109)
= 1+
jω0Tσ
Tσ · (p− jω0)+1 (C.110)
=
pTσ +1
pTσ +1− jω0Tσ (C.111)
=
1
1− jω0TσpTσ+1
(C.112)
The decomposition of Eq. C.112 into α- and β -components results in:
vα,deco = vα− ω0TσpTσ +1 ·vβ ,deco (C.113)
vβ ,deco = vβ+
ω0Tσ
pTσ +1
·vα,deco (C.114)
These equations correspond to the structure shown in Fig. 6.13.
C.3.4 Transformation of PI-NFSC control scheme to the static coordinate system
The transformation of the PI-NFS control scheme to the static coordinate system is done by a
rotation with the relative frequency ω0.
Gp (p) = KP,PINFSC +KI,PINFSC · 1p +KS,PINFSC ·
p
p2+4ω20
(C.115)
GS (p) = Gp (p− jω0) (C.116)
= KP,PINFSC +KI,PINFSC · 1p− jω0 +KS,PINFSC ·
p− jω0
(p− jω0)2+4ω20
(C.117)
= KP,PINFSC +KI,PINFSC · p+ jω0p2+ω20
+KS,PINFSC · p− jω0p2− j2ω0 p+3ω20
(C.118)
The first two terms represent the frequency-selective controller given in Eq. 6.4, where the sec-
ond term contains an additional coupling component. The third term is analysed more precisely
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using partial fraction decomposition:
p− jω0
p2− j2ω0 p+3ω20
=
(p− jω0) ·
(
p2+3ω20 + j2ω0 p
)
p4+10p2ω20 +9ω40
(C.119)
=
p3+5ω20 p+ jω0 p2−3 jω30(
p2+ω20
) · (p2+9ω20) (C.120)
=
(
p3+5ω20 p
)(
p2+ω20
) · (p2+9ω20) + j · ω0 p
2−3ω30(
p2+ω20
) · (p2+9ω20) (C.121)
=
A
p2+ω20
+
B
p2+9ω20
(C.122)
With A = (p− jω0)/2 and B = (p+3 jω0)/2 the expression of Eq. C.121 can be transformed
to:
1
2
· p− jω0
p2+ω20
+
1
2
· p+3 jω0
p2+9ω20
(C.123)
Therewith, the complete control transfer function in static coordinate system (without v-
decoupling algorithm) is:
GS (p) = KP,PINFSC +KI,PINFSC · p+ jω0p2+ω20
+
KS,PINFSC
2
·
(
p− jω0
p2+ω20
+
p+3 jω0
p2+9ω20
)
(C.124)
The last equation (Eq. C.124) shows that the PI-NFS controller, transferred to the static co-
ordinate system, contains a frequency-selective component for the third harmonic including a
coupling term. As the two control schemes are mathematically identical, this is valid also for
the original PI-NFSC in p-CS, although it is not obvious there.
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D Simulation parameters and data sheets
Table D.1: System parameters
Part Quantity Symbol Value
Grid System fundamental frequency, grid frequency fgrid 50Hz
DFIG Nominal power PG,nom 850kW
RSC Sample rate frsc,p 5kHz
DC-link Nominal voltage, related to nominal stator voltage vDC,nom/vs,nom 1.16
GSC Sample rate fgsc,p 10kHz
GSC-Transformer Voltage ratio wgscT 0.696
Main Transformer Voltage ratio wMT 0.0345
Table D.2: Field-oriented control: controller parameters
Control part Controller Symbol Valuea
RSC Rotor current control KIR 3.3V/A
TIR 29ms
Power control KP,Q 4.16×10−4 V−1
TP,Q 30ms
Tf ,P,Q 30ms
GSC Grid-side inverter current control KIG 8.5V/A
TIG 57ms
DC-link voltage control KV DC 2.45V/A
TV DC 12.8ms
Tf ,vDC 3ms
aThese control parameters were determined as described in Chapter 3 and are not identical to the parameters used
for the validation of the model.
Table D.3: PN-control: DC-link voltage controller parameters
Filter method Symbol Value
PT1 & feedback, MAV & feedback, MAV, DSOGI, notch filter KV DC 2.45V/A
TV DC 12.8ms
Fortescue Transformation KV DC 1V/A
TV DC 50ms
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Table D.4: PN-control: controller parameters
Component calculation GC,i,rsc Value GC,i,gsc Value
PT1-feedback KIRP 2V/A KIGP 1.5V/A
TIRP 500ms TIGP 100ms
KIRN 5V/A KIGN 2V/A
TIRN 20ms TIGN 100ms
MAV-feedback KIRP 2V/A KIGP 1V/A
TIRP 500ms TIGP 100ms
KIRN 3V/A KIGN 1V/A
TIRN 20ms TIGN 100ms
MAV KIRP 1V/A KIGP 1V/A
TIRP 100ms TIGP 100ms
KIRN 1.5V/A KIGN 0.5V/A
TIRN 10ms TIGN 7ms
Fortescue Transformation KIRP 0.4V/A KIGP 0.5V/A
TIRP 100ms TIGP 100ms
KIRN 1V/A KIGN 0.5V/A
TIRN 5ms TIGN 250ms
DSOGI KIRP 0.2V/A KIGP 2V/A
TIRP 200ms TIGP 100ms
KIRN 2V/A KIGN 1V/A
TIRN 20ms TIGN 5ms
Notch filter KIRP 1V/A KIGP 2V/A
TIRP 200ms TIGP 50ms
KIRN 5V/A KIGN 1V/A
TIRN 50ms TIGN 50ms
Table D.5: FSC(PN): modifications for PN-reference value integration
Control part Symbol Value
Power control KP,Q 8.32×10−5/V
Rotor current control KIR 1V/A
TIR 29ms
is,n-filter QDSOGI,IS 1.41
ir,n-filter QDSOGI,IR 0.1
vr,n-filter QDSOGI,V R 0.1
Table D.6: FLL-parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
DSOGI-Filter band width Q f 1.41
Integral controller gain K f ll 0.132s−2V−2
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E Simulation and measurement results
E.1 Scale bases
Most of the simulation results are given related to the nominal values. In detail, the scale bases
are:
Table E.1: Scale bases of simulation results
Quantities PG, QG vDC igsc, irsc, il mel nnom
Scale base PG,nom vDC,nom
√
2
3
PG,nom
Vs,nom
PG,nom·60
nnom·2pi 1.08 ·ns=0
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E.2 Model validation
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Figure E.1: Step response of igsc,d with field-oriented control, simulation and measurement results: ref-
erence values, measurement results, simulation results, PG = 0, QG = 0, n = nnom
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Figure E.2: Step response of irsc,d with field-oriented control, simulation and measurement results: ref-
erence values, measurement results, simulation results, PG = 0, QG = 0, n = nnom
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Figure E.3: Step response of PG with field-oriented control, simulation and measurement results: refer-
ence values, measurement results, simulation results, QG = 0, n = 1.08 ·ns=0
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Figure E.4: Step response of vDC with field-oriented control, simulation and measurement results: refer-
ence values, measurement results, simulation results, PG = 0, QG = 0, n = nnom
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E.3 PN-control scheme
E.3.1 Identification of symmetrical components
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Figure E.5: Positive-sequence and negative-sequence components of asymmetrical line voltages, low-
pass filter without signal feedback with three different time constants (top down): Tf =
100ms, 5ms and 1ms
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Figure E.6: Positive-sequence and negative-sequence components of asymmetrical line voltages, low-
pass filter with signal feedback with three different time constants (top down): Tf = 100ms,
5ms and 1ms
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Figure E.7: Positive-sequence and negative-sequence components of asymmetrical line voltages, notch
filter with three different bandwidth values (top down): Q f = 10, 1 and 0.1
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Figure E.8: Positive-sequence and negative-sequence components of asymmetrical line voltages,
DSOGI-filter with three different bandwidth values (top down): Q f = 5, 1.41 and 0.5
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E.3.2 Calculation of reference values for grid-side current controllers with PN-control
The simulation results below are achieved using the following conditions and configuration:
• grid-side and rotor-side PN-control,
• n = 1.08 ·ns=0,
• QG,re f = 0kVAr,
• PG,re f = PG,nom,
• vDC,re f = vDC,nom,
• t = 1s . . .1.5s: 1-phase dip to 50% remaining voltage on the grid-side of the main trans-
former,
• MAV-filters for component calculation,
• line colours vDC: vDC, vDC,re f ,
• line colours igsc,re f : igsc,p,d,re f , igsc,p,q,re f , igsc,n,d,re f , igsc,n,q,re f .
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Figure E.9: Calculation of negative-sequence and positive-sequence component reference values
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Figure E.10: Calculation of negative-sequence component reference values and igsc,p,d,re f , igsc,p,q,re f =
output of DC-link voltage controller
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Figure E.11: Calculation of negative-sequence component reference values and igsc,p,q,re f , igsc,p,d,re f = 0
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Figure E.12: Calculation of negative-sequence component reference values, igsc,p,d,re f = 0, igsc,p,q,re f =
output of DC-link voltage controller
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E.4 Frequency-selective control
E.4.1 Step responses of curent d-components with field-oriented control and
frequency-selective control
The following two simulation results are achieved using these conditions and configuration:
• grid-side and rotor-side frequency-selective current control,
• use of related quantities,
• n = 1.08 ·ns=0,
• t = 4s – step of reference value of rotor-side current d-component,
• vDC,re f = vDC,nom,
• PG,re f = 0kW,
• no control of QG.
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Figure E.13: Step response of rotor-side current d-component, left figure: FOC, right figure: FSC
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E.4 Frequency-selective control
The following two simulation results are achieved using these conditions and configuration:
• Grid-side and rotor-side frequency-selective current control,
• use of related quantities,
• n = 1.08 ·ns=0,
• t = 4s – step of reference value of grid-side current d-component,
• vDC,re f = vDC,nom,
• PG,re f = 0kW,
• QG,re f = 0kVAr.
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Figure E.14: Step response of grid-side current d-component, left figure: FOC, right figure: FSC
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E.4.2 Stability analysis of discrete current controllers
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Figure E.15: Poles (x) and zeros (o) of closed
rotor-side current control loop
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Figure E.16: Poles (x) and zeros (o) of closed
grid-side current control loop
E.5 Comparison of simulation results with different control strategies
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Figure E.17: Comparison of simulation results with different control strategies, 2-phase voltage dip down
to 95% remaining voltage, n = ns=0 (setting 2)
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Figure E.18: Comparison of simulation results with different control strategies, 2-phase voltage dip down
to 95% remaining voltage, n = 0.92 ·ns=0 (setting 3)
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Figure E.19: Comparison of simulation results with different control strategies, 2-phase voltage dip down
to 80% remaining voltage, n = 1.08 ·ns=0 (setting 4)
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Figure E.20: Comparison of simulation results with different control strategies, 2-phase voltage dip down
to 80% remaining voltage, n = 0.92 ·ns=0 (setting 5)
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Figure E.21: Comparison of simulation results with different control strategies, 2-phase voltage dip down
to 50% remaining voltage, n = 1.08 ·ns=0 (setting 6)
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Figure E.22: Comparison of simulation results with different control strategies, 1-phase voltage dip down
to 50% remaining voltage, n = 1.08 ·ns=0 (setting 8)
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Figure E.23: Comparison of simulation results with different control strategies, 1-phase voltage dip down
to 50% remaining voltage, n = 0.92 ·ns=0 (setting 9)
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Figure E.24: Comparison of simulation results with different control strategies, 2-phase voltage dip ac-
cording to Fig. 6.1, left: n = 1.08 ·ns=0 (setting 10), right: n = 0.92 ·ns=0 (setting 11)
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